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Abstract

Climbing Jacob's Ladder-Toward A Christian Theodicy of the Cross

This paper examines various approaches to theodicy - the attempt to just¡fy the goodness

of God with the reality of evil - in Christian religious thought and attempts to provide a theodicy

which speaks to contemporary society. lt critiques the speculative theodicies of Alvin Plantinga

and John Hick and finds their free will defense and soul-making theodicy, respectively, to be

insensitive to the needs of the victims of suffering and somewhat unChristian formufations of

God's activity and presence in human affairs.

Next, it examines the practical theodicies of John Roth and Mark Wallace, lheodicies which

are indicative of praxis-oriented responses to evil. Both embody purgative, cathartic, and even

therapeutic practices that speak to the existential plight of the victim of radical suffering.

While Roth pulls from the work of post-Holocaust Jewish theologians in formulating practical

responses to suffering which seek to 'dissolve' the problem of evil, Wallace employs the wisdom

discourse of biblical literature as an age-old repository of healing and healthy responses to

timeless limit situations.

But Roth and Wallace differ in their understanding of the responsibility of God for

permitt¡ng evil to exist and even thrive in the world. Roth affirms that a properly-informed

praxis-theodicy will protest to and against a guilty God. Wallace rightly does not go so far as to

render a guilty verdict on God, for he realizes the implications of such a claim are damaging and

ultimately deadly to a theodicy which seeks to speak to a viable and living community of theistic

believers. Accordingly, he suspends judgment on the guilt of God in human affairs.

Appropriating the praxis-oriented theodicies of both Wallace and Roth, I then seek a

theological 'grammar' that can speak of hope in a benevolent deity. By combining these two

approaches, I formulate the thesis of my paper: the most efficacious way to 'solve' the problem

of evil is to dissolve it with first-order praxis-engendering responses. Only after this has been

done can we begin to map out second-ordered theological responses which affirm the goodness of

the world and of God in the face of radical negation. One such response which I outline is a
Christocentric-oriented approach based on the mysteries of the lncarnation and Trinitarian

Godhead, an approach which bespeaks the benevolence of God in God's and our struggle with evil.

God can be professed as good because God participates in the struggles and sufferings of God's

creaturely creations.

This paper, accordingly, is a constructive effort to realize a viable and living theodicy for

our day and age. ln so doing, it focuses on addressing the concrete problem of evil in the world -

how do we confront evil and .how do we cope with it - lo answer.the immediate and existential

problem of suffering. ln so doing, it sides with the immediate concerns and problems of the

sufferer. lndeed, I conclude that focusing on what we can do in the face of evil seems more

practical and important than attempting to intellectually solve the unsolvable riddle of the
existence of God and evil.
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INTRODUCTION

lshewillingtopreventevil,butnotable?rhenheisimpotent'lsheable,butnot

willing?lhenheismalevolenl.lshebothableandwilling?whencethenisevil?

(David Hume, Diatogues Concerning Natural Retigion)r

Traditional theodicists who operate from a theistic faith have attempted for centuries to

reconcile the existence of an omnipotent, omniscient, and morally perfect God with the existence

ofevil.AsfarbackasEpicurus(g41-z7oB.c.E.),philosophersandtheologians'from

Augustine to Thomas Aquinas, from Friederich Schleiermacher to Alvin Plantinga, have

emproyed different strategies and methods to ,prove' that the simurtaneous existence of God and

evir is not an incoherent and inconsistent notion. rn other words, rhey have attempted to answer

David Hume's succinct formulation of the problem (above) by providing ontotheological

justifications of God's ways to humankind, ways that can be, by the theodicists efforts' knowable

(at least to a large extent) by human beings'

ln recent theodical literature especially' however' there has been a shift awaY from the

traditionar specurative concerns of theodicy toward responses which seek to articulate resp.nses

to the problem of radical negation in our day and age. These responses, primarily practical and

secondarily theoretical, attempt to 'dissolve' the problem of evil rather than 'solve' it by

engendering praxis-oriented approaches to radical negation designed to allow the individual to

cope with and perhaps even conquer the pain and suffering in her rife. Accordingly, such a

theodicy (which encompass both emotional and intellectual responses in its attempt to aid the

individuar in an integrative and horistic sense in her struggre against evir ) seeks primarily not

to justify God in the face of evir but to provide a human-ennobring cathartic response to pain and

suffering which may provide insight to a rerigiousry acceptabre answer to the probrem of evil.

The belief here is that such a response is more satisfying, both emotionally and intellectually'

to the individual, especially the sufferer, then the ontotheological endeavors of purely

speculative theodicies
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Accordingly, the purpose of this paper is to proffer a viable and therapeutic

praxis-oriented theodicy in an age where the 'death of God' seems to be the operative attitude or

sensibility of contemporary society. With all the cataclysmic horrors of human history,

particularly in this century, where humanity's inhumanity has presented overwhelming

evidence that God plainly does not (cannot) intervene in human affairs, is it any wonder that our

civilization has turned away from a theistic interpretation of the world to a non-theistic one?

For many, the world is no longer a place where God's goodness is assumed, let alone God's

existence. ln these religiously dubious times, I aver it is imperative to imbue a sensibility of

cathartic spirituality to the oftentimes narcissistic and nihilistic materialistic concerns of

modern humanity, especially in its Western conlext. A praxis-oriented response to evil, done

within the framework of a religious tradition, may be a step in the right direct¡on toward an

appropriation of a spiritual sensibility in contemporary society.

But what might this praxis-oriented theodicy look like? What would inform its structure

and content? First and foremosl, such a theodicy would start from the fact of evil in the world;

from there, it would attempt to provide possible ways of coping with that évil and the suffering

concomitant with it. lnstead of focusing on how evil can co-exist with a good and all-powerful

deity, it would provide space for the reader to ask the question, "What do we as human beings do

to overcome the evil in the world?" and "How best can we cope with the suffering which arises

from that evil?" Consequently, it would be more concerned with first-order responses to evil -

what do we do to counter against and cope with the evil and suffering in the world - rather than

second-order responses - how can we reconcile evil with a God-affirming belief system. These

types of concerns and questions, then, are indicative of a praxis-oriented theodicy, a theodicy

that seeks to engender practical and therapeutic responses to suffering and pain.

The praxis-oriented response I advocate in this paper does not, therefore, attempt to

answer why a good and all-powerful God allows evil to exist. Accordingly, this paper may not be

as metaphysically satisfying as some might hope. Nevertheless, I lhink a theodicy which focuses

on addressing the concrete problem of evil in the world - how do we confront it and how do we
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cope with it - attempts to answer the much more immediate and existential problem of

suffering. ln so doing, it sides with the immediate concerns and problems of the sufferer. lndeed,

focusing on what we can do in the face of evil seems lo me much more practical and important

than attempting to solve the unsolvable riddle of the existence of God and evil.2

However, I do not mean to suggest that we can or should rid ourselves of the concerns of

second-order responses to ev¡|, to constructive stalements that seek to 'harmonize' God and evil.

For many religious individuals, a sense of wholeness and well-being entails some sense of

spiritual and religious self-assurance. lt would be facetious of me to suggest that we should not,

let alone cannot, say something about God's relationship to evil. lndeed, I think it is necessary

for the religious believer to struggle with the traditional problem of evil - reconciling God and

suffering - if she is to lake her beliefs and faith system seriously.

On the other hand, I do not think this should be done facilely. I think we can only begin to

utter theological statements about the relation of God and evil only after we have sounded out the

depths of human despair and suffering, only after we have explored the Kingdoms of Night as

thoroughly as possible. ln so doing, we place the primacy of the individual sufferer and her

dignity and integrity above all else. I assert that a theodicy which does not place at the forefront

of its exposition the concerns and needs of the individual in her hour of suffering is neither

representative of a humanitarian response to evil nor indicative of a religiously available

theology.

One of the ways a theodicy can take seriously the concerns and needs of the individual is to

listen attentively to lhe narratives of those who have faced radical negation and dehumanizing

suffering. Psychology teaches us, more than anything else, that the simple act of listening can be

one of the most cathartic and even therapeutic responses to pain and anguish. Listening

attentively, in this instance, entails a sympathetic and solidaric stance with the victims of

unjust suffering.

Having sounded out the depths of human despair and misery, we can then sound off healing

and cathartic responses in those depths. These responses - irony, anger, lamentation, prolest -
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can aid in suturing the fractures of our being, fractures which have irrupted from the struggle

with existential anomie and alienation. I hold out the hope that these responses may not only help

transform the suffering and evil in our lives but convert ourselves to new-ways-of-being and

living in the world.

The first-order typology I have outlined above can be used by all who find that it aids their

struggle with evil and suffering. I aver that it has a general - though I shall not go so far as to

say universal - application to contemporary society. A second-order typology, however, does

not have the same range of applicability. Second-order responses, for the purposes of this

paper, attempt to integrate religious (broadly defined) or spiritual interests with the physical

and emotional concerns of a first-order response. But because of the diversity and unique

sanctity of religious belief or spiritual faith, I think it is impossible (at least in this stage of

my work) to formulate a gestalf second-order response which will appeal to the multifarious

and multifaceted religions/spiritualities of human experience. Consequently, I shall concern

myself only with a second-order response which accords to the one religious belief system I

know somewhat well enough to write about - Christianity.

A Christian-oriented approach to evil encompasses, first and foremost, a first-ordered

response along the lines of that which I have outlined above. lt is sensitive to the needs and

concerns of the victims of radical suffering and respects the integrify and humanity of the

individual. Second, in setting down a second-order response, it will employ the theological

content of its tradition (e.9. the notion of the Trinity and the lncarnation of God in the person of

Jesus of Nazareth) in its attempt to reconnect the term 'goodness' wilh the term 'God.' Such a

word association is imperative, I argue, if a religion (here Christíanity) is to remain a viable

and live option for the community of theístic believers.

Further, because Christianity espouses the goodness of God and the redemption and

salvation of humanity, a Christian-oriented response to evil places its hope in the saving grace

of God. For Christians, this hope is pivotal to sanity and survival in a never-ending fight against

the forces of darkness, But it is also pivotal to the belief that humanity will one day overcome
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evil and free itself forever from its tyranny. "For it is a central tenet of the Christian faith that

man is enabled to overcome evil only by the sovereign grace and power of God."3 Accordingly, in

a Christian-oriented theodicy, the first-order question, 'what do we do to overcome and cope

with evil,' is inextricably bound to the second-order question, 'whal does God do to overcome and

cope with evil.' The problem of evil for the Christian, then, is a question of religious import

which must be addressed within the theological structure and scriptural content of her faith.

Within the framework and parameters of the Christian faith, I aver that Christians once

again can speak of the benevolence and goodness of God in the face of radical negation by

appropriating the Mystery of the lncarnation. As a symbol and reality of God's participation in

the struggles and sufferings of God's creatures, the lncarnation bespeaks of God's unbounding

love for us, "For God so loved the world that he gave his only Son, that whoever believes in him

should not perish but have eternal life." (John 3:16) ln so doing, however, lrecognize the

metaphysical limits of this claim. Though in some fundamental sense God is a loving deity, the

relation between divine omnipotence and omniscience and the reality of evil is left untouched.

.This paper, then, is what lconsider a project theodicy. lt does not claim to have'the'

answer to evil, nor does it harp on the subtle metaphysical-ontological distinctions of a

speculative theodicy. Rather, ¡t attempts to announce a way of confronting evil in the world that

is, primarily, emotionally satisfying and, secondarily, intellectually satisfying. This

announcement, however, will not appeal to everyone. Those who find it useful and helpful in

their struggle with evil may wish to use it. For others who find this is not the case, I summarily

urge that it be cast aside.

My main concern is to present a praxis-oriented theodicy that struggles to confront, cope

with, and ultimately conquer the suffering in the world. lts secondary concern is to present a

Christocentric second-order response which allows us once again to affirm the goodness of God

on some fundamental level. This affirmation, for the Christian community, is in itself a

necessary response in the struggle 1o face evil with courage and dignity, with ¡ntegr¡ty and

humanity, without giving up hope in a final redemption and salvation of humanity.
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The thesis of this paper, then, is that the most efficacious way to 'solve' the problem of

evit is to dissolve it with first-order praxis-engendering responses. Onty then can we begin to

map out second-ordered responses which can speak again of the goodness of the world and of God

in the face of radical negat¡on. One such response which I outline is a Christocentric-oriented

approach which bespeaks the benevolence of God in God's and our struggle with evil.

This paper, accordingly, is a constructive effort to realize a viable and living theodicy for

our day and age. But before we can begin to conslruct a healing response to evil, we must first

deconstruct the traditional, speculative theodicies which served other purposes in other eras.

Accordingly, the first two chapters of this paper are devoted to critiquing and deconstructing

these types of theodicies. Although it is true that these theodicies have an appeal to many people

today, their appeal is in the intellectual arena only, in the metaphysical forum of justifying a

good and all-powerful deity. They are reticent concerning the integrity and dignity of the

individual in her struggle to cope with radical suffering in the arena of life. As a result, these

theodicies ultimately fail to take suffering or the sufferer as seriously as praxis-oriented

responses to evil. Consequently, the insensitive elements of such theodicies must be reevaluated

and even expurgated.

ln Chapter One, therefore, I critique the speculative theodicies of Alvin Plantinga and John

Hick as they are presented ín God, Freedom and Evitand Evit and the God of Love, respectively.

Plantinga employs a free will defense, in the theodical tradition of Augustine, to support the

claim that all evil originates in the iniquilous choices of free, finile human beings. The crux of

Plantinga's free will defense is that free will and creaturely freedom are goods so great that any

attempt on God's part to curtail their autonomous aclivity, even when heinous consequences are

imminent, would entail a morally unjustifiable act. Hick applies a form of the free will defense

in his soul-making theodicy, a theodicy which understands human beings to be gradually

evolving into 'sons and daughters' of God. The moral justification for evil in this 'solution' is

that human beings musl grow in an uncoerced, loving relationship with God. ln so doing, they

will encounter situations which will test their mettle and edify their souls, thus drawing them
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ever closer to the eternal likeness of their CreaÌor.

After each of these speculative theodicies, I explore some deeply problematic implications

and consequences of the 'solutions' they strive so diligently to defend. I aver that both are callous

and insensitive responses to the victims of evil - victims whom speculative theodicies are

supposed to placate with their deep and sufficient understanding of God's reasons for permiting

evil in the world. I also assert that the God portrayed in both theodicies is not the saving,

participatory God of Jesus Christ, a God who struggles and interacts constantly with God's

creatures; instead, the God presented in God, Freedom and Evil and Evil and the God of Love seems

more in line with the deistic God of a G.W. Leibniz. This leads me to conclude that any attempt 1o

do Christian theodicy must be one that is sensitive to the needs of the suffering, both religious

and otherwise. I affirm that the only religiously available God in times of terrific calamity is

not a God who is an idle spectator in the affairs of humankind ('a la Plantinga's and Hick's

theodicies) but a God who indwells Godself in the sufferings of victims.

I attempt to expand on these and other relevant issues in Chapter Two. Here, I make the

claim that speculative theodicies are generally unsuccessful in their attempt to explain the

presence of evil in a God-made world, because they try to rationalize evils which, by their very

nature, are so horrendous and horrific that they resist the discursive analysis of thought.

Contemporary speculative theodicies are also a product of Enlightenment thinking, a mode of

cogitation that no longer appeals to today's way-of-thinking. With Kenneth Surin, I aver that

speculative theodicies no longer lay hold of the imagination of those who struggle to find an

existential/practical response to evil. For many people, it seems the need to learn how to cope

with the evil in the world is a more pressing matter than to know how to justify its existence in

ir.

Accordingly, I suggest at the end of Chapter Two that we need to distinguish between

praxis-engendering responses and religious-affirming asseverations to evil. The former is

what I lerm as first order theodical discourse. This typology encompasses narratives of pain and

suffering and the praxis-generating responses to those narratives. lmplicit in this discourse is
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a sympathet¡c and solidaric stance with the victims of radical suffering. The latter typology is

what I term as second order theodical discourse. This discourse not only embodies the

victimizing narratives of and praxis-generating responses to radical negation of a first-order

discourse, but employs broken theological language to provide a possible way which we can once

again hope and believe in a God who is on 'our side.' However, this discourse has limited

explanatory power in its spoken and written expression, because there is certain evil - surd

evil - which is ultimately a mystery, unintelligible within the realm of discursive analysis.

Chapter Three continues the constructive undertaking begun towards the end of Chapter

Two. lt examines the contemporary theodicies of John Roth and Mark Wallace, approaches which

engender a first order response lo evil. Both of their theodicies are informed by the lived

narralives of victims, and both seek to promulgate a praxis-oriented response to unjust

suffering in the world. Roth employs the records and stories of Holocaust victims and survivors

to not only undergird his protesting theodicy, but to seek viable and cathartic responses to those

who suffer and are persecuted. Wallace, on the other hand, looks to biblical discourse,

especially as it is embedded in wisdom literalure, as an age-old chronicle of existential

limit-situations and as a repository of cathartic and therapeutic ways-otbeing in the face of

radical negation.

But while both Roth and Wallace argue persuasively that praxis-oriented approaches to

evil can enable one to cope with (and thus dissolve the existential problem of evil), they

disagree as to what the content of our relationship with God should be in the face of radical

suffering. Roth wishes to indict God as a guilty bystander, if not a participant, at such surd

events as the Holocaust. A properly informed theodicy for Roth is one that elicits protest against

the God who is guilty of a non-interventionist policy in human history. Wallace, on the

contrary, does not wish to claim God is guilty and suspends judgment on this matter. The protest

he promulgates is one directly against the 'institutions of despair' on this earth rather than one

directly against God.

Wallace, I aver, is right to suspend judgment on the guilt of God; there are seemingly
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insurmountable problems of a religious nature concomitant with Rolh's stance, nonetheleast of

which is how is a God with a demonic side worshipful in any moralistic sense? By leaving the

question of God's guilt in abeyance, Wallace allows the possibility for positive, albeit sketchy,

theological utterances about God's benevolence. And I conclude the chapter anticipating what such

a theology might entail from a Christian viewpoint an lncarnational theodicy.

This brings us to the Fourth and final Chapter, which discusses the merits and limitations

of an lncarnational theodicy. I claim thal God is the eternally Present in our lives through Jesus

Christ, living out our destinies and struggles within the ground of our being. Jesus Christ, as

the God-human, both embodies and symbolizes God's freely gracious love to us. Not only does God

in the person of Jesus of Nazareth live out the human struggle in a unique and noble way, but in

doing so God shows us how to cope with and struggle against evil and suffering in Jesus' life,

death, and resurrection. Jesus Christ, in a fundamental sense, is the personality and persona of

God personified in lhe via crucis.l suggest that the emulation of the life of Christ is the way, for

the Christian, to live in the world but not of it, a way to cope with the suffering on the cross

while holding out the hope for its conquest in the resurrection.

But an lncarnalional theology leaves untouched lhe relation between God's omniscience and

omnipotence and the reality of evil. Accordingly, we still wonder at and are in wonder of a God

who we cannot pin down, a God who, like evil, refuses to be subsumed under the rubric of human

rational discourse. Consequently, since we cannot understand completely the mysteries that God

reveals to us about Godself and about evil, a Christocentric second order discourse is limited in

its capacity to speak of and to all instances of radical negation and surd evil. But what we may

not be able to articulate in lerms of the 'grammar' of the lncarnation may be practiced via

cathartic and therapeutic responses towards the victims of unjust suffering.

Before we begin this project, let me take a momenl to mention what I think are two major

limits of this paper. First, the second-order theodical discourse promulgated in this paper, as I

have already mentioned, is Christocentric in orientation and thus will only appeal to the
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Christian community. But it may be the case that the first-order theodical discourse which I

argue for may also appeal to only a limited number. For instance, it may not appeal to those who

believe that the concepts of 'evil' and the 'self' are fictitious not¡ons, illusory concepts with no

corresponding referential in 'reality' Ìhat need to be deconstructed in praxis as well as in

theory. Accordingly, to argue that catharsis, lamenlation, protest - self-authenticating

responses to evil - are viable ways to cope with evil may actually contravene some

onto-metaphysical systems and/or religious beliefs (e.9. many forms of Buddhism). So perhaps

I should emphasize as well the limited applicability of first-order theodical responses as a

general way of confronting evil in human experience.

Second, the general scope of this paper - the relationship of evil, humanity, and God -

precludes a thorough-going analysis of the role of nature in relation to the problem of evil. This

is a necessary preclusion, not in terms of the subject matter, but in terms of my lack of

knowledge of ecological theology and spirituality. Hopefully, this lacuna can be filled in the

not-too-distant future.

Finally, something should be said about the title of this paper. The second part of the title,

Toward a Christian Theodicy of the Cross, is rather self-explanatory in light of what I attempt

to conclude from the nature of the theodicy I promulgate in the last chapter. The first part,

Climbing Jacob's Ladder, however, is much more interesting and is perhaps a fitting metaphor

to describe the content of my thesis. Though I do not discuss Jacob or his ladder in the contexl of

this project, the images this metaphor conveys are envisioned again and again in this thesis.

There are three general points of note here.

First, Jacob is a Jewish pa.triarch who struggles with God and humanity, a struggle played

out in the wrestling match he has with the Stranger at the crossing of the ford of the Jabbok

(Genesis 32: 22-30). Jacob's struggle symbolizes our own struggle, against God and others,

that is indicative of a life full of turmoil and turbulence. lt is also symbolizes Jacob's

self-transformat¡on (Jacob is given a new name, lsrael), undergone by his protest and struggle
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against the Stranger (God). Jacob's struggle embodies the principles of a first order theodical

response - a praxis-engendering way-of-being in the face of adversity.

Second, Jacob's ladder, which reaches from the earth to the sky (Genesis 28:12-17), on

one level can symbolize the medium by which revelation comes to human beings. And revelation

only comes to human beings through the prevenient grace of God. Accordingly, if theodicy is, by

nature, beyond human reason because "it requires us to be articulate in the face of the

unspeakable",4 then theodicy is an "extension of the theology of revelation."S Accordingly, we

can only learn about the suffering and evil in the world through what God reveals to humanity.

Further, if we remember that the ladder is a symbol for the cross of Christ, than the medium

through which revelation comes to us ¡s lhe via crucis of Jesus Christ, the God-human. Through

the life, passion, and resurrection of the Son of God, we can learn what God reveals to us about

being in the world. The cross symbolizes God's ultimate sacrifice in becoming one with

humanity. God's fate becomes, in a fundamental sense, inextricably tied up to our fate. Jacob's

ladder, taken in this sense, personifies a second order theodical response - a means by which we

can speak of a benevolent deitY.

For Christians, therefore,

[t]he self -revelation of God on the cross of Christ is the
self-justification of God, in which judgment and damnation are taken up

by God himself, so that man may live. ln the face of this divine
self-justification on lhe cross of Christ the attempl by man to just¡fy

God vis-'a-vis the fact of evil (which is what theodicy essenlially is)

becomes superfluous. 6

Finally, the ladder of Jacob symbolizes lhe crosses we all must bear in our lives (the

ladder's we all must climb) if we are to see through, with human dignity and integrity, our

lives to the end. But even in the struggle to live out our lives with courage and conviction, there

is still the never vanishing dream of a better tomorrow, of a never dying hope that God will be

with us to the bitter end. "And behold . . . the Lord said [to Jacob], ' I am with you, and will

bring you back to this land; for I will not leave you until I have done that of which I have spoken
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to you"' (Genesis 28:13 -15).

With these hopeful words, let us begin what I hope to be an edifying journey in the world

of theodicy...
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Introduction

Excerpt
I David Hume, "God and the Problem of Evil, " from Dialogues Concerning Naturøl Religion, Parts X øttd'

X/ in Philosonhv of Religion: Selected Readings. eds. William Rowe ánd William TVainwright (Orlando:

Ilarcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1989), p. 206.

Text
2 J.S. Whale , inThe Christian Answer to the Problem of Evil.4th ed. (London: S.C.M. Press Ltd., 1957),

p.43, expresses this sentiment from a Christian perspective. "The pains He (Christ) had to bear may not

give you and me a theory about pain, but they help us to face pain . . . He who triumphed through pain is

with tl¡em in all their darkness and suffering."

3 Kenneth Surin, "Theodicy?" The HørvqrdTheological Revíew76 (April 1983): 235.

4lbid., p.tu43.

5lbid., p.244.

6 rbid.
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Chapter One

A Critique of Speculative Theodicies

Such is the generosity of God's goodness that He has not refrained from creating even that creature

which He foreknew would not only sin, but remain in the will to sin. As a runaway horse is better than a

stone which does not run away because it lacks self-movement and sense PercePtion, so the creature

is more excellent which sins by free will than that which does not sin only because it has free will.

(Augustine, On Free Willl

The value-judgment that is implicitly being invoked here is that one who has attained to goodness by

meeting and eventually mastering temptations, and thus by rightly making responsible choices in

concrete situations, is good in a richer and more valuable sense than would be one created ab initio in

a state either of innocence or virtue . . . . human goodness slowly built up through personal histories of

moral effort has a value in the eyes of the Creator which justifies even the long travail of the

soul-making process. (Hick, Eoil and thc God of Loaò2

The Assumpt¡ons of Speculative Theodicies

The mainstream tradition of Christianity holds that God is all-powerful and all-loving.3 ¡¡

also holds evil - that which is contrary to the will of God - exists. Somewhere within this

doctrinal assertion appears to be a paradoxical inconsistency. But where? Perhaps if we flesh

out the individual terms and define them, then we can gather the fresh insight that will enable

us to see where the putative contradiction lies'

We begin with 'all-powerful,' a term which philosophers of religion sometimes adjudge

'omnipotence.' But as Peter Geach makes clear, all-powerful (having power over all things) is

quite distinct from omnipotent (having power to do everything and anyth¡ng). The God of the

biblical faiths, argues Geach, is presented primarily as all-powerful rather than omnipotent.

For our purposes, then, we shall side with Geach and undersland God's unlimited potential in

terms of God's all-powerfulness. Also, because omnipotence is so widely used when discussing
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God,s power, we shall retain its use in this chapter and throughout the rest of the paper, but

with the understanding thai it be defined as 'power over all things.'a

But what does this ,power over all things' encompass? Primarily, it entails staying within

the formal structure of logic, i.e. rhe necessary relationship of ideas. lt means that God can do

anything that is logically possible. However, an omnipotent God cannot make round squares or

married bachelors or perform any of those illogical logicalities devised by ingenious, yet wily,

practitioners of deduction. Stephen Davis understands God's omnipotence to mean "God can do

anything that is logically possible for God to do,"5 and M.B. Ahern defines it as "the power to

bring about whatever it is logically possible for a being of unlimited power to bring about."6

But, J.L. Mackie has pointed out that there seems to be an inherent paradox within our

definition of omnipotence.T lf God can do anything which is logically possible for a being of

unlimited power to do, then can God make things which God cannot subsequently control? Or can

God make rules (e.g. the laws of logic) to which God is rhen bound? An affirmative response will

imply that God is no longer omnipotent once God has made these things, for these are then things

which God cannot do. However, a negative answer will affirm that there are things God cannot do

from the start, thus also denying God omn¡potence'

But the paradox of omnipotence falls prey to self-referential incoherency. Bernard Mayo

contends that ',[s]ince 'things which an omnipotent being cannot control' is a self-contradictory

phrase, to make such things is logically impossible. . . . (and) failure to bring about logical

impossibilities does not count against omnipotence."8 And, as Thomas Aquinas has professed, "it

is more accurate to say that whatever is logically impossible cannot be done than that

omnipotence cannot do it."8 Consequently, the paradox of omnipotence does not detract from God's

omnipotence, for it is a logically incoherent notion'

Another question that arises from our definition of omnipotence is whether it includes the

notion of omniscience - the state or quality of knowing all things. Arthur Herman distinguishes

omnipotence and omniscience as two non-necessarily complementary qualities.l0 H.¡.

Mcçloskey and Ahern, however, posit that the notion of omniscience is implied in omnipotence,
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for a being must have unsurpassable knowledge in order to do what a being of unlimited power

can do.ll As Ahern puts it, "[a]n omnipotent being must be able to bring things about in all of

the ways it is logically possible for them to be brought about by a being with unlimited power in

every possible order, at any time, and with no possibility of mistake."l2 ln order to do this,

however, an exhaustive knowledge of things and their possible relationships with and effects

upon other things would need to be known. I think, therefore, McCloskey and Ahern have argued

convincingly that omniscience is a prerequisite for (or a fellow-traveler with) omnipotence.

The next term requiring definition is 'all-loving' or 'all-goodness.' A being with working

rational faculties is morally good if moral evil can never be predicated of that being.l3 lt is

logically possible for a being.to be wholly good even if it consents to moral and non-moral evil

or directly perpetrales non-moral evil. However, the evil allowed or perpetrated must produce

a good at least as proportionale lo it, and further, the good cannot be achieved without the evil in

any way possible for the agent.l4 Most traditional theodicies and the ones we shall look at

understand the definition of moral good in these terms.

It is also important to note that 'all-goodness' further limits God's omnipotence, for God

cannot do that which is not good. For example, it is not possible that God could directly cause

moral evil.

Finally, we must define what we mean by evil. There are two general types of evil

recognized by speculative theodicists. The first, moral evil, is intentional wrongdoing, negligent

duty, or sutfering caused by human agents. The second, natural evil, is pain and suffering caused

by natural events (earthquakes, diseases, famine, flood, etc.).ls lt is also "the general

imbalance of rewards and virtues allotfed to righfeous and unrighteous people; that is, the

righteous often seem to suffer as much as, or even more than, the unrighteous.'16

Having defined the terms, we can again try to discern where the putat¡ve inconsistency lies

in reconciling the existence of an omnipotent and perfectly good being with the reality of evil.

The argument follows that if God is omnipotent, God must be able to prevent evil. ln other words,

the state of affairs that presupposes the non-existence of evil seems precisely the sort of state
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of affairs an omnipotent being can bring about.17 lf God is all-good, God would certainly wish to

eliminate evil. Logically then, if God is all-powerful and all-good, why does evil exist? The

triad of an all-powerful, all-knowing, and all-benevolent God seems to come 'unglued' when

confronted with the presence of evil. David Hume locates this inconsistency within an

intuitionist framework when he has Philo ask, "ls the world, considered in general, and as it

appears to us in this life, different from what a person, or such a limited being, would,

beforehand, expect from a very powerful, wise, and benevolent deity?"l8

ls evil, then, a justification to surrender a logical belief in an omnipotent, all-benevolent

God? The traditional paradox of the reality of evil would not, of course, arise if the theist denied

God's perfect goodness and/or omnipotence. But in doing this, a traditional theist's understanding

of God - an understanding grounded in biblical tradition - would have to be abandoned' And most

theists are not ready to make this concession quite yet. But how can one hold a logically

inconsistent and incoherent set of beliefs and convince anyone that this theology is not irrational

from the start?

But the theist may have an egress from this dilemma. lf we remember that an omnipotent

God may be constrained by the rules of logic, and that an all-good God can allow or even produce

evil if it leads to a greater good, then it is nol necessarily true that the lriad is inconsistent. lt

may indeed be the case that God has a 'morally sufficient reason' for not eliminating evil. And it

is precisely from this angle that traditional theodicists attempt to defend their belief in God in

the face of evil.

ln so doing, they employ a number of apologetic strategies. Of these, four predominate

categorically as the most prevalent theological 'solutions:' the greater goods argumbnt (the good

is great enough to justify the evil whose permission is required for its occurrence), the

aesthetic argument (evil brings an aesthetic sensibility 1o the artistic canvass of the universe),

the free will defense, and the self-authenticating (or soul-making) theodicy'

It is with these last two 'solutions' that we shall concern ourselves within this chapler,

for they are the most frequently employed in contemporary theodicy. And, more specifically, we
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shall critique lhe free will defense and the soul-making theodicy as they are presented by their

foremost advocates, Alvin planringa and John Hick, respectively. Because Plantinga, in his

major work on theodicy entitled God, Freedom and Evil, otfers us only a possible resolution of

the logical problem of evil and does not attempt to seek a satisfactory response to the

epistemological problem, viz., thar evil constitutes powerful evidence against the existence of an

omnipotent and omni-benevolent God, we shall only concern ourselves with this 'solution's'

logical validity and its implicafions. Hick, however, in Evil and the God of Love, builds upon the

free will defense of plantinga and nol only attempts to produce a logically consistent solution to

the problem of evil but also one which establishes epistemic soundness. consequently, Hick's

theodicy is much more interesting and involved than Plantinga's; and hence, we shall be more

thor:ough in our critique of Hick's 'solution' vis-'a-vis Plantinga's'

ln our commentary on both plantinga's and Hick's 'solutions,' we shall. be interested in

observing the ,if' and the ,how'within their theological frameworks. we shall also wish to know

whether their application entails a sensitive approach to the victims of evil in the world. lf

their theodicies are to be acceptable Christian responses to pain and sufferings, then they must

integrate both a Christological hermeneutic and a cathartic 'understanding' of evil. I shall

elaborate on these points later, but for now, we shall use them as the modest measuring rod for

an appropr¡ate Christian response lo evil. We shall now examine these two 'solutions,'

beginning first with the free will defense.

The Free Wlll Defense of Alvin Plantinga

The freé-will defense, as presented by Alvin Plantinga in God, Freedom and Evil and

appropriated in large measure from Augustine of Hippo, maintains that evil exists because of

the actions of free and rational crealures, actions which sometimes produce deleterious

consequences because of the fallibility of the actors and actresses. By creating beings with

genuine freedom, God has voluntarily relinquished some power vis-'a-vis God's Self.
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plantinga,s free-will defense is strictly a defense of God's goodness and omnipotence in the face

of evil. lt is not, however, a theodicy, since he neither attempts to demonstrate its logical

necessity, nor claims il is prima facìe plausible, nor asserts that we have sound and proper

grounds for holding it.19

plantinga, in fact, nowhere advances an epistemological argument to support the

proposition that human beings have free will.2O What he does advance, however, is an

ontotheological one. A priori, it seems more valuable for human beings to have free choices and

possess genuine free will than to have no free choices and to be manipulated (awares or

unawares) like automata. Since it ¡s more perfect to have free will than not to have it (to be in

some sense autonomous), and since a perfect being chooses that which is the better of two

options, God - a perfect being - out of love, has chosen for human beings to have free will.

Even so, it would seem that free will would not be so valuable if its use only produces a

large amount of suffering and evil. God, however, foreknows the consequences of bestowing free

will to human agents and, therefore, also foreknows whether in the end the intrinsic value of

free will, coupled with the meritorious decisions it brings forth, 'outweighs' the evil

occurrences which arise from its possession and use. As Plantinga holds that human beings do

indeed have free will, God - being an all-benevolent deity - must have foreseen that all would

work out for the best (in the end) by giving us that precious gift.

plantinga, therefore, espouses that God has a morally sufficient reason for bestowing free

will on human creatures. But before we can examine Plantinga's justification of God, we must

examine the notion of free will in greater depth. Just what exactly does it mean to have free

will? plantinga, a nonconsequentialistic2l incompatibilist, postulates two antecedent conditions

which must be met if we are to call a human agent 'free' to will: her actions must not be coerced

or causally determined, and she must have one genuine alternative, par ceteribt¡s , from which

to choose.22

Plantinga's free will defense, undoubtedly, rests upon the notion that humans do indeed

have free will, but it also is based upon the hypothetical postulation of possible worlds. A
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possible world, for our purposes here, is a world that could possibly exist but does not.

Jonathan Feinberg presents a more detailed description of Plantinga's possible worlds.

ln a possible world, either a state of affairs or its opposite will
obtain, and this principle is true for a whole series of states of
affairs. Thus, a possible world is the conjunction of every state of

affairs which obtains for the world, although that world has never

been actualized. ln regard to each conceivable state of affairs, either

that state of affairs obtains in the possible world, or its opposite (the

state of affairs wherein a particular State of affairs does not obtain)

obtains.23

Of course, for every inhabitable poss¡ble world there exists possible persons. Each

poss¡ble person possesses a set of properties and such properties entail the exclusion of their

opposites. This holds for a person in a possible world or in the actual world. The difference

between'the two is straightforward: lhe possible person with her propert¡es has not been

actualized, while the actual person with her corresponding properties has been.

lf humans do indeed have free will, then human freedom places limits of logic and power on

God's ability to actualize a world, or for that matter any world. For example, if God wishes to

actualize a certain world W, and if in world W person P will do D where D is an action brought

about freely by P and D is an action antithetical to the will of God; then God cannot

simultaneously actualize W and bring it about that P does not do D in W. ln generalizing the

above, we can say that God cannot create a world that will be perfect (necessarily) if in that

world are free yet fallible creatures. Or so Plantinga thinks.

But Anthony Flew and Mackie contest that Plantinga has proven too much with his'possible

world' theory. lf, indeed, God.is omnipotent, God would still have the capability to create a world

of free yet fallible beings who never choose to exercise their fallibility but always respond

rightfully to the will of God (i.e. it is logically possible to have a world inhabited solely by

perfect persons). Either God could have crealed free human agents who had no inclination to sin,

or God could have made them so oriented lowards the good that they would always master the

temptation to sin.
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Flew argues that free actions, while not externally compelled, flow from the nature of the

agent. And the nature of the agent is a God-given gift. Accordingly, reasons Flew, being free to

act is not incompatible with having a nature, undetermined by the agent, that dictates the way

one acts. ln other words, the compatibilist Flew, confra Plantinga, sees no contrad¡ction in

saying fhat'God made humans so that they always choose the right' is compatible with the claim

that 'humans have free choice .'24 ls it not conceivable, asks Flew, that God could have created

our nature so that we would always respond to the good, that we would never fail to make the

right choices?25

Mackie basically argues the same point when he reasons that "[i]f there is no logical

impossibility in a man's freely choosing the good on one, or on several occasions, there cannot

be a logical impossibility in his freely choosing the good on every occasion."26 ln other words, if

God can actualize all logical possibilities, and since human beings have been known to make the

right choices on some occasions, it seems God could have actualized the logical possibility that

human beings would always choose to make the right choices.

. plantinga defends himself rather ingeniously (¡f not a little dubiously) from this

criticism by arguing for the notion of transworld depravity - the logical possibility that every

human person2T has a base nature which 'necessitates' the choice of sin on at least one occasion

in every world in which she is actualized. lt is indeed highly probable that any free agent who

must "make a significant number of moral choices in a world like ours will eventually go

wrong."28 Postulating transworld depravity defends the claim that it is logically impossible for

God to create perfect human beings'

The notion of 'transworld depravity', however, still does not respond to Flew's and

Mackie's quest¡on, namely, why did God not make humans who would, by their God-imbued

nature, always overcome temptation and freely act rightly? The reason why Plantinga's notion

does not respond to their query lies in his conception of free will, a conception which differs

from his critics. Flew and Mackie, unlike Plantinga, are compatibilists. They believe our will

arises from our nature and character. But Plantinga, an incompatibilist who believes free will
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cannot be causally determined by any nature or condition, fails to recognize their position and

consequen¡y cannot grasp the impetus behind their criticisms. lnstead, he assumes that his

notion of free will is the correct one and, furthermore, is the operative albeit skewed

undergirding of Flew,s and Mackie's critique. Accordingly, he replies to their criticisms from a

compatibilisf stance: God cannot endow creatures with a nature that is, in principle,

predictable (in this case, one that would always stave off lemptation), because by doing so God

would seriously undermine the notion of free will. Plantinga would further question the extent

of our freedom - our capacity to choose between good and evil - if that freedom were determined

by a character who would never choose 'the bad.' He would ask in what sense are humans free to

make significant decisions if the outcome of those decisions was predetermined'

But Flew and Mackie would counter by asking if our choices,consequently, are not causally

determ¡ned by our character, then in what sense can freedom be a characteristic of the will?

Moreover, if freedom is not determined causally, then it is mere randomness. And if it is mere

randomness, "it cannot be the most important good, a good worth having at the expense of evil

produced, for what value could there be in . . . free choices, if they [a]re random actions and

thus not determined by the the nature of the agent?"29 lf freedom is simply randomness, as

plantinga's incompatibilism would lead us to believe, then God is doubly blameworthy for giving

us someth¡ng which is not in itself good and which produces evil consequences.

Both sides make legitimate criticisms of one another. On the one hand, Plantinga seems to

have a point: if free will is determined by our God-given nature, and if God makes our nature so

good that we never fall into temptation, in what sense can it be said that we have a genuine,

'living' option to choose the bad as well as the good? Flew's and Mackie's criticism of Plantinga's

'possible worlds' theory - that God could have endowed human beings with such a good nature

that they would never fail - seems too strong to be considered a legitimate understanding of free

will in relation to human decision-making. For that matter, if we are to be consistent with the

compatibilist school, it seems that any nature God gives us will predetermine our choices and

decisions. But,-on the other hand, Plant¡nga's incompatibilism seems even more problematic: if
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free will is not in some sense causally determined, in what sense can we equate any action with a

continually subsisting entity called a human being?

The point of the preceding critique of free will has been to demonstrate that the notion of

free will is not agreed upon, even by those who hold that, in some way or other, human beings

possess it. And, indeed, the very notion of a'free' will as that which, in some sense, is exercised

freely by human beings in choosing between two genuine options seems incomprehensible.3O

But to give Plantinga the best defense we can, let us posit an incompatibilist theory of free

will. At a purely theoretical level, then, Plantinga can claim he has defended a possible (though

not plausible) free will defense which absolves God of actively perpetrating evil in the world, a

defense that accentuates the intrinsic superiority of free will, even free will that leads to

execrable circumstances, over predetermined responses, even predetermined responses which

will always be in accord with the will of God.3l But even Plant¡nga acknowledges that the

dispensation of free will is not worth it if no free moral agents choose to love and obey God. Of

course, Plantinga has to show that God is omni-benevolent by insisting, like G.W. Leibniz, that

God has created the best of all possible worlds.32 Accordingly, he must morally justify God with

the proviso that "there is no possible world God could have created that contains a better balance

of broadly moral good with respect to broadly moral evil."33

lf one accepts incompatibilism, then Plantinga's free-will defense seems to be a logically

coherent defense of God's guiltlessness in relation lo moraliniquity. But we have yet to consider

its defense oÍ natural evil. Plantinga's solution, while still logically possible, borders on the

absurd: natural evil - famines, floods, earthquakes tornadoes, etc. - are the result of the

machinations of the fallen angels, under the leadership of Lucifer. After these divinities fell

from grace, their "apostasy was reflected in distortions of nature and in perverted biological

developments of various kinds." 34

Plantinga avers that God allows these fallen creatures the same non-interference rights as

human beings (a laissez-faire approach to administraÌion, no doubt), out of respect for the

ultimacy of the free will. Granted that this is logically possible within the realm of etiological
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explanat¡ons for natural evil, it, nevertheless, fails to appeal seriously to contemporary people.

lf Plantinga is to be true to his philosophical calling, he must not merely construct a logically

possible hypothesis, but "one which also accounts for the data of human experience and is

consistent with our existing knowledge." 35

Again, Plantinga's employment of a broken symbol system to rationalize a major

component of theodicy calls into question the efficacy of his overall free'will defense. lf it is

implausible for most people to believe in fallen angels, in what sense can we say that Plantinga's

logically valid, though not sound, premises are helpful to us in constructing an etfective defense

of God's goodness in the face of evil?

Another disturbing element of the free will defense is the notion of an omniscient God who

'foresees' that ¡f certa¡n moral agents are created, they will voluntarily reject God's love and

will wind up in hell, where the 'fires are never quenched.' There seems to be something

'unethical' about this, even if we accept that those condemned freely choose hell and could not be

at peace in heaven. Why should God create such agents in the first place? Further, such

foreknowledge implicitly indicts a passive God (its implications for a participating deity will be

explored later) who witnesses such horrendous ruptures as the holocaust without 'lifting a

finger' to help the suffering innocent. As one theologian has pointed out, "[i]t is shocking that

God not only knew but plotted [in choosing to actualize this world] such.destruction from

eternity."36 One must put great faith in the ultimacy of free will as the great value in order to

reconcile prescience of and acquiescence to ev¡l in an all-loving and benevolent deity.

Plantinga's free will defense, as laid out in God, Freedom, and Evil, is basically a

pared-down theodicy that relies on little theological insight;37 and when it does, it appropriates

an outdated and misplaced myth to explain the etiological framework of natural evil. Plantinga

operales from the long tradition of Enlightenment theodicists, persons who survey and

adjudicate logical options with the intent of formulating a possible argument that allows for both

the existence of evil and God. ln so doing, Plantinga abstracts possibility to such an extent that it

can no longer be believed or taken seriously by persons living in the shadow of pain and
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suff ering.

The root problem of Plantinga's defense is its orientation: it is directed towards

demonstrating that belief in God is not irrational for the theist. As long as the theist can 'prove'

that theism does not counter empirical evidence, i.e., that the existence of an all'loving and

all-powerful God can be reconciled in principle with the presence of evil , then the the¡st cannot

be charged with holding an irrational belief system. Accordingly, Plantinga is concerned only

with showing that there is a logical theistic justification for evil in the world. He, therefore,

cares little for the plausibility or even worse, the consequences, of such a defense. His maín

objective is to secure the existence of God in the face of evil, and with his objective achieved, he

pays no more attention to the matter.

But Plantinga has failed to realize the necessity in developing a gestalt systematization of

empirical observation and theological belief. By focusing solely on the formal reconciliation of

the existence of God with the presence of evil, Planlinga, a Calvanist, has emptied God of some

essential Christian theological content. lndeed, let us see what kind of God Plantinga has'saved'

in the free will defense.

The God of Plantinga is a God whose moral obligation extends to creating the best world

possible (this one) in terms of the 'largesl' balance of good over evil, a balance that in "no other

way" could obtain,38 Evil is simply tolerated "as the unavoidable consequence of [God] having

granted human agents free will."39 lf the value of freedom and the good it produces and/or

contributes to 'outweighs' the disvalue of iniquitous choices by free agents, God may be justified

in the decision to endow humans with free will, even though God has prescience of the times they

will fail to do what is right. God, in such a view, is constrained by human freedom and logical

necessity (what Plantinga terms 'contingently true counterfactuals'). ln other words, God is

limited by those situations which arise necessarily as a result of the free choices of individuals.

Two questions need lo be asked immediately. First, can human evil, or for that matter evil

at all, be of such a kind as to be 'balanced'or'oulweighed' by human good, or good in general?a0

Later on, I shall suggest that the notion of recompense for evil does little for some (if not most)
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who suffer crushing evil and is a rather cold and calculating approach to theodicy, but for now, I

wish to leave it as a question in abeyance.4l Second, in what sense can Plantinga, a Calvinist

theologian and philosopher of religion, claim to have appropriated a Christian hermeneutic of

God, a God who is, as Walter Kasper has noted, "the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. . . . (And as

such, the Church) is not concerned with God in an unspecified sense of this word; its faith is in

the God of Jesus Christ . . . . The question of God is therefore inseparable from the question of

Christ."42 ln other words, to what extent can we equate Plantinga's Cosmic Actualizer, a God who

resembles more the deisfic unmoved mover of Aristotle than the God of the Bible, with the

Christian God of history who brings salvation to the world and is the "divine mystery who

overcomes human wickedness in and through the historical presence of the Son"43?

Further, the free will defense claims to emerge from two great bibl¡cal stories - "the

story of the moral freedom of God's creatures and of the contingent entry of evil into the world

in Genesis 2 and 3, and the story of God's final triumph over all the forces of sin, disorder, and

death in the book of Revelation and in the theology of Paul."44 But is it really God who triumphs

over evil - over the forces of sin, disorder, and death - in Plantinga's free will defense? lf the

answer, as I believe, is negafive, then Plantinga has failed to meet the latter condition of this

claim. ln doing so, he has also failed to provide a theological framework for grace and

redemption - two key concepts in Christian thought and faith - in his defense. Plantinga's

minimalist theodicy allows no possibility for divine intervention and consequently empties the

Christian God's capacity for lranscendental and transformative encounters with human beings.

As a result, God is detached from the world, leaving human beings the task to work out

their own salvation, as well as their own ethical codes. Such an understanding of God's

relationship to humanity, I feel, cannot be reconciled with religious history, especially as

chronicled in Holy Scripture.as Further, the God of Christianity is the God who uses the freedom

bestowed on human agents to bring about salvation history. Such a notion of God-directed

freedom in relation to God's saving work, however, is foreign to Plantinga's free will defense.

And without such a notion, the omni-benevolence of Plantiga's Cosmic Actualizer is brought ¡nto
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quest¡on: if God does not (but is able to) intervene actively on behalf of those who struggle with

suffering and salvation, then God is certa¡nly not the Loving God who struggles for The Chosen in

the Hebrew Scriptures or becomes incarnate in the person Jesus Christ for the sake of the

world in the Christian Scriptures.

Alvin Plantinga has presented a free-will defense which, if one accepts incompatibilism,

is logically coherent and possible (valid) but far from plausible (sound). ln his defense, free

will is a possible explanation for all the evil, both moral and natural, that exists in the world.

But in allowing for (accepting?) such a possibility, Plantinga has stripped God of some of the

major Christian attributes, viz., God is no longer the God of Salvation, who participates and

suffers with the people.a6

Three practical questions need to be asked after this critique of Plantinga's defense: What

has been defended? Was it what Plantinga intended to defend? And was it worth defending? The

answer to the first is that Plantinga has successfully defended the God of Leibniz, the God of

philosophical theism of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, but not the biblical God of

Abraham, lsaac, and Jacob. The second answer is 'no,' for Plantings sought to defend the latter,

not the former. Consequently, since Plantinga's aim was to defend the grounds for belief of a

living Christian faith in the face of evil, and since what was defended is an outdated tradition, the

answer to the third is also negative.

Soul-Making - John Hick's Theodicy

John Hick conceives the task of theology as the attempt to understand lhat in which faith is

placed, or in Anselm's terms, "fides quaerit ¡ntellectum." Theodicy, an integral part of a

thoroughly systematic theology, does not therefore seek to create a faith but preserve an extant

one from the onslaughts of the 'dark mystery' (evil). Further, a Christian theodicy, if it is to be

lrue to its foundations, will not be informed by the fallacious inferences of natural theology but

will "participate in a stream of religious experience which is continuous with that recorded in
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the Bible."47 Hick, therefore, attempts to reconcile the empirical experience of evil within a

Christian religious framework. Accordingly, Hick seeks to provide a 'religious' interpretation

to the problem of evil by trying to remain within the Biblical tradition in his exposition of the

human condition and in his struggle to conceptualize an appropriate theodicy.as

Hick claims that a properly-informed hermeneutic of mainstream Biblical literature

understands God to be an all-powerful and all-benevolent Being. lt also understands evil and sin

to be intrinsically antithetical to the will of God but instrumentally necessary in order to

realize God's higher purposes. Hick's theodicy, then, attempts to present a sufficient

justification for evil's existence in a God-made world.

Hick's basic understanding of the world is one of soul-making; that is, the world is

designed to build souls. His soul-making theodicy seeks to explain the evil around us not only as

a product of creaturely free will but as a means by which humans can become children of God.

Hick's approach employs the same free will defense as Plantinga's.49 Like Plantinga, Hick uses

it to explain moral evil and to preserve God from any guilty indictment on our part as a result of

its presence.

And Hick's theodicy, also like Plantinga's, can be analyzed as an exercise in metaphysical

construction, in that it attempts to survey and critique general hypotheses concerning the

natural operations and processes of the universe.50 Free choice, a contingent aspect of the world

given to us by God voluntarily,Sl only holds meaning in a world where the consequences of

actions can be predictably known. By knowing the consequences of our actions, we can make

meaningful choices and decisions. Sometimes, however, our decisions cause (intentionally or

unintentionally) us and/or others suffering and pain. But such evil is necessary as a

consequence of an ordered world; our decisions would prove insignificant if we were unaffected

by any of the¡r deleterious consequences. God, accordingly, does not intervene on our behalf

every time danger appears on the horizon,52 because "evil is an unavoidable consequence of the

operation of familiar natural laws and . . . the existence of a world governed by laws of this sort

is a necessary condition of responsible and significant choices."53 As in Plantinga's theodicy,
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such cho¡caa 
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But Hick's free will strategy differs from Plantinga's on one fundamental issue: the

meaning of the word 'free.' Hick supports Mackie's claim that it was logically possible for God to

have created free human beings who never sinned.54 Hick sees no contradiction in the ¡dea of

human beings so constituted that they always freely act r¡ghtly. But now Hick, if he wishes to

preserve God's goodness, must reconcile it with a compatibilistic interpretation of free will. lf

it was possible to create human agents with such a good nature, why did God refuse to do so?

Hick answers by first pointing out what he considers the crux of Christian faith: the belief

that humans are supposed to act freely not only towards one another but also in their response lo

God. And it is the free response to God which necessitates that God not allow human beings a

nature which ¡s guaranteed in advance never to go wrong. Hick states "if we proceed . . . from the

Christian view that God is seeking man's free response to Himself . . ," then it is logically

impossible for the Almighty to make humans who will always freely respond to God in love,

faith, and hope.Ss And a free response to God demands that the choices of human beings be, in

principle, unpredictable. Hick has moved from the theory of compatibilism to incompatibilism

in locating the crux of the free will issue not in the realm of the human-human encounter but in

the realm of the God-human encounter.

One objection to Hick's move is that it places undue emphasis on God's part of the

relationship. God could make it so that no one was aware her response was coerced. And if Hick

argues that God's knowledge of the coercion is enough to destroy the genuineness of the

relationship, others have argued that the amount of evil which accrues from a genuine

God-human relationship is simply too much. For instance, David Ray Griffin writes: "lt is

certainly not self-evident that the additional value that would accrue to God by God's knowing

that the creatures' fiduciary attitudes were authentic, rather than spurious, is sufficient to

justify all the evils that would have been avoided had God been willing to forgo this additional

value."56

But if we suppose that a genuine relationship with concomitant evils is better than no true
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rec¡proc¡ty without the evils, there still seems to be a fundamental flaw in Hick's reasoning.

Although the strength of Hick's assertion is in his enthusiasm to justify and exult in a personal

relationship with the Creator, he does so at the expense of a rightful relationship with God's

children. lf we are to be consistent with a Christian rendering of theodicy, we must take into

account the Biblical tradition, as Hick has noted. But this means we take seriously these words

of Jesus:

You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, and with all your

soul, and with all your mind. This is the great and first commandment.
And a second is tike il, You shall love your neighbor as yourself. On

lhese two commandments depend all the law and the prophets.
(Matthew 22:37-40; emPhasis mine)

Even though there is no necessary causal connection between love of God and love of

people, Christian scripture holds that love of one is meaningless without love of the other. A

lack of faith in and love towards a God who loves all humanity (or creation) will leave one in

self-centered alienation, consequently 'causing' one to act unjustly toward one's fellow

creatures. And a lack of love towards one's neighbors bespeaks a lack of love for God.57 Hick

seems to forget the Judeo-Christian belief that human beings respond freely to God in love only

by freely loving other human beings. Hick, in distinguishing between the God-human encounler

and the human-human encounter, fails to understand the interdependent relationship of the

Christian Scriptures' two great commandmenls.

Further, Hick seems to imply that we would not need to seek a tree response in our

relationships with our brothers and sisters if we did not seek God's response through them.

While I do not wish to deny that indeed we relate to God in relating to others, I question the lack

of integrity and dignity Hick imparts to human beings. Hick seems inclined to relegate humans to

the roles of receptacles for the irruption of God's Presence in the world, rather than to respect

them as free-willing, autonomous beings with an intrinsic worth of their own. Human free will,

a reality so crucial to Hick's theodicy, is elevated as a means 1o realize a free response in the
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Divine-human encounter but is neglected (and used only incidentally) as a means to affect such

a response in the autonomous encounlers of human beings.58 As we shall discuss later, however,

Hick even undermines his conception of the God-human encounter by negating the Presence of

God in human affairs.

ln any case, Hick's free will strategy, unlike Plantinga's, is the foundation for a deeper

understanding of the God-human experience; whereas the latter posits free will as the ultimate

value of our being, the former understands it as a necessary precondition of an even greater

ideal - the attainment of morally and spiritually perfected souls. Hick reasons that through the

exercise of free choices, human beings are endowed with a meaningful existence, an existence

littered with tough obstacles to be overcome in the struggle to fashion souls. These obstacles, if

they are to be overcome, demand humans make the right decisions at the right time. ln the

struggle to surmount barriers and make correct choices, human souls are morally and

spiritually nurtured. The development of the soul corresponds to an aspiration for and an

attainment of perfected virtue and spirituality.

But problems arise here for Hick as well. Feinberg argues that it is not necessary for

humans to overcome harsh difficulties in order to come to a loving and devoted relationship with

God. He posits, instead, that "a relation of love and devotion can be built through one party [God]

showering blessings upon another [human beings].'Se While I do not wish to deny the

truth-value of this claim, it fails to take into account the impetus behind Hick's soul-building.

A person who has come to a loving relationship with God through the trials and tribulations of

edifying her soul, argues Hick, is a person who is worthier in-and-of herself to receive God's

good graces (not that anyone is ever truly worthy). So while Feinberg's claim may well be true,

it can only stand as an attack on the soundness of Hick's theodicy, not on its coherent validity.

And on this point, I side with Hick.

Sfanley Kane, however, assails Hick from a different direction. ln an article entitled "The

Failure of Soul-Making Theodicy," he attacks Hick's presupposition that the traits soul-making

develops - fortitude, compassion, humility - justify the existence of the logically necessary
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condit¡on of evil. He adduces, instead,

[w]e can imagine situations where these traits could be displayed even

though there is no actual evil existing. Courage and fortitude, for
instance, could manifest themselves as the persistence, steadfastness,
and perseverance it takes to accomplish well any difficult or
demanding long-range task. . . . [for ¡nstance,] it is hard to see why
people cannot learn just as much of the spirit of help and cooperation
by teaming together to win an athletic championship as by coming
together to rescue a town leveled by a tornado or inundated by a
flood.6o

It seems that the elimination of disease and natural disaster, especially in their extreme

manifestations, would not jeopardize opportunities to develop virtuous character traits. ln a

world without such radical evils, the capacity to edify souls may indeed increase; for more time

could be allotted to developing traits in the pursuit of human-affirming activities rather than in

the struggle for survival against debilitating physical and mental evils.61.

Hick could argue here that the kind of character traits developed in the face of crippling

mental and physical evil differ in morally significant ways from those traits developed in a

world devoid of them. This, however, seems to be a moot poinl, because the traits developed in

both cases seem to share much in common and are very similar in character. Even if we were to

grant Hick a moral difference, would that difference be sufficient "to outweigh the disvalue of all

the pain and the suffering that ever have and ever will occur as a result of diseases, natural

disaster, elc."?62 Hick would be pressed to develop a substantive claim contra this criticism.

Despite some of these criticisms, the soul-making theodicy still has validity as a

conceptually-coherent system (with some plausible truth-value). We must now, however,

examine more closely Hick's major treatise on the problem of evil, which is developed in

chapter thirteen of Evil and the God of Love. Here, the author attempts to put theodicy in a new

light by pointing out the fallacies inherent in the traditional Augustinian exposition of the

problem of evil and then inserting his own conception within the teachings of the early

Hellenistic Church Father, lrenaeus. He argues that an Augustinian understanding of the origin
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of evil has disastrous scientific, logical, and moral consequences for those who.interpret its

implications literally.

ln Augustine's exposition, God allows evil (which is absolutely forbidden) because "God

judges ¡t better to allow evil to exist and thereby to bring greater good out of evil rather than

merely to exclude evil (and with it freedom) from creation absolutely."63 Further, citing from

the Bible, he posits the actuality of unredeemed evil in the notion of eternal punishment. He also

asserts a prehistorical Fall, as presented in the Genesis myth of Adam and Eve, which brings

about a temporary rupture in the divine-human relationship. Because of this rupture, solely

accountable to human beings, humans are supposedly thrown from a state of finite perfection

into a state of existential despair and death. The reason for the Fall and for inherited sin lies in

the first two humans' refusal to obey the word of God. Consequently, God is absolved from any

connection to sin. Evil is the sole responsibility of finite creatures.

But the myth of the Fall, counters Hick, runs into some fundamental logical and theological

problems if ¡t ¡s to serve as a rational theodicy. For

[i]t is impossible to conceive of wholly good beings in a wholly good

world becoming sinful. To say that they do is to postulate the
self-creation of evil ex nihilol There must have been some moral flaw
in the creature or in his situation to set up the tension of temptation;
for creaturely freedom in itself and in the absence of any temptat¡on

cannot lead to sin. Thus the very fact that the crealure sins refutes the

suggestion that until the moment he was a finitely perfect being in an

ideal creaturely relationship to God.6a

lf we are to believe those who hold that we have fallen from a state of grace (those who

posit a degeneracy theory of morality), then we are also bound to hold the very uncomfortable

and tenuous doctrine of an absolute divine predestination (God established the conditions which

God had foreseen would cause the downfall of 'perfected' people). lf Augustinian predestination is

upheld, then our understanding of morality is seriously questioned: how can anyone be morally

responsible for her sins and be justly punished by God when it is by necessity (God's will) that

she sin in the first place? ln such a divinely-ordained scenario, Hick believes everything
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morally contingent and significantly free becomes necessary (for in a predestined existence, we

have no ultimate say as to what we do). Consequently, we are left with no free will, a condition

which is so important to the notion of morality and the self. And it is this notion which Hick

seeks to preserve at all costs.

Hick claims, therefore, that the cosmic picture of the Fall as sketched by St. Paul and

appropriated systematically by St. Augustine is nothing more than the product of biblical

eisegesis and religious imagination. lt is a myth whose function is to "illumine by means of

unforgettable imagery the religious significance of some present or remembered fact of

experience"65;it is not a literal rendering of an historical event. The myth fails, accordingly, if

it is manipulated as a logical and rational etiological explanation for problems posed by the

human condition. ln the problem that concerns us here, the myth of the Fall cannot explain the

irruption of actualized evil into the human condition,

ln order to circumvent a literal rendering of this myth, Hick follows the seminal ideas of

lrenaeus as appropriated typologically by Friederich Schleiermacher and avers that the world

is a place where souls are made,66 and humans evolve to become sons and daughters of God.

Although humans are made as personal and moral beings in the image of God, they have not yet

achieved the spiritual likeness of God.67 As Hick understands it, "the image of God is man's

nature as personal, [while] the divine likeness will be a quality of personal existence which

reflects finitely the life of the Creator Himself."68

The world, with all its good and evil, is a testing ground where people can transform

themselves into children of God. For Hick at least, the human struggle through this testing

ground in order lo achieve perfection (God's likeness) is infinitely more appealing than a human

existence in a ready-made state of perfection. As Hick notes, "the one who has attained to

goodness by meeting and eventually mastering temptations, and thus by rightly making

responsible choices in concrete situations, is good in a richer and more valuable sense lhan

would be one created ab initio in a state either of innocence or of virtue."69
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lf we wish to maintain the imagery of the Fall, Hick suggests we must apply it in reference

to the ontological gap between our being as it is (what we are now) and our being as it ought to

be (what we were divinely intended to be¡.70 Hick's ontological distinction between'is'and

'ought' is heavily weighted to a teleological schematization of human purpose and meaning.

Human nature, for Hick, is to be fulfilled in the future hope of the 'good' eschalon, rather than

expurgated by some inexplicable past event (i.e. the Myth of the Fall¡.71

This ontological gap, moreover, entails that God is ultimately responsible for the evil and

suffering in the world: God established the conditions which at the outset have set humanity at an

'epistemic' distance from God.72 Humans are situated in an environment in which God's existence

and nature are concealed and in which the proper knowledge of right and wrong is difficult to

obtain. They are presented a world which is 'religiously ambiguous,' a world which is capable

of being perceived as a purely natural phenomenon or one imbued with God's creative power. The

presence of evil in the world, both moral and physical, partly establishes this epistemic

distance.T3

Furlher, in the human condition, God allows the possibility of sin "as a necessary

precondition of a free ethical development in a temporal career. Sin appears as an inevitable

accompaniment of free historical developmenl."T4 Bul our conception of sin includes the notion

of free will; one must be able to choose freely if one can be held accountable for one's motives

and actions. The state of epistemic ignorance serves a dual role, then, in that it functions not

only as the condition by which sin comes into the world, but as the only logical precondition for

possessing moral freedom. Without epistemic distance, humans would no longer possess

autonomous will or cognitive facullies, as they would be overwhelmed in the continual presence

of God.

But in such a state, humans are necessarily sinful aþ initio.15 Hick argues fhat if we do not

know God, we cannot be for God and, if we cannot be for God, we must be against God.76 Being

against God and God's Will is Hick's definition of sin (cf, Matthew 12:30). As a result, human

beings begin, not from a morally neutral position, bul from a morally evil one. Hick here
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conjo¡ns moral freedom and sin as two necessarily complementary components of the human

condition.

lmmediately, there seems to be an irreconcilable problem with a lheology that believes

humans make intelligent free choices as rational creatures in a world epistemically distanced

from God (not to mention one that equates moral freedom with sin): for how, without appealing

to God's transcendent redeeming grace (which Hick does not allow for), is it possible for humans

to grow and develop in a personal relationship with God when their fundamental inclination and

being is de novo self-centered? lf human beings are dependent upon God for "every power and

quality of their being,"77 how can they be free even in regard to whether they are aware of God?

lf humans are self-contained creatures in a state which is ab initio antithetical to a relationship

with God,?s why would they ever choose to become involved with God even if they did become

aware of God's existence?

Though Hick, as I have pointed out above, has argued thal the world is a 'religiously

ambiguous' stale where "God [is] knowable only by a mode of knowledge that involves a free

personal response on man's parl, this response consisting in an uncompelled interpretive

activity whereby we experience the world as medialing the divine presence,"7g h¡s definition of

sin and his denial of grace seems to preclude the possibility that human beings would ever come

to perceive the world as a place to develop a God-human relationship. Hick's efforts to realize a

world where humans develop by their own means and initiatives precludes the possibility of an

irruption of God's Presence in History, of an encounter with fhe Deify. And without this

possibility, it remains a mystery how humans can ever improve their situation. What Hick

finds utterly baffling in the Augustinian conception of the Fall, how sin ever entered the world ,

is, interestingly, the reverse of what makes his own theodicy so baffling - how goodness ever

entered the world.so

While Hick has failed to extricate his theodicy from the rather absurd implications of

epistemic ignorance, he is at least consistent in his refusal to absolve God from ultimate

responsibility of sin and evil. God is ultimately responsiblesl for the existential imperfection
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of the human creature, though the human creature is responsible for her life in the creaturely

world. As I have attempted to explain above, however, Hick would argue further that God is

forced by logical necessity to create humans sinful. But if this is the case, then why does God

actualize such imperfection in the first place? Because God, Hick argues, has a morally

sufficient reason for creating such imperfection: God foreknows fhat all humans have and will

use their capacities to freely improve their lot and grow as 'children of God.' How humans grow

and develop, as I have suggested, is a rather mysterious event (at best), but it is trivial as

compared lo why they progress. The crucial point here is that God deems such development to be

more valuable than satiation in a ready-made state of perfection. As Hick affirms, the "creation

of beings who eventually complete the soul-making process is a good of such surpassing value

that it justifies the exislence of all the evils that occur in the process.'82 Accordingly, God is

absolved of accountabilily for creating sinfui creatures.

But in this process of becoming well-rounded human beings, Hick warns that we need to

experience pain and suffering at times. Such evil experiences teach us how to become

responsible, morally commilted, and compassionate persons. Hick argues that the world is

properly structured, that it has just the right amount of soul-building experiences, to serve

the purpose God intended it to serve - to perfect our souls,

But let us examine more closely what Hick means by this. ln attempting to determine what

kind of world would be necessary to cultivate mature and responsible citizens for the Kingdom of

Heaven, Hick puts forward a rather pragmatic litmus-test:

. . . if we are right in supposing that God's purpose for man is to lead

him from human Bios, or the biological life of man, to that quality of
Zoe, or the personal life of eternal worth, which we see in Christ . . .

[we must ask the question] ls this the kind of world that God might
make as an environment in which moral beings may be fashioned,
through their own free insights and responses, into "children of
God"?83

The world that God has designed is a world containing unpredictable contingencies "in
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which unexpected and undeserved calamities may occur to anyone; because only in such a world

can mutual caring and love be elicited."84 ln such a world, evils are never tolerable, except for

the greater goods that are brought out of lhem.

Evils, unfortunately, are entirely relative to our judgment, a judgment which is limited

by our finitude. Hick asserts that if we were omnipotent creatures, we would see how evils work

out for the best for all of us, and we would know how to live with them properly; namely, we

would use evil experiences to build our souls to hasten the eschaton, the cosmic happening of the

perfection of all souls.85

But what seems not to be a matter of judgment relativity is the historical observation that

the soul-making system, while perhaps increasing moral awareness and institutions, has not

produced an overall improvement in the moral state of the world. lndeed, human beings today

seem to be no more moral that the¡r ancestors, though they may be able to articulate their

moral concerns and feelings more felicitously than those who preceded them. Hick, however,

suggests that because this world is "a pilgrimage within the Iife of each individual, rather than a

racial evolution, the progressive fulfillment of God's purpose does not entail any correspondinþ

progressive improvemenl."36 ln other words, 'soul-making' is an individual affair which is to

be carried out over one's lifetime ralher than a social endeavor to be conducted by communities

over the course of centuries.

This may be true, but Hick still has to take into account the seemingly obvious fact that all

souls do not have the opportunity to exercise a virtuous disposition in their lifetime on this

earth. For example, the fact that death takes many in infancy seems to be overwhelmingly

insurmountable evidence against the belief that all humans go through a soul-making process on

lhis earth in one lifetime. lf Hick hopes lo be consistent with a universalized redemption that is

actualized when all souls have achieved God's likeness, he must postulate post-mortem

opportunities that will enable souls to reach perfection. lndeed, Hick realizes that many people

during their earthly lifetime never set out very far (if at all) on the path to soul-making. "lf

there is any eventual resolution of the interplay between good and evil, any decisive bringing of
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good out of evil," concedes Hick, "it musl lie beyond this world and beyond the enigma of

death."87

ln Death and Eternal Life, Hick maps a way in which humans might continue to improve the

condition of their souls after death.89 For Hick, such a postulated process of human perfection

"occurs in the personal histories and interactions of individuals through . . . successive

par-eschatological worlds."8e This evolutionary movement towards perfection begins with

inorganic matter, building blocks which are subsequently created into lower forms of life,

formed into human animals, and finally transformed into "children of God."90

The struggle for perfection, continues Hick, will always end in triumph. Because he

wishes to preserve a degree of human contingency in his theodicy, however, Hick does not posit

this as a logical necessity; rather, it is the morally "contingent but predictable outcome of the

process of the universe, ¡nterpreted theistically.'91 God's infinite patience and love (not to

mention time) will ultimately bring even the most recalcitrant and rebellious persons to a

freely personal and loving relationship with God - a relationship whose attainment ¡s the

pinnacle and purpose of human existence. And even the most vile and horrendous acts of

injustice perpetrated against lhe species of humanity will only prove, at the worst, to retard

the event of the good eschaton, when all human souls are reconciled unto God.

lf the worst evil can do is to delay the final salvation of all beings, then there is ultimately

no genuine evil (defined here as anything that makes the world worse than it could have been

otherwise, or that which is not balanced by commensurate goods); indeed, there is only apparent

evil (defined here as that which ultimately contributes to a greater good).e2 Hick reaffirms this

point when he writes, "ln relation to that fulfillment (i.e. the good eschaton), nothing will

finally have been sheerly and irredeemably evil . . . . What now threatens us as final evil will

prove to have been interim evil out of which good will in the end have been brought."93 And again

he asserts, "Our theodicy must find the meaning of evil in the part that iÎ is made to play in the

eventual outworking of (God's good) purpose."94 lt is hard lo see how a theodicy, such as Hick's,

which does not recognize the existence of genuine evil can take seriously the depth and despair of
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the worst human atrocities. For Hick, nothing really evil happened at Auschwitzl

Consequently, Hick's understanding of what will happen to evil in the 'good' eschalon also

fails to give pain and suffering their full say: Hick avers that evil will be resolved at the end of

time. lnstead of having us outraged at the evil perpetrated in the world, Hick defends and finally

legitimizes (inadvertently) the suffering of innocents. Further, in asserting that no genuine

evil exists, Hick fails to provide a reason why we should take the ethical life seriously. lf

everything is guaranteed to turn out all right in the end, the absence of a serious morality

leaves the world a hollow shell which has no ultimate significance in the divine economy.

lndeed, the whole notion of sinfulness seems to be diffused in Hick's assertion that it is

necessary for God lo creale a world in which moral evil is perpetrated. lt seems necessary to

sin, in order to come to a right relationship with God. Sin is also necessary for our salvation, a

salvation embodied in the incarnate God, Jesus Christ. Hick's theological reappropriation of the

'O felix culpa' - "O fortunate crime which merited such and so great a redeemer" - reaffirms

his belief thal God has placed us in a state of sin, a belief which Hick provides epistemological

backing for in the notion of epistemic distance'

However, the 'O felix culpa' should also affirm the belief that we can reach beyond our

sinful being and enjoy the graces of God's never-ending goodness through the redemptive

incarnation of Jesus Christ, Unfortunately, Hick never carries oul the implications of the 'O

felix culpa,' which affirms a Christocentric conception of redemption. lnstead, in order to

rationalize a universalistic way of salvation, Hick weakens the historic affirmations of

Christianity by maintaining that all human beings struggle alone - without divine intervention,

less their personal integrity be broached - in the struggle to fashion souls.95

As we have seen, what Hick does understand the 'O felix culpa' to affirm is the belief that

sin is necessary to bring about the greatest human good. Hick insists that "sin and redemption is

of more value in the sight of God than an innocence that permits neither sin nor redemption."96

ln otlrer words, he avers that it is better to reach perfection after redeeming oneself in a world

in which the inevitability of sin is guaranteed than it is to enjoy perfection in a world where sin
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is not a possibility.gT ln lhe end, the redeeming-quality of the 'good' eschaton will outweigh all

the evil that has ever happened (or, as Hick seems lo suggest, ever could happen) in the world.

God allows sin to bring out of it "the greater and more glorious good of redemption."gS

Combining Hick's two notions of a necessary sinful state ab initio and a salvation which is

brought about through sin, Hick argues that humans were created sinful, for sin is a necessary

condition for human salvalion, Consequently, it is necessary that humans sin' But the ontological

hermeneutic of sin as a corresponding necessity of finilude evacuates morality and free will of

contingency - precisely what Hick sel out not to do! ln equating human finitude with moral sin,

Hick's theodicy is evacuated of moral seriousness and integrity.

Even though our nature is corrupted from lhe start, Hick still encourages us to trust in

God, for 'all shall be well' in the end; that is, all human beings will participate in God's glorious

kingdom.gg Hick insists that the concept of hell - an infinite unredeemed evil - cannot be

consistent with the divine masterplan. The doctrine of such a 'place' "makes a satisfactory

Christian theodicy impossible. lt denies God's infinite and gracious love for each person.'100

While I do not wish to contest this belief, I find Hick's eternal optimism too cavalier. Hick's 'all

shall be well' attitude refuses to envision evil as nothing more than that which contributes to a

greater good.lol

Consequently, Hick's theodicy ultimately allows no space for the tragic dimension of evil,

though it allows for its presence as a necessary condition for soul-making. But if evil cannot be

eliminated without eliminating a necessary precondition of soul-making, then Hick's theodicy

runs into another fundamental dilemma. Hick assures us that suffering evokes the h¡ghest moral

quatities in human beings. But if this is so, will not suffering be necessary in heaven in order

for human beings to be as loving, compassionate, and perfect as possible? Hick must resolutely

answer in the negative, because he cannot allow a trace of tragedy in his vision of ultimate

ecstasy - heaven. But if he does not allow the conditions of soul-making which lead to the

actualization of our highest nobility to subsist in heaven, then it follows that we cannot be the

creatures God intended us to be ultimately. We shall not be able to manifest our most virtuous
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characteristics in heaven, because the condition for their manifestation - suffering - will not

be present lhere.

Hick attempts to avoid the dilemma by resorting to an 'eschatological resolution' which

attempts to affirm "a present dualism within the ultimate setting of an unqualifiedly

monotheistic faith."102 Hick's proposal to extricate his theodicy from a seemingly irrefutable

paradox ultimately fails, however, for it does not provide a satisfactory understanding of

morality in his exposition of theodicy. To be moral, for Hick, means to respond with dignity and

courage in the face of evil. But when evil is removed, we cannot demonstrate our moral virtue.

lf morality, indeed, is ever actualized (if humans reach a state where their souls are

perfected), such actualization will empty moral virtue (at least as defined by Hick) of import.

Hick's Kantian definition of morality as that which is constituted by the fundamental distinction

between 'is' and 'ought' loses coherency, and thus meaning, when the 'is' and the 'oughl' are

conjoined - that is, when they are no longer antinomies. I conclude from this that for Hick, what

ultimately counts is the struggle to be moral, not morality itssl1.r03

Further, Hick, though he appeals to a soteriological strategy, fails to provide a cogent

explanation for why we should value a difficult and arduous process whereby character qualities

are borne on earth but cannot be manifested in the hereafter. lf Hick argues that it is fhe

possession ralher than the manifestation of these character traits which is most valued, then it

seems that the soul-making process has been a monumental waste of time.104 For who would

wish to undergo such perilous experiences in order to acquire qualities which will never be

used for all eternity?

One could argue, however, that the possession of such characteristics are intrinsically

good, and they are worthy of having even when their usefulness is no longer needed. ln fact, the

cultivation of such noble qualities is proper and right. Hick espouses a neo-Aristotelian

conception of morality (virtue) and contrasls it with a utilitarian one (here, one with a

hedonistic telos). Hick states that the world is not a pleasure resort in which God does

everything to ensure thal human pets receive all the comforts they possibly can. Hick attributes
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such a vis¡on to the critics of theism (e.g. J,S. Mill and Bertrand Russell) who find

dissatisfaction with the harsh workings of the world and therefore attack God's all-powerful

and/or all-good qualities.

One such critic is David Hume, who cannot believe in the combination of an omnipotent and

all-benevolent deity, for surely such a deity could and would have designed the world in a more

'pleasing' manner, i.e. one more crafted to serve human beings better. He portrays the world as

a barbaric and underdeveloped abode, and he chides lhe "inaccurate workmanship of all the

springs and principles of the great machine of nature."105 ¡¡ effect, Hume promulgates a

hedonistic vision of the good, the good being that which brings only pleasure.

Hick assails Hume's vision of what the world should be, an environment designed to cater

to the whims of human persons, and posits instead his experience of what the world is - a

testing-ground for soul-making. After chiding the Humean human-pet analogy, Hick explores

the analogy of the parent-child. Analogically, Hick envisions the world as an environment in

which God the parent can instill proper values to God's children - human beings.

But, as Kane points out, if Hick is to mainlain the parent-human analogy, he must explain

why the God parent would ask the human child to struggle long and hard in her adolescence (the

image of God) for qualities (virtues) which, when she attains adulthood (the likeness of God),

will never be used. Hick could claim that such virtues are necessary to acquire in order to reach

adulthood. But then

lhere seems to be no rational grounds for making the final state of
man, as Hick pictures it, dependent on the moral choices that men

make and the moral qualities that they develop. lf the final state were

one in which these qualities would be exlensively used in practice,

then it would be reasonable to make it the duly of men to develop them

before they could be admitted to the perfect state. But it is not. lnstead
it is a state in which it will be logically impossible for men to use

them.106

Hick could counter by claiming such virtues are valuable-in-and-of-themselves and are

necessary if we are to have a loving relationship with God; but then Kane could come right back
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and ask why God did not give us such virtues ab initio. Yet, Hick would still have 'one card left to

play:' he could posit that the virtues obtained by dint of hard work and struggle on our part are

more valuable than those given freely to us by God. Hick, therefore, can claim a victory over

Kane in the sense that his theodicy on this point has been consistent, if not persuasive.

But if we recall that the goal of soul-making is not only the manufacturing of noble

qualities, but the attainment of a free and loving response to God, thus procuring a loving

relationship with the Almighty, then Hick encounters serious problems. We have already

pointed out some of these problems: ln heaven, a necessary precondition of virtue has been

omitted - the existence of evil. ln heaven, we also are supposed to enjoy a loving relationship

with God. But how can love, the highest virtue, exist in an environment without the necessary

precondition of evil? What sort of relalionship obtains in an environment which does not allow

us to exercise our most noble attributes? Trust, hope, love, and failh, intra-relational virtues,

lose significance in an environment which provides no opportunity for their exercise. And

heaven is such an environment in Hick's theodicy.

The parent-child analogy breaks down further if we consider Griffin's criticism of a God

who allows too much evil in the world. The better human parents, Griffin argues, understand the

proper balance between overprotecting their children so that they fail to grow, and exposing

them to such an inordinate amounl of danger that they perish before they have a chance to

develop. The world as we know it, contrary to the claims of Hick, does not meet this balance:

instead it is too dangerous for the majority of God's children. Surely if God were perfectly wise,

God would not have made this world so harsh if ils sole (soul) purpose was to edify human

being5.1o7

lndeed, Hick's notion of suffering as that which ennobles the human soul to unprecedented

heights fails to take into account how crippling and debilitating some forms of suffering can be.

No one would argue with Hick that some forms of suffering do provide opportunity for growth

and development. Hick's theodicy does have its appeal: ¡t attempts to infuse meaning and purpose

in suffering and hardship. But in an age that has seen two atomic blasts, countless wars, and the
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mass extermination of peoples and cultures, the amount of suffering cannot be reconciled to a

world whose solitary purpose is to build souls. As Edward Madden and Peter Hare have noted,

"the price that is paid for spiritual growth even when it does occur is often too high to be justly

exacted.trl08

lndeed, I think the world as it now stands is more conducive to destroying rather than

edifying the essence of human creatures. ln the Holocaust, one paradigmatic example of surd

evil, persons were destroyed more than they were perfected. As John Roth has put it,

"Auschwitz is waste, the very antithesis of providential design and purpose in God's

economy."109 Roth's bold and revealing analysis accords with the narrated experiences of

millions who have suffered tragic loss and despair. Such first-hand descriptions of the brute

reality of radical negation spell doom for Hick's theodicy in that they proffer contrary

empirical data to his speculative enterprise. lf Hick is to be consistent in his own criteria of a

properly informed philosophical presenlation - that it 'fit' the empirical data - then Hick must

be forced to conclude that his own philosophical endeavor does not live up to his standards. lt

would seem that God, if this world were indeed intended as a place for soul-building, could have

created a middle ground between this all-too-destructive world (my greatest apprehension) and

a hedonistic playground (Hick's biggest fear).

And it would also seem thal not every one pays the same price in the world of

soul-making: morally, spiritually, and physically, not all people are tested nor are equipped in

the same degree. Some have a smoother path to heaven than olhers. lt would seem that in the end,

there are some people who have not suffered as dearly as others, although all reap the same

reward.

Hick, in fact, is aware of this claim. He renounces those who posit that salvation "is to be

related to man's earthly travails as a compensation or reward. .proportioned to each

individual's tr¡als;"110 instead, he asserts that the 'good' eschalon will be "an infinite good that

would render worthwhile any finite suffering endured in the course of attaining 1e ¡1."111 gu¡,

as Davis has pointed out, "[in saying this] Hick seems to imply thal human suffering could get
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infinitely worse than it now is and still be compatible with the existence of a perfectly good and

omnipotent q66.'112 Hick compromises the integr¡ty and dignity of the person as she struggles to

make a working relationship with God in spite of, and not through, the evil that pervades the

world. ln Hick's soteriological scheme, no matter what suffering the person endures, it pales in

significance to the redemptive eschaton. But such a heavly weighted teleology evacuates the

present existence, both of the world and the individual, of any significant meaning.

ln addition, it also empties the most terrible and abhorrent evil of any permanent or

destructive significance in the lives of those who struggle to build their souls. Hick attempts to

place surd or dysteleological suffering in the realm of mystery, mystery which is radical

alterity.l13 The radical alterity of surd evil is its refusal to conform to any ethical or rational

synthesis. lts prophet is the mad person, gone mad in a mad world.

But Hick does not wish to speak the language of the mad person. He claims, instead, that

"[t]his very irralionality and this lack of ethical meaning contribute to the character of the

world as a place in which true human goodness can occur and in which loving sympathy and

compassionate self-sacrificing can take place."lla The mystery of surd evil allows faith to

flourish and souls to be strengthened. For Hick, then, even madness is a means to build souls,

rather than a reality to be feared or shunned.

Hick's attempt to give meaning and purpose to such events as Auschwitz is morally

reprehensi6¡s.l15 By suggesting that there may be a hidden meaning to Auschwitz - for example,

to state that such inexplicable phenomenalló may provide opportunity for soul-making or may

bring us to a God-oriented life - not only lessens and cheapens the dign¡ty of all those who were

incinerated or gassed in 'hell's' abysmal furnaces and showers, but in a sense, it t.gititatæ

such evil. lf, in fact, all evil, even the most horrendous and foulest, leads to soul-making, then

there is ultimately nothing wrong with the destruction caused by a serial killer, seeing how in

the wake of this destruction many will benefit. Or there is nothing instrumentally evil,

ultimately, aboul the execrable structures of Apartheid and Slavery, seeing how they will

produce the most opportunities for endurance, courage, sympathy, and charity in the scheme of
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things.

This is not to suggesl, of course, that Hick would agree with me or that I envision these

interpretations as the intended extension of soul-making theodicy (though they may be its

logical conclusions). lt is only to suggest that theoretical thinkers heed the following words of

Josiah Royce when formulating their approaches to evil:

There is a curtain of mystery in the justification of hard evil,
extraordinary suffering, and gratuitous pain. lt seems as if there
must come a point, a degree of human suffering, such that beyond it no

human explanation suffices. lt is on the wrack of such human
sufferings that human theodicies are stretched and þ¡eks¡.116

Hick's alternative interpretation of mysterious evil - that inexplicable evil provides the

necessary means whereby we can no longer discern a commensurability between the virtue we

exhibit and the reward we receive - also fails to do justice to those who suffer. Hick appeals to

a morality which esteems virtue and goodness in-and-of-themselves. ln other words, virtue is

its own reward, and as such, we ought not to expect (immediate) gratification for being

virtuous. Morality, in fact, disinfegrates if virtue is rewarded, for the reward, not the virtue

itself, becomes the prized possession. Ethics subsequently degenerates into a utilitarian

cost-effective economy. Ultimately, however, Hick assures us that virtue is rewarded in the

eschaton, though it takes faith (a virtue) to believe 1¡¡s.117 But, I add, it takes great fáith to

believe that immense, undeserved suffering is worth the price of obtaining a

right-for-right's-sake morality.l I 8

Further, Hick asks us to imagine a world without any unjust or apparently unnecessary

misery, a world in which "suffering could always be seen to be either punishment justly

deserved or a part of moral lraining,"119 ln such a world, Hick concludes, "human misery would

not evoke deep personal sympathy or call forth organized relief and sacrificial help or service.

For it is presupposed in these compassionate reactions both that the suffering is not deserved

and that ¡t is bad for the sufferer."l2O But why could not (would not) one feel compassion for

someone whose pain and suffering is a necessary means to an end (e.9. a woman in labor)? Why
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is there such an oullandish amount of unnecessary suffering? Could not a small percentage of

unprovoked misery 'do the trick' to ensure enough compassionate opportunities? And while it is

true that unjust suffering increases lhe amount of compassion in the world, is that evoked

compassion commensurate with the bitterness and destructiveness often left in the wake of

unmerited misery?12t

Hick's attempt to justify excessive evil, to me, violates one of his own criterion for

determining the soundness of a theology: "[a] theology cannot go unchallenged when it is

repugnant to the moral sense that has been formed by the religious realities upon which this

theology itself professes to be based."122 ¡1¡s[, an inheritor of a long line of traditional,

speculative theorists, fails to take suffering, especially suffering caused by surd evil,

seriously, viz. at face-value. And it is this failure which I find to be more morally repugnant

and spiritually vapid than any other shortcomings of Hick's theodicy.

Taking suffering seriously means to respect and heed each particular instantiation of that

reality. Kenneth Surin attacks those like Hick who, by inclining to abstract suffering as a

condition to be considered in the larger (universally abstract) framework of thought rather

than a problem to be solved in the smaller (individually concrete) framework of praxis,

subsequently cheapen the value of human life.

ln cases where human beings are in extremis, to be open-minded [e.9.
Hick's attempt to bring good out of dysteleological evill, and thus to
deafen one's ears to their cries, is to repudiate their
flesh-and-bloodness, their being human. And in this hedging of one's
acknowledgment of the humanity of the other, one has lost one's own
humanity. To think that morality is something that can be slotted into

a matrix of purposes (whether divine or otherwise) is to negate the

concept of morality. ln the domain where human beings have to think
and act, lhere are irreducible re.alilies which halÌ the tongue,
afflict the mind with blankness. To be resolutely 'open-minded' when

confronted with these morally surd realities is to have lost any
possible accordance with the truth - in a word, to have lost one's own
humanitY.l23

Hick's 'open-mindedness' to suffering is predicated on the notion of a post-morlem
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ex¡stence in which the 'soul-making' process will continue until all reach perfect union with

God.124 lt is also part and parcel of his belief in lhe resurrection of Jesus Christ, a resurrection

in which all will share. Further, Hick believes that the course of history will be consummated

with the guaranteed victory of universal salvation. Bul, of course, if unending bliss will be the

eventual outcome for all participants in the game of life, what is the point of having undergone

"the'hazardous journey in individual freedom'2u125 Hick's response, of course, has been noted:

it is only through suffering and soul-building Ìhat humans grow in the right relationship with

their Creator. But the problems with this view have already been mentioned.

Finally, problems also arise when Hick atlempts to rationalize animal suffering within his

theodicy. His theodicy cannot provide an acceptable explanation for the reality of animal

suffering, suffering that has occurred through a pain-racked and excruciatingly long

evolutionary process.

Hick begins by reasoning that it is through the lncarnation that we learn of God's purpose

for this world: to create beings who will freely enter into personal relationship with God and

develop moral qualities of life. But since God became incarnate in human from, the only beings

God must necessarily want to enter into relationship with are human beings. (The logical

question here, of course, is 'How do we have certainty that God became or will become incarnate

to human beings only?') All other sentient life, with all its pain and suffering, and even

non-sentient life are designed as part of the total epistemic package. They exist to 'procure' our

epistemic distance from God. As such, they are part and parcel of an environment directed

towards the moral and spiritual developmenl of human beings.

The subhuman world, consequently, does not exist for itself but for human beings. Hick

accordingly removes the locus of the mystery of animal pain from a reality that seems to bring

into question God's goodness to a reality that exults God's graciousness, Life is a gift for the

subhuman world, and pain and suffering are naturally a part of the life process. Therefore, we

should not marvel at animal suffering, but bless God for allowing the subhuman world a taste of

life. Animal pain and suffering is reduced to an ontological question - why do animals exist in
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the first place?

Before we criticize Hick's rather insensitive exposition of nature, we should recognize

first that Evit and the God of Love was written at a time when environmental concerns and

awareness had not reached the level they have now. Second, to be fair to Hick, he does suggest

that nature has permanent significance: the final fulfillment of our nalure in relation to God

will take the form of an embodied life within 'a new heaven and a new earth.'These disclaimers

aside, Hick's exposition of animal suffering presents problems, both internal and external, to

his theodicy.

Hick argues that sentient life, with its pain and suffering, is necessary in order to

establish epistemic necessity. But there was an inordinate amount of sentient physical and

psychological evil before human beings evolved into the 'image' of God. Further, evils of this

nature occur even today in places where humans do not live. How is this necessary for the moral

growth of human beings? Hick, of course, could argue thal knowledge of this 'mystery' may help

to preserve the current epistemic distance more. But the fundamental question is what kind of

God would make senlient beings suffer in order to preserve epistemic distance from other

sentient beings?

Further, since lhe evolution of sentient life has þeen so long and the existence of human

life so new, we must ask with Griffin if it is "any longer credible to suggest that the rest of the

universe was created for the sake of human beings?"126 Though Hick details an evolutionary

creative process of human beings in order to coincide with the 'scientific' f¿q1e,127 he has not

explained adequately why an all-loving and all-powerful God would create such a pain-filled

process if the only value we can attribute to it is a weak, instrumental one - to ensure

epistemic distance from God. Why would God will a world, when God can control it, in which

there is so much unnecessary animal pain?

Hick degrades nature to the extenl of evacuating it of any intrinsic worth or integrity. His

anthropocentric bias is another form of 'tribalism' in which God is the Lord of an elite (human

beings). And an anthropocentric orientation runs the risk of reducing God's love "to the
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proport¡ons of our partisan human altitudes."128 lnterestingly enough, Hick seems to be guilty

of a double-standard here, for it is the notion of elitism which Hick finds so repugnant in his

critique of the traditional heaven-hell dichotomy,

Concluding Comments and Anticipatory Remarks

We have now examined, in some detail, the free will defense of Alvin Plantinga and the

soul-making theodicy of John Hick as they have been presented in God, Freedom and Evil and

Evit and the God of Love, respectively. We have looked at some of their internal dynamics and

found them, at times, lacking formal consistency and contextual soundness. But more than this,

both 'solutions,' if true, leaves us 1o worship a morally repugnant and 'untriune' Christian God.

Jesus Christ, in both presentations, is relegated to a moral exemplar whom we should pattern

our lives after, ralher than exulted to the lncarnate God who Christians claim redeemed the

world with his life, passion, and resurrect¡on.

Moreover, both presenlations are plainly insensitive to the plight of the suffering in the

world. Alvin Plantinga has provided us with a possible defense of the Christian God who

actualizes a world in which the good of free will and right choices outweighs the stigma of wrong

decisions. John Hick has provided a Christian theodicy which posits that the end which God is

leading us to is a good so great as to justify all the failurès and suffering and sorrow that w¡ll

have been endured on the way to il. A priori, of course, we cannot say either Plantinga's or

Hick's theses are outright untrue. But in attempting to explain every evil as a necessary

consequence of a universal design, they fail to be sensitive towards the individual victim in her

hour of suffering. Moreover, they fail to respect the integrity and humanity of individuals in

general. And neither Plantinga's balancing act nor Hick's teleological resolution ultimately

employ the theological content of the religious lradition which they claim to appropriate (e.9.

the conception of a trinitarian deity). ln a word, lfind both approaches insensitive and

somewhat unChristian.
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As a result of these 'callous' and 'insensitive' solutions to the problem of evil, I anticipate

the need for less opt¡mistic, 'other-worldly', and more Christocentric responses to evil. lt is

this need which I shall try to articulate with more precision in the following chapters. Suffice

it is to say that my greatest fears lie in the apprehension that a Christian theodicy which has an

'all's well that end's well' soteriology as its undergirding thesis, whose triumphalistic

overtones muffle the cries of the innocenl, and whose salvific vision telescopically magnifies the

resurrection while diminishing lhe cross,l29 fails to do justice to either God or human beings. lt

fails because it neglects to account for the truth of suffering - that suffering has the capac¡ty to

crush the life and spirit oul ,of certain individuals and communities. And the truth of suffering

needs to be told before we can make any theological utlerances that suggest a belief in the

eventual purpose of suffering and the elernal salvation of human beings.
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Chapter One: A Critique of Speculative Theodicies

Excemts
I Augustine, On Free Witl inThe Problem of Free Choice,Yol.22 of Ancient Christian Writers

(V/estminster, MD: The Newman Press, 1955), bk. 2, pp. 14-15'

* 2 Hick, Evil and the God of Love, P. .

The Assumptions of Speculative Theodicies

3 God is portrayed as all-powerful in certain biblical texts. See Genesis 18:14; Job 42:2:Luke l:37;
Matthew 19:26. God is also seen âs all-loving - see John 3:16; Mark 10:18; Psalms 97:10. Other attribuæs

of the traditional Christian God include a God who is "separate from creation, exhibits attributes of
personality, is Pure Form, guarantees that good will eventually prevail over evil, and created the physical

world ex nihilo." See Peter Hare and Edward Madden, Evil and the Concept of God (Springfield, Ill.: Charles

C. Thomas, 1968), p.9, for a list of these and other attributes of the traditional God.

4 For a fuller exposition of omnipotence vs. all-powerful, see Peter Geach, "Omnipotence," Philosopþ 48

(April 1973) in Philosophy of Religion: Selected Readings eds. William Rowe and William Wainwright.
(Orlando: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1989), pp.63-75.

5 Stephen T. Davis, "The Problem of Evil in Recent Philosophy," Review and Expositor: A Baptist

Theological Journal 82 Gall 1 985): 535.

6 M. B. Ahern, T'he Problen of Evil (New York: Schocken Books, l91l), p. 14.

7 J.L. Mackie, "Evil ancl Omnipotcnce ," Mind 64 n.254 (1953) in Philosophy of Religion. eds. Rowe and

Wainwright., pp. 223-233.

8 Bema¡d Mayo, "Mr, Keene on Omnipotence," Mind 70 n.278 (1961) in Ahern,Iþ9-ProþlgLgf-Þil, pp.

14-15.

9 Anton C. Pegis, ed,, Introduction to St.'l'homas Aquinas (New York: Random House, Inc., 1948), p.

232,P¡.1, Q. 25, A. 3.

l0 For a fuller exposition, see Arthur L. Herman, The Problem of Evil and Indian Thought (Delhi, India:

Motilal Banarsidaa Indological Publishers and Booksellers, 1976), p.87.

l1 For instance, see H. J. McCloskey, God and Evil (The Hague: Martinus Nijhofl 1974),p.46.

12 Ahern, The Problem of Evil, P. 16.

13 Ibid., p.17.

14 [bid., p.24.

15 However, it should be noted that it is not the case that all instances of suffering are in themselves evil,

and not all manifesøtions of evil need be accompanied by suffering.

16 Davis, "The Problem of Evil in Recent Philosophy," p.536.

17 Stephen T. Davis, ed, Encountering Evil: Live Options inTheodicy (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1981),

Davis - p. 3.

18 David Hume, Dialogues Concerning Natural Religions, Parts x and xl in Philosophy of Religion. eds.

Rowe and Wainwright., p, 210.
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Alvin Plantinga's Free Will Defense

19 A theodicy, on the other hand, attempts to provide a coherent and cogent explanation for why an

all-powerful and benevolent God allows evil to exist in the world. In this sense, a theodicy, unlike a defense,

atternpts to do more than just demonstrate a logically valid explanation for the evil in the world; it also

atte*pt to offer logically sound reasons why we should believe the evil in the world is ultimaæly justifiable.

20 At least not in any of the works I have perused.

21 A nonconsequentialist is someone who aflirms the doctrine "that the rightness of an act is not to be

judged solely in terms of its consequences, either actual or expected." Other factors, viz. intent, are critical

in adjudicating the rightness of an act. A. R. Lacey, A Dictionary of Philosophy (London: Routledge and

Kegan Paul LTD, 1976),p. a2.

22Davis,Encountering Evil, Davis - p. ?0. Interesting debate always ensues when the notion of human

free will is conjoined with the notion of God's omniscience. Some theologians, such as Herman, posit that

the two cannot coexist. "Surely, . . . if God knows what I will do tomorrow, there is a sense in which I
cannot do different than what God knows I will do. And if I cannot do differently than I must do, one

wonders how much power I really have." Herman, The Problem of Evil and IndianThought, p.17. This,

however, is only trivially true. One could argue that God, Eternally Present, knows as a witness the events

freely caused by human beings without alfecting their outcome in any 'real' sense.

23 J. Feinberg ,Theologies and Evil (Washingron, D.C.,: University Press of America, 1979),p, 66.

2A Hence the term 'compatibilist.' See Anthony Flew's article entitled "Compatibilism, Free Will and God,"

Philosophy 48 (July 1973):231-232 for more on the compatibilist stance.

25 rbid.

26 Mackie, "Evil and Omnipotence," p.209

27 Save perhaps Jesus, Mary, and Enoch.

28 Davis goes on to say that "lgliven Gocl's airns and desires in creation, i.e., his aim to creataa world in

which free human agents woulcl fiecly say yes to him, it may well be that the category of morally perfect

human agents is the empty set." Davis, Encountering Evll, Davis - p. 81.

29 Feinberg, Theologies and Evil,p.6l.

30 Perhaps free will can be understood from a theological basis: God creating space in which humans

operate. I cannot, however, make any epistemological sense of free will.

31 Some might argue here that God's omniscience necessarily entails human beings have no free will. See

Nelson Pike's articled entitled "Divine Omniscience and Voluntary Action," The Philosophical Review 74

n.1 (Janua¡y 1965) in Philosophy of Religion. eds. Rowe and Vy'ainwright., pp. 45-58. I, however, aver that

God's omniscience does not hinder the concept of human free will. See Linda Zagzebski, "Divine
Foreknowledge and Human Free Will," Religious Studies 21 (1985) for a defense of my thesis.

32 See G. W. Leibniz: Philosophical Essays edited and translated by Roger Ariew and Daniel Garber

(Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Company,1989) for an overview of Leibniz's 'best of all possible worlds'

theory.

33 Alvin Plantinga, "The Free Will Deiense," lrom God, Freedom, and Evil in Philosophy of Religion. eds.

Rowe and Wainwright., pp.233-258.

34 John Hick, Evil and t he G od of Love (Ncw York: Harper and Row, 1966), p. 367 .

35 Davis, Encountering Evil,Hick - p.tl7.
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36 Ibid., Sontag - p. 148.

37 Kenneth Surin, Theology and the Problem of Evil (New York: Basil Blackwell, Inc., L986), p.74.

38 This seems to really limit the extent of God's power,

39 Surin, Theology and the Problem of Evil, p.76.

40Ibid., p. 76.

41 Ibid., p. 75.

42 Surin, Theology and the Problem of Evil, p.75. quoting Walter Kasper, The God of Jesus Christ, p. 158.

43 Surin, Theology and the Problem of Evil, p.76.

44 Davis, Encountering Evil, Dävis - p. 82.

45 God's t¡ansendant interaction with the Israelites, especially at Mt. Sinai, and Incarnation are two
prominent examples of a theistic conception of God as portrayed in the Bible.

46 Plantinga, however, could appeal to the mystery of divine providence to obviate the need to invoke

'divine salvation' motifs.

Soul-Making - .Iohn Hick's Theodicy

*47 Hick, Evil and the God of Love,p.

48 Indeed, Hick posis that there is an implicit theodicy working in the Bible, a tleodicy which "seeks an

effective reconciliation of profound faith in God with a deep involvement in the realities of sin and

suffering." Hick, Ëvil and the God of Love, p. 218.

49 Consequently, the problems attendant in Plantinga's free will defense apply equally to Hick's soul-making

theodicy.

50 Davis, Encountering Evll, Davis - p.39

51Ibid.

52 Hick argues that if God would intervene in human affairs, even at the worst times - e.g., the Holocaust -

a slippery slope would arise which would lead to human outcry against even the most trivial of problems.

"There would be nowhere to stop, short ol a divinely arranged paradise in which human freedom would be

narrowly circumscribed." Hick, Evil and the God of Love, p. 363. Hick's insensitivity to the plight of
suffering innocents is appalling. No one cares much for a slippery slope argument when mass poverty and

famine claims millions of lives each year.

53 Richard Swinburne argues a similar point in "Natural Evil," American Philosophical Suarterþ 15. But
See Mark Wallace's unpublished article entitled "The Rhetoric of Wisdom and the Failure of Theodicy,"
(October 1990) for a rebuual of this position. Also, Stanely Kane has argued that evil is not necessary for a
reliable understanding of the laws of scienoe, He avers that if pain and suffering were avoided "regularly and

according to a discernible pattern, scientilic knowledge would still be possible, though perhaps somewhat
more complicated," See his article entitled, "Failure ol Soul-Making Theodicy," International Journal for
Philosophy of Religion 6 (Spring 1975): 7. Furüer, McCloskey, in God and Evil, p. 95, has posited that
for "God to intervene to modify a regular pattern of nalure is obviously different from intervening to disrupt
the operation of an inflexible law. If the laws are necessary, however, tltis implies a limitation with respect

to God's power." See Mackie, "Evil and Omnipotence," pp. 231-232, for an interesting view on general
necessity and God in his discussion on the Paradox of Omnipotence.

54 Hick could here cite the perfection of Jesus (using a liberal Protestant hermeneutic of Christ's divinity) as
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an example which refutes the notion of t¡answorld depravity for all individuals. In other words, it may be

possible for God to actualize other perfected creatures from the infinite possibilities of infinite worlds.

Accordingly, God could have made a world inhabited by only perfect creatures. The notion of God actualizing

anything, let alone anyone, has been atøcked in recent literature. See, for instance, Philip E. Devenish's

article entitted "Omnipotence, Creation, Perfection: Kenny and Aquinas on the Power and Action of God,"

ModernTheology 2 (1985): 105-117.

55 Hick, Evil and the God of Love, p. 310.

56 David R. Griffin, God, Power, and Evil: A Process Theodicy (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1976),

p.188. Other theologians, such as Thomas Aquinas, have also argued that it is not desirable to have freedom

in relation to God.

57 See Matthew 25:31 - 46 for abiblical rendering of this belief'

58 As Feinberg notes in Theologies and Evil, pp. ll2-113, it seems strange that Hick sees "no

inconsistency in siding with Mackie in favor ol compatibilism when it comes to God deærmining man's free

actions in relation to other human beings, and then siding against incompatibilism when the discussion

turns to man's relation to God. . . . If there is a problem at all with compatibilism in regard to God, there

will be the same problem in regard to man's treatment of one another (and vice-versa)."

59 Feinberg, Theologies and Evil, p. I 14'

60 Kane, "Failure of Soul-Making Theodicy," pp. 2-3.

6l lbid., p.3. In addition to Kane's ârgument, one could also argue that evil (suffering) may not be a

logically necessary condition for soul-making if it was possible for a person to be compassionate to

someone whom she thought was suffering, but in reality was not. Yet, this claim could be atøcked on two

grounds: (l) if no one ever truly suffers, why would anyone ever attempt to be compassionate, assuming

they have no empiricat evidence to the contrary that people, in fact, do suffer; (2) the illusion of suffering is

a significant evil in itself (though I tkink this is a weaker claim than the first).

62lbid., p.4.

63 Robert R. Williams, "Theodicy, Tragedy, and Soteriology: the Legacy of Schleiermacher," The Harvard

Theological Review 77 n.34 (july-October 1984): 403.

* 64 Hick, Evil and the God of Love, p. . Hick avers that nothing is gained for the advocate of the

Augustinian line if she posits a pre-mundane f¿rll of souls (angels) as the locus of original sin. If the locus is

placed here, the dilemma remains the samc: "ln order for a soul to fall there must be, either in them or in

their environmenl, some flaw which procluces tcmptation and leads to sin; and this flaw in the creation

cannot be naced back to any other ull.imate sourse than the Creator of all that is." p. 287. I think, however,

an Augustinian could argue that because of'the necessary finitude of human creatures (God cannot create that

which is equal to God's self), humans are born with the necessary conditions for a sinful will, and God could

not have created them in any other way. But the source of sin still lies in the free decisions of the human

will. Hick, however, could counter that despite human finitude, humans would find it impossible to sin in

the continual overwhelming presence of God. Whether Hick is entitled to such a claim from Augustine's

interpretation of the Genesis creation story is moot, and it is too far afield of the present topic to entertåin

any more of our time.

* 65 Ibid., p.

66 Hick refers to the world as a 'vale of soul-making.'

* 67 Hick, Evil and the God of Love,P. .

68 Surin, Theology and the Problem of Evil,p.14.

* 69 Hick, Evil and the God of Love,p. .
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70 Davis, Encountering Evil, Hick - p.42. Indeed, Hick understands the sin of Adam and Eve, in his

appropriation of the mythological language, as "a calling forth of God's compassion of (the first humans)

weakness and vulnerability" rather lhan a damnable revolt. Hick, Evil and the God of Love, p. 218.

71 C. Robert Mesle understands this to be â fundamental proble¡n of classical theism. See his article entitled

"Does God Hide from Us? John Hick and Process Theology on Faith, Freedom, and Theodicy," Internntional

Journal for Philosophy of Religion 24 n.l-Z (JulyiSept.,l988): 93-111.

72The disønce cannot be spatial, because God is the Being who is the ground of all being.

73 Kane, on p. 5 of "Failure of Soul-Making," has argued that evil is not a necessary condition of epistemic

distance. He illustrates úe case of the 'logical' atheist, one "who holds the very concept of God incoherent"

and proffers the doctrine of an ontologically self-sufficient universe which "does not require as a meøphysical

foundation the existence of a creator" as sufficicnt evidence against Hick's position. And, on p.15, he

exposes an inconsistency in Hick's ttrinking: if evil is truly part and parcel of epistemic distance, that is, if it
counts as evidence against God's existence, then how can a theodicy hope to succeed in showing evil is really
not evidence against God? And if theodicy does succeed, then evil is not really evidence against God's

existence. Moreover, epistcmic distance is an objective reality and not a subjective perception; therefore,
Hick cannot say that evil only seems to be eviclence against the existence of God.

74 Williams, "Theodicy, Tragedy, and Soteriology: The Legacy of Schleiermacher," p. 403.

75 This accords with the concept of Original Sin, except all humans, even the first ones, had it as well (i.e.

even Adam and Eve possessed Original Sin ab initio).

76 Hick, in Evil and the God of Love, p.323, avcrs "the paradox of creaturely freedom is that only those who

are initially against (God) can of their own free volition chose to be for Him. Man can be ruly for God only
if he is morally independent of Him, and he can thus be independent only by being frst against Him."

77 Griffin, God, Power, and Evil: A Process T'heodicy, p. 199.

78 Many theologians have argued, indeed, that it is irnpossible to be 'rational' in a state of sin, because sin
is an irrational ståte of being. Only through divine intervention can humans escape the states of sin and

irrationalism.

79 Hick, Evil and the God of Love,p.317

80 Hick here could appeal to an incompatibilist understanding of fiee will, but this notion - that actions are

not causally determined - see¡ns incomprchcnsible in itsell.

81 Hick, in Evil and the God of Love, p.326, dcfines ultimate responsibility as "one whose action, A, is
the primary and necessary precondition for a certain occurrence, O, all other direct conditions for O being

contingent upon A, may be said to be responsible for O, if he performs A in awareness of its relation to O

and if he is also aware that, given A, ùe subordinate conditions will be fulfilled." In other words, God is

ultimately responsible for creating creatures who God knows will inevitably (necessarily) sin.

82 Hick is by far not alone in this claim. It seems to be held by a number of Christian theologians, some

with such insensitivty to the plight ol'suf'fbring victims l.hat one is left deeply disturbed by the implications

of their beliefs. For instance, Eleonore Stump states that "psychologists tell us that the first years of a
child's life is tremendously important in molding personality and character." She then suggests that ". . . the

molding of the personality produced by sullering in infzurcy may be the best means of insuring a character

capable of coming [o God." See Eleonore Stump, "The Problem of Evil," Faith and Philosophy: Journal of
the Society of Christian Philosophcrs 2 n.4 (Ocrober 1985): 411. There seems to be something almost
inhuman and certainly insensitive in a statement such as this,

83 Hick, Evil and the God of Love,p

84 Davis, Encountering Evil,Hick - p. 50
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85 At one point, Hick exclaims that "if we were fully conscious of God and His universal purpose of good

we would be able to accept our life in its entirety as God's gift and be free from anguish on account of it."

Evil and the God of Love,p,354. But as a Christian, Hick would be hard pressed to reconcile this statement

with the actions and words of Jesus Christ, the Son of God, who wept upon hearing the death of another

human being, the same Jesus who cried out on the cross, "My God, my God, why have you foresaken me?"

86Ibid., p.292.

87 lbid., p.375.

88 No footnote needed.

89 Davis, Encountering Evil, Hick - p.66. This is Hick's understanding of purgatory, (a) world(s) where

there are "progressive sanctifications after death." Hick, Evil and the God of Love, p. 383.

90 Hick is more conscious of an evolutionary schema of human existence than Augustinian theodicists. He

atøcks Augustinian theodicists fo an anachronistic understanding of sin and morality. Hick avers that science

has 'proven' that the conditions that produced disease and mortality, consequences of sin in the Augustinian

schema, existed long before the first humans walked the earth'

91 Davis, "The hoblem of Evil in Recent Philosophy," p. 542.Inconsistencies abound in Hick's theodicy.

Hick states that God foreknows that all evil will be redeemed in the end. But how seriously, then, can we

take Hick s asseveration that human contingency is an important element of his ttreodicy? \Vhatever we have

ûo say on this, however, Hick must stay firm and employ a theodicy which assumes the foreknown fact of
universal salvation. If this is not the case, then "it is diflicult to see how God could know in advance that

God's purpose will in fact be achieved with good resutts." Ahern, The Problem of Evil,p.64.

92 Interestingly enough, Griffin attacks Hick with this same criticism. Hick, however, insists that he allows

room for genuine evil (as defined) in his theoclicy. Hick argues that "[a]ny evil, whether it contributes to a

g¡eater good or not, makes the world worse than it would have been if that evil had not existed." But even

so, evil still participates in a greater good by being part of the process of the universe which "leads to tle
limitless good of the unending joy of perfected spiritual life." However, it would then seem that apparent

evil is not necessary, for the world will end in triumphal glory anyway, no matter what happens. But Hick

argues that suffering is necessary to join us to God and to build our souls. But if this is the case, Hick
cannot justify his definition of evil - "that which makes the world worse than it would have been if that evil

had not existed." All quotes from Hick, Evil and the God of Love,p.123.

*93 lbid., p. .

94Ibid., p.297.

95 Hick's universalism restricts him from ernploying a Christocentric theodicy. See Chapter 8, "The

Conflicting Truth Claims of Different Religions," ol his Påilosoplty of Religion,3rd ed. @nglewood Cliffs,
NJ: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1983): 107-121 for an introduction to his universalistic thinking. It is hard to see

how Hick's brand of ecumenism can be considered seriously as a Christian theological response to evil in the

world.

* 96 Hick, Evil and the God of Love, P.

97 Hick would ciæ the parable of the Prodigal Son (Luke 15: 11 - 32) as the biblical pi'ece d¿ re'sistance of
ttris value-judgment. Though it may well be true that there will be more rejoicing in heaven when one lost

soul has been found than when ninety-nine have kept righteous (Luke 15:7), scripture nowhere sugests that

sin is the way to God. "Be perfect, as your heavenly Father is perfect." (Mauhew 5:48) Perfertion of the soul

is the goal. God demands righteous and sinless people firs¡ and foremost.

98 Hick, Evil and the God of Love, p. 183. Though sin could, in a sense, be construed as willed by God, it
is willed only to effect redemption. There is no grace in sin; there is only grace in redemption (Romans

5:20).
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99 The notion that all will be saved is a moot question in Christian ttreology. Biblical revelation, according

to Davis in Encountering Evil: Live Options in Theodicy, p. 60, is our only "epistemical protection against

religious figures and theologians who stray from the Euth." The Bible explicitly states that some will be

condemned (condemn themselves?) to eternal separation from God (see Matthew 7:13: 12.,32;25:41; John

3:17-18;2 Corinthians 5:10; 2 Thessalonians 1:8-9). Of course, Hick could appeal to Romans ll:32; I
Timothy 2:4; and 2 Peter 3:9 as support for his claim that it is God's will that all receive salvation. Also,

see Titus 2:11; Hebrews 2:9; and I John 2:2 for biblical passages which suggest the work of God's g¡ace in

Christ is designed for all. The biblical evidence seems ambiguous to me. Here, I incline towards Hick's

optimism - who am I too condemn? And yet, Davis insists that if all people will go to heaven because the

notion of an eternal damnation is antithetical to God's omni-benevolence, then salvation is not a matter of
grace, but "a matter of our justly being freed from a penalty we don't really deserve." Ibid. This is one

possible reading of Hick. Hick, I think, could respond by saying that while no one is entitled to heaven,

since everyone is sinful ab initio, God still wishes all to particpate in everlasting life. Is it not possible that

God's grace can extend to all - that it knows no bounds?

100 C. Robert Mesle, "The Problem of Genuine Evil: a Critique of John Hick's Theodicy," The Journal of
Religion 66 n.4 (October 1986): 414.

101 Mesle understands this to be a fundamental failure of classical theism. See the above article for his

understanding of this phenomenon.

102 Hick, Evil and the God of Love,P.15.

103 Williams, "Theoclicy, Tragedy, and Soteriology: the Legacy of Schleiermacher," p.406.

104 Stump, "The Problem of Evil," p.3r)7

105 Hume, Dialogues Concerning Natural Religions,p.2l3.

106 Kane, "Failure of Soul-Making Theoclicy," pp. 12-13

107 Griffin, God, Power, and Evil: A Process Theodicy, p. 189. Griffin goes on to say, "In fact, one might
suspect that a world in which evil was somewhat less victorious than in our present one would evpke more

moral qualities, since many people in the present world give up on the battle for goodness because it often

seems so hopeless." I could not agree with him more.

108 Hare and Madden, Evil and the Concept of God,p.70.

109 Roth, Encountering Evil, Ro¡h - p. 61.

I 10 Hick, Evil and the God of Love, p. 377

111 lbid.

112 Davis, Encountering Evil, Davis - p. 5lì

113 Hick defines surd evil as "objects, events, or experiences that are intrinsically and inedeemably evil and

incapable of being 'turned to good.' " Hick, Evil and the God of Love,p.37.

114 Ibid., p. 18. Hick also holds that the unapproachableness of mystery could be a necessary condition for a

wholly-committed response to God from the person who participates in or witnesses to mystery. Mystery
enhances the inequiuble relationship of the worhiper and worshipee: the former, who cannot fathom the

workings of a superior and ultimately transcendent power as manifested in the genre of mystery, gives her

total trust and independence to the latter. There is no doubt that some who have faced mystery in the form of
unspeakable evil have experienced the encounter as a mediation of a divine-human encounter. But many moro

have had faith shattered by the ineparable fissure of surd evil. Even if this were not the case, one would still
be left with a God who demanded burnt sacrifice and massive suffering for the salvation of human beings.
One can only now question the 'goodness' ol a Gocl who creates a world where holocaust is deemed necessary
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to convert people to God's self. And if God's 'goodness' is castigated, what are Christians left with in terms

of the foundations of a moral life, foundadons which have their being in a God whose 'justice is inercy'?

115 They are inexplicable in that it is impossible to know in which precise way each one of them

conributes to the soul-making process.

116 Herman , The Problem of Evil and Indían Thought, p. 68, quoting Josiah Royce, The World and the

Indiviúnl.

117 Kant's summun bonum ties in closely with Hick's undersønding of morality and virtue. See Kant's

Critþue of Pure Reason for a fuller exposition of Kant's understanding of the relation between virme and

reward.

118 Hare and Madden, Evil and the Concept of God,p.ï9.

119 Hick, Evil and the God of Love, pp. 369-370.

l20Ibid., p.370.

121 Hare and Madden, Evil and tthe Concept of God,pp.88-89.

122Eick, Evil and the God of Love,p.98.

123 Surin, Theology and the Problem of Evil,p.84.

124 See John Hick, "Theology and Verification," in Philosophy of Religion. eds. Rowe and Wainwright,
pp.437-452, for Hick's account of a universal eschaton'

125 Surin, Theology and the Problem of Evil, p.95.

126 Griffin, God, Power and Evil,p.l9l.

I27 See Mark A. Corner, "'The Umbilical Chord': a View of Man and Nature in the Light of Darwin," 1å¿

Scouish Journal of Religious Studies 4 n.2 (Autumn 1983): 132-136 for an explanation as to why Hick's

understanding of moral evolution coincides with his vision of an anthropological evolution.

128 Griffin, God, Power and Evil,p.L92.

Concluding Comments and Anticipatory Remarks ì

129lamindebted to Mark Wallace for this imagery and turn-of-phrase.
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Chapter Two

The Failure of Speculative Theodicies

There is something in the nature of thgught - its patient deliberateness and care for logical order

- that is alien to the enormity of the death camps. (Arthur Cohen, The Tremenilum: A Theological

Interpretation of the Holocaus)l

We must linger with this starting point and not rush on too soon, seeking relief from its horror.

How long must we linger? An eternity, perhaps - [the] chronometer for measuring the time

between Auschwitz and the first emergence of hope, . . . Those who hope for hope - after an

eternity - are entitled to do so only if they have measured that which has the power to obscure

hope, only if they have lived in the shadow of utter denial. (Robert McAfee Brown, Preface -

Níght)2

Some Fundamental Problems of Theoretical Theodicies

ln the last chapter, I concentrated primarily on critiquing the speculative, Christian

theodicies of Plantinga and Hick. I found both attempts to rationalize evil unethical, inhuman,

and somewhat unChristian in content. What I propose to do in this chapter is more

presumptuous. I hope to demonstrate that all speculative Christian theodicies which attempt to

rationalize any and every form of radical evil will fail to appeal to the moral sensibilities of

those who suffer and endure the pain and terror of radical negation. The failure of such

theodicies stems from an ahistorical reflect¡on on the manifold forms and occurrences of radical

negation in human experience and an unsympathetic response to the human problem of evil in

general.

lndeed, speculative theodicies since the Enlightenment have been ahistorical, rationalistic,

and abstract in their orientation, the former being the source of the latter two.3 The

ahistoricity of contemporary theoretical attempts to 'solve' the problem of evil can be traced

back to the period from which they evolved - the Age of Reason. This period signaled the

inception and acceptance of lsaac Newton's mechanistic model of creation (i.e. the model of the
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universe as a self-contained and self-suff icient well-ordered mechanism). The model

introduced new problems to the Newtonian theodicist (e.9. Leibniz) who had to contend with the

problem presented by "aberrant evil and disharmony."4 The problem of evil became more and

more pronounced in a system that seemed suited to allow for an increasingly absent God in the

state of human affairs. Theodical activity of a Newtonian bent, therefore, blossomed in the

Enlightenment era.

Kenneth Surin, in Theotogies and the Probtem of Evil, avers that the type of theodicy

employed by Plantinga, Hick, and other contemporary speculative theodicists is the same type

exercised by the rationalists of the Enlightenment. But contemporary theodicies from this

tradition are deeply problematic, since they "may in fact presuppose an 'apparatus' which is no

longer sustained by existing cultural practices."s (lronically, the apparatus no longer sustained

- the notion of a 'cosmic order' - is severed in the evenlual outworkings of the Enlightenment

itselfl) Therefore, not only do speculative theodicies assume an essentially anachronistic

character, but they lack the historical consciousness to recognize their own Enlightenment

grounding.

Further, a theodicy of the Enlightenment, as we have already pointed out in Plantinga's

free will defense, champions the cause of philosophical theism. Using Charles Pinches

definition, we shall undersland philosophical theism to mean the commitment to reduce

the complex and historically specif ic story of Christianity - or
Judaism, or lslam - to a few core beliefs which in their generality

and lack of historical altachmenl can be displayed in the open markel
of philosophical ideas, a market closed to the messy mix of persons,
ideas, and histories of which these great religions are actually
comprised.6

And, as we have demonstrated in Planlinga's case, a theodicy which employs or is oriented

towards philosophical theism distorts and damages the content of its religious tradition.

Enlightenment-type theodicies, then, fail to be theological in any constructive narrative,

personal, practical, or historical sense. ln other words, because of their ahistorical nature,
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speculative theodicies fail to take account of the socio-historical context and the personal

narratives which inform the theological tradition they seek to defend. ln so doing, they also

refuse to take seriously the epistemeT of those who are "currently engaged in combating evil and

suffering, or who are victims of it."8

Surin, therefore, believes that speculative theodicies which are too enmeshed in a purely

theoretical and abstract conception of evil arrive at that route via an unreflective historical

consciousness, a product of Enlightenment thinking. He understands Cartesian-Kantian

philosophies, with their emphases on the "intuitive self-certainty of the human subject"9 as the

foundation for a well-grounded epistemology, lo be forerunners of an ahistorical conception of

being and knowing. Plantinga and Hick follow in this ahistorical tradition by refusing to

recognize the episteme of their own thought processes. While it is true that both are very

meticulous (especially Hick) in chronicling the formations of their particular theodicies over

time, they are unaware of the concrete historical dynamics which ground their survey and,

consequently, their own speculative responses to evil.

Plantinga, for one, extrapolates and abstracts certain features of Augustine's

systematization of evil in his exposition of an Augustinian 'theodicy.' As a result, Plantinga fails

to take into account the context of Augusline's writing. ln separating content from context, he

significantly empties lhe 'practical' intent behind Augustine's theological reflection. ln sum, by

extracting the purely theological and philosophical elements of the African Bíshop's thought,

Plantinga abandons the personal narrative which informs that thought.

For instance, he ignores the fact that evil in a pragmatic sense, more than anything else to

Augustine, is the psychological bondage of the will to the pleasures of the flesh. Augustine seeks

a practical understanding of and resolution to sin which will allow him to break free from its

bondage. He realizes such habit-formed captivily leaves one without any inner recourse to

salvalion, for the self is too mysterious and complex to serve as a soteriological aid.l0

Conversion through the grace of God is the only means to break this bondage of the will.

Accordingly, acceptance and true obedience to that which God revealed in Jesus Christ leads to
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blessedness, the goal of a true Christian theodicy.

Evil, then, is the privation of this blessedness and divine grace. lt is not in itself a

separale entity, bul a parasite reeking havoc on the good of the world. Augustine's conception of

the primitive nature of sin, therefore, arises from his theological reflections on a concrete and

existential situation (viz. the struggle to realize his salvation). This existentialism leads to a

particular hermeneutic of evil, a hermeneutic which is incoherent outside of Augustine's

personal struggles and experiences.

Augustine's hermeneutic of evil also is unintelligible outside of the Greek

philosophical-religious tradition which informs a large part of his thinking. The influence of

neo-Platonism on Augustine is crucial to understanding his critique of evil. Before he is

introduced to the writings of Plotinus, Augustine is a believer in Manichean philosophy. As

such, he does not believe in a God who is "both present and absent."ll The God of the Manichean

Augustine is a passive agent of goodness enmeshed firmly in the world, suffering from the evil

inflicted upon it.

Exposed to the radical other-worldliness and transcendence of the God presented in the

Enneads, however, the African Bishop realizes that though the spatio-temporal world is

grounded in the non-linear, omnipresent spiritual world, the latter is not delimited by the

former. Further, Augustine no longer believes evil to be a substance, because only things with

being are substantive, and being is necessarily that which is one, intelligible, and good.l2 As

these conceptions of God and goodness become more ingrained in Augustine's theological

speculations, the raw power and sheer autonomy of evil which had so shaped his earlier thinking

begin to lose their hold. ln time, Augustine employs the aesthetic argument to suggest that in the

total schema of the universe - a schema so complex that humans can only fathom a fraction of its

immense mystery - there are no 'brutal cleavages' or 'violent eruptions' which threaten the

omnipotence and omniscience of God.

By refusing to recognize the socio-historical as well as personal-existential influences

which shaped Augustine's conception of evil, Plantinga has extrapolated the core of a free will
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defense from its originary context, a context whose purposes differ marketably from

Plantinga's intentions. But Plantinga is not alone in abstracting that which suits his

philosophicrí prrpor.s; Hick also is negligent to historicize that which informs his thought.

Hick's lack of a social-historical consciousness is evidenced in his critique of the lrenaean

theodicy. lnstead of recognizing the turmoil (both internal and external) afflicting the church at

the time of lrenaeus' theological reflections (and consequently, its explicit impact on the

Bishop's writings), Hick again abstracts from a particular socio-cultural matrix that which

suits his theological interests. And he universalizes it in rather ahistorical and uncritical

fashion.l3

We must look to Surin to provide us with a historically-informed understanding of

lrenaeus' thought. When lrenaeus was Bishop, lhe early Church "needed to transmit the

primitive Apostolic faith in all its purity and wholeness" to its proselytites.14 With the Gnostic

and Judaic threat, it was essential lo present to the wavering a triumphal and overpowering

catachesis. Such a catachesis would promulgate a doctrine of the "progressive education of the

human race toward salvation"l5 by demonslrating not only how the redemptive God of the New

Testament was directly linked to the creative Demiurge of the Old Tesfament, but how, in a

number of ways, it exceeded the old deity in magnanimity and charity. Such continuity was

essential to "break the back of the Gnostic ant¡nomy of the two Testamofìts;"16 and such

progressive triumphalism ensured the superiority of the Christian God over the Jewish One.

The lncarnation, as lrenaeus envisions it, is a sufficient 'proof' for the New Testament's

superiority to the Old Testament. Jesus Christ, the image of God as the lncarnate One, "restores

in humanity its original capacity for Godshapedness; and in so doing, manifests himself as the

redeemer of the whole of humanity."17 The real problem of evil for lrenaeus is not the attempt

to justify suffering as a means to build souls; instead, it is the struggle to "love God truly in

Christ, with being able to hold in check our deep reluctance to abide in the awful darkness of the

mystery that is God, a reluctance which makes us lurn with relief and in haste to the anodyne

intellectual balm proffered by the Gnostic heretics."18 lrenaeus' theological reflection is
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underg¡rded by the avowal that holiness is of greater value than gnosis, not that humans are

made to suffer so that they can become 'sons and daughters of God.'

Plantinga's and Hick's most egregious errors lie in their refusal to historicize the

chronicles and chroniclers of their respective, inherited traditions. Augustine's and lrenaeus'

particular experiences with pain, suffering, and evil, as well as their specific historic

situations, inform their approaches to theodicy. Accordingly, it is spurious to distantiate the

content of their speculation from their material and ideologieal social-matrix, as Plantinga and

Hick have done.

But more than this, Plantinga and Hick are negligent in considering their own

appropriations and crit¡ques of the traditions which inform their thought. Like Rene Descartes,

David Hume, and lmmanuel Kant (in contradistinction to Karl Marx, W. F. Hegel, and Friederich

Nietzsche), both Plantinga and Hick need to "acknowledge the social history of the human

consciousness."l9 Such self-scrutiny, in lerms of the social and historical matrix which

informs and is informed by one's consciousness, must be appropriated by the

philosopher/theologian if she is to participate effectively in a dialogue which seeks to

reconslruct social processes conducive to human flourishing. Surin suggests that if this

self-scrutiny does not obtain, then the philosopher/theologian runs the risk of advocating,

intentionally or uninlentionally, those institutions and structures which "legitimat[e] and

mystif[y] the social processes that block the transformation of life and reality."2O Perhaps if

Plantinga and Hick had been more in touch with the underpinnings that structure and orient the

responses to evil of Augustine and lrenaeus, they may have discovered that conversion and

holiness - authentic Christian responses to the problem of evil - point toward a theological

hermeneutic of praxis that "come under the rubric of (a socially rooted) rêdemption."2l

For the theodicist, then, this signals a caveat'. any speculation which does not take into

account the radical alterity of surd evil is a speculation which, by implication, "mediat[es] a

social and political practice which averts its gaze from the cruelties that exist in the world."22

The dictum that the one who acquiesces to evil is as guilty as the one who perpetrates it holds as
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well for writers and thinkers who seek a theoretical solution to suffering. Perhaps a theodicy

which fully recognizes the pain and suffering of the innocent and, moreover, which seeks a

mediative discourse to facilifate the transformation of the oppressive regimes and struclures

which are the provenance of evil, would be one which heeds lhis caveat Bul would that theodicy

be a traditional, speculative one?23

The answer, I believe, is 'no.' As Surin poinls out, post-Leibnizian theodicies are

essentially rational and theoretical enterprises that have no designs on practical solutions to

particular problems. Plantinga and Hick have followed the Cartesian-Kantian philosophy to its

logical conclusion.

[They view] the subject [as] the putatively rational and autonomous
individual who confines herself to the entirely worldly discipline of
'evidencing' and'justifying' cognitive formations, formations which,
moreover, are restrictively derived from reason and
sense-experience . . . . lin terms of the problem of evil, they see it]
as an ahistorical and individualistic quest for logically stable notions,
exact axioms, and rigorous chains of deductive inference.24

Perhaps a dialectical critique of 'soul-making' theodicy reveals some of the implications

of this individualistic quest in terms of Hick's own socioeconomic assumptions and biases. ln the

first chapter, I suggested that the world was too harsh to be considered an appropriate place for

soul-building. But it may be the case that the world for some poses just the right challenges and

opportunities, challenges and opportunities which do not exact a too-demanding toll on the soul.

I believe Hiik's theodicy speaks to those who actually have the time, energy, and capacity to

build their souls within the parameters of the reigning system. ln other words, it seems those

who are inclined and are able to worry about the acquisition of heavenly virtues would

sympathize more with a soul-making theodicy than those who have no time for such 'far-flung'

enterprises (e.9. those who struggle just to maintain a subsistence level of existence).

Consequently, Hick's theodicy, since it concerns itself primarily with such 'far-f lung'

enterprises and with those able 1o pursue them, seems more directed towards an elitist and
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priv¡leged class, privileged in the sense that it has the capacity, time, and energy for such

pursuits.

Hick's theodicy may be more at home in the while, male, upper-middle class, Eurocentric,

heterosexual, Christian community. As the 'status quo' in the Western world, this class would

appear to have the most lime to worry about how to build their souls. The 'system' is so designed

that this class need not worry about the injustices of classism, sexism, racism, homophobia,

anti-Semitism, etc. These injustices leave many drained in their constant struggle for equal

opportunity and dignity, not to mention those who struggle simply to obtain a simple meal to eat

or a simple roof under which lo sleep.23 Though I have simplified the 'status quo' and the

'system' for rhetorical effect, I still think it is no accident that soul-making theodicy has as its

foremost contemporary spokesperson a white, male, upper-middle class, Protestant.

ln any event, Enlightenment theodicies, and those contemporary ones which can be traced

back to them, fail because their ahistorical consciousness sanclions an appropriation of the

formal structure of rational analysis in the critique of a concrete reality of surd content.

Radical evil, in-and-of-itself, lranscends all forms of discursive, linear thinking (e.9. that

employed by traditional, speculative theodicies). As such, it cannot be rendered intelligible

under the rubric of either a rational framework or telos. The teleogical impetus of Plantinga's

and Hick's theoretical expositions cannot finally 'fit' radical evil into a coherent and cogent

schema of the divine masterplan, because radical evil is essentially a surd reality whose abode

is in the realm of irreconcilable tragedy.26 4r such, evil is a tragic mystery which does not

allow itself to be encased within the 'neat' frameworks of an ethical or juridical theodicy.

Further, Plantinga and Hick, post-Leibnizian metaphysicians (magicians?), foist a

formal structure of "arguments (tested for 'coherency' and 'validity') and judgments (examined

for their evidentiality)"27 onto a problem that resists such philosophical 'solutio'ns' of

irredeemable suffering. Narratives, however, are not susceptible and do not yield to the

methodical, rational approach of systematic logic, with its laws of non-conlradiction and

formalized syntax. The Book of Job, the lheodicy narralive par excellence, demonstrates the
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invalidity of manipulating formalized rational analysis onto the suffering experiences of human

agents.

Job faces an epistemological crisis:28 the well-ordered narrative of his life in relation lo

the divine economy has been 'ruptured' by the irruption of radical, meaningless evil. He must

now learn to love a God with whom he is uncomfortable, a God that transcends the human

experience to an infinite degree - a God who, therefore, is necessarily hidden and unknowable.29

Job's personal narrative has collided with the chronological narrative of innocent suffering, an

encounter played out within the context of the divine economy's ascendancy over the sufferer's

existential dilemma, Accordingly, if this context is not taken inlo accounl, the encounter itself

becomes meaningless. And, as Surin has so convincingly argued, because traditional theodicists

have not laken into account the concrete situation of lived suffering and evil, their theodicies are

rendered vapid and meaningless. All theological and philosophical endeavors must reflect a

proper historical perspective if they are to appropriate fully the formal dynamics that underlie

the 'thought-content' they abstract. ln sum,

The student of epistemological crisis and of the narrative discourses
which they engender will be aware that the form and content of these
discourses are essentially such that we can hope to determine their
true nature only by scrutinizing the cultural practices, the forms of
life, or the socio-historical configurations in which these crises and
their accompanying discourses are embedded.30

W¡th this in mind, is it any wonder that attempts to model theodicies from an

Enlightenment perspective, that is, a perspective that seeks to justify evil systematically and

completely from an ahistorical, rationalistic, and abstract framework, fail to take seriously the

individual narratives of suffering and pain? Perhaps in the age we live in, with'its seemingly

unreedemable atrocities and massive suffering, speculative theodicy no longer holds a grip on

the imagination of religious believers. Perhaps, as Surin suggests, evil can no longer be viewed

as an abstract'problem' to be 'solved' by intellectual feats and creative imaginative leaps, but as

a concrete reality to be endured and overcome by those who encounter it.
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The Antagonist of Speculative Theodicies: The Case of lvan Karamazov

Speculative theodicies, as we have seen, seek to juslify the existence of evil in a God-made

world. ln other words, they try to give a rat¡onal explanation/justification for why an

all-powerful and all-good God - as these Ìerms have been traditionally defined - would allow

evil to exist. Most of these explanations/justifications center around the notion that the good in

the world, in the universe, and/or in the future will 'outweigh' all the actual occasions of evil

ever manifested. At the core of this notion is the affirmation of an ultimate harmony of all

things, of a final state of concordance and quiescence after a long and hard struggle in the arena

of life.

The fundamental problem with this schema is that it demands of humans an inordinate

amount of sacrifice and suffering. As Madden and Hare have noted, "the price that is paid for the

long run goods is too high; the incredible amount of misery endured by sentient beings and its

unjust distribution ruins the value of any possible goals."31 Madden and Hare's position is

committed to a moral stance - that it is unethical to have so much pain and loss be justified by

an ultimate harmony. ln a word, the ends in this case do not justify the means.

Fyodor Dosloevsky, in The Brothers Karamazov, illustrates this point clearly in the story

he has lvan Karamazov tell of the general who had a young boy eaten alive by hunting dogs. Such

a violent death was 'deserved' because the boy accidentally struck the general's favorite dog with

a stone. To add insult to injury, the ghastly spectacle took place in the presence of the boy's

mother.

lvan rejects the notion of a heavenly reconciliation between the three protagonists. "l don't

want the mother to embrace the oppressor. . . , She dare not forgive himl. . . . She has no right to

forgivs."32lvan's outcry against the notion of the mother forgiving the general for his foul deed

does not stem from a refusal of the idea of forgiveness in general. Rather, it stems from the

notion of a proxied forgiveness. There is nothing wrong (and much good) if the mother forgives
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the general for the pain he has caused her. But the mother has no right to forgive the general for

lhe boy's pain. lf the dignity and integrity of the sufferer is to be upheld, then the boy, and only

the boy, can forgive the general for what transpired. This, in a nutshell, is why the whole notion

of eternal harmony seems dehumanizing to lvan. God forgives everyone for everything without

the consent of or even the conferral with the victims of unjust suffering. God, in effect, speaks

for the victim, without the victim's approval. ln the end, the victim and sufferer are diminished

within the divine economy, and the individual is swallowed up in the d¡vine masterplan.

This notion of a universal redemption which 'outweighs' all suffering seems to miss the

fundamental point of a compassionale person's cry for justice,33 such as that uttered by lvan.

lvan loves those who suffer, especially the innocent children. Because of his love for humanity,

he refuses to love and be loved by a God3a who enjoins such suffering as a means to bring about

the greater good of eternal bliss.35 Dorothee Soelle echoes lvan's sentiment in saying that the

"god who causes suffering is not to be justified even by lifting the suffering later."36 lf this is

what it means for God to love - to heap injustice upon injustice upon the innocent - and if we

are supposed to emulate this love, then what kind of relationships are human beings supposed to

have with one another? What chance do human beings have to truly love one another?

lvan wishes to 'validate' the suffering of the victims of evil, especially of those who have

not 'tasted the fruit' of knowledge (i.e. the innocent ones, the children). lvan argues that any

attempt to seek good out of the sufferings and tribulations of innocents not only mitigates the

evenl of suffering but compromises the integrity and dignity of those who suffer. ln fact, lvan

goes so far as to suggest that any good or beneficial consequences arising from such pain and

suffering can in no way outweigh or counler-balance or in any other way compensate for the

evil inflicted.

lvan's fundamental dispute with the God outlined by the theodicists we have been surveying

is this: if there is such a notion of a universal harmony, why do human beings have to suffer in

tears and blood for it? Why should humans be the victims of the slaughter-bench of salvific

history, victims whom God demands pay the terrible price for eternal bliss? And what kind of
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God do we place our trust and being in who designs a world in which the suffering of innocents is

the exacted price for eternal salvation?

The reason why lvan wishes lo return his 'licket' is not because he has lost belief in God's

existence; rather, it is because he has lost faith in God's eternal justice.

. . . I am not blasphemingl I understand, of course, what an upheaval of
the universe it will be, when everything in heaven and and earth
blends in one hymn of praise and everything that lives and has lived
cries aloud: 'Thou art just, O Lord, for thy ways are revealed.' . . . But
what pulls me up here is thal I can'l accept that harmony.3T

lvan Karamazov, then, rejects the eternal harmony envisioned by a John Hick or an Alvin

Plantinga, because iÎ is an immoral, not an illogical, notion: "[i]t's not worth the tears of that

one tortured child who beat itself on the breast with its little fist and prayed in its stinking

outhouse, with its unexpiated tears to 'dear, kind God'!"38 A world in which suffering and pain

are demanded, in which human beings are born in a sinful condilion, and in which moral evil is

a necessary prerequisite for moral goodness, is not a world in which lvan, or I for that matter,

would predicate as the creation of a just and loving God. Even if, in the end, there will be a

denouement of salvific bliss and eternal happiness for the whole of humankind, and even if world

history will be revealed as a movement towards eschatological harmony, there will still be no

justification for all the pain and anguish that has transpired in iÎ.

lvan, accordingly, rejects the notion that innocent suffering can be atoned for by the

eschatological resolution of John Hick or the balancing act of Alvin Plantinga. 'Soul-making'

lheodicy fails because it espouses a post-mortem resolution of worldly human afflictions, a

resolution which fails to take seriously the victims of suffering. lndeed, the "promised bliss of

heaven cannot be a compensation or reward for the earthly travails of innocent human

beings.'39 And the free will defense, which postulates a 'good-outweighing-evil' schema, fails to

take those human beings who wind up outside of God's love seriously at all.ao
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The Need for Theodicy

It would seem, then, lhat with all the objections we have mustered against speculative

theodicies, there would be no valid reason to entertain them seriously as 'living' options to the

problem of evil in contemporary life. Bul, indeed, not all theologians and philosophers of

religion are willing to abandon the claim that speculative or theoretical theodicy serves a valid

and necessary function in our day and age. Consider the following claim of David Griffin:

A theodicy should be part of a total theological position that is intended
to be more consistenl, adequate, and illuminating of our experience
than any of the alternative philosophical/theological positions of the
time. Such a theodicy cannot merely show that the evils of the world do
not necessarily contradict belief in God's perfect goodness and power.
Nor can such a theodicy resort to encouraging us to believe that there
is a God of perfect goodness and power in spite of the fact that the
appearances suggest that some other hypothesis is more probable.
Ralher, such a theodicy must altempt to portray the world so that the
hypothesis that the world has been created by such a God seems more
likely than other hypotheses, so that those who accept this belief can
come to perceive (envision, taste, or sense) the world in these terms.
. . . the theodicy should ideally be more illuminating of the nalure of
evil, and the reason for its existence, than other portrayals of reality,
including atheistic ones.41

Griffin argues that a speculative theodicy which can justify God's goodness in the face of

evil and can do so convincingly can help a theist Ìo not only think of the world as a place imbued

with the goodness and graciousness of God, bul feel the world to reflect that conception.

Speculative theodicy attempts to provide the rationalislic element to faith in God's being and

goodness. ln olher words, theistic attempts to justify the presence of evil in the world provide

religion the necessary philosophical tools to maintain and sustain an intellectually respectable

voice in the conceptual (cognitive) concerns that shape our apprehension of the world. lf this

were not the case, religion might be reduced to a 'touchy-feely' cult phenomenon, an arational

or irrational hypothesis, not able to compete with other more established hypotheses grounded

in rationality and reason (e.9. natural science).
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Speculative theodicy, then, contributes to the onlological and epistemological apparatus

whereby religion can once again speak to modern society. To this extent, theoretical theodicy is

successful: it not only furnishes a language of sufficient cognitive import, but it supplies the

conceptual tools by which a philosophically literate and scientifically informed person can

interpret the world of phenomena from a coherent and cogent religious perspective. This brand

of theodicy, therefore, satisfies the cognitive dimension of theistic belief in terms of its

capacity to provide a reasoned and thoughtful defense of God's goodness in the face of evil.a2

Further, Griffin avers that the very notion of the problem of evil implies theoretical

queslions and affirmations. ln the Judeo-Christian lraditions, the problem of evil generally

revolves around the question, 'Why did God cause (or permit) this to happen!'43 For Griffin,

this speculative question is indicative of a theoretical belief. Accordingly, the problem of evil

not only engenders 'existential' or 'practical' issues, but 'theoretical' ones as well. ln fact, the

practical and theoretical dimensions become intertwined when one considers that a "great

amount of the evil we human beings experience is caused or at least greatly aggravated by the

thoughls and feelings that we have by virtue of our raìional capacity for generalizing and

comparing what is with what might have been."44

It is beyond the scope of this paper to begin even a cursory analysis of the relation between

rationality and theistic belief. Therefore, I cannot do justice to Griffin's argument that theodicy

is primarily the rational attempt .to provide the necessary coherence and justification to

religious faith that is needed in today's secular, 'scientific' society. However, because I side with

Paul Tillich's understanding of faith - the state of being ultimately concerned4s- I do not regard

religion as a completely rationalistic endeavor, i.e. one whose formal criteria of content is

subject to logical, discursive standards of validity. lndeed, if faith is, as I believe, the ground of

one's existence, if it is the hearl of one's deepest rhythms and movements, then the intellect can

only garner a little about its true nature, for such a nature encompasses the intellect and the

intellect alone cannot comprehend its awesome depth. To assume, as Griffin seems to, that

theology must be embedded in a rational architectonic to defend its claims, in the manner of
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sc¡ence for example, seems deeply problematic to me.

Nevertheless, I think there is a certain profundity in Griffin's argument. lt definitely

indicates that there is a human need to find meaning and purpose in the evil that seems lo be part

and parcel of the human condition. Humans naturally desire to know the "source and limits of a

moral universe."46 As long as evil remains a problem and a mystery, humans will seek a

meaning with which to imbue it, even as they lry lheir best to combat its presence and wipe out

its existence.

Surin's charge to all theodicists - that they take into account the lived narratives of those

who are victims of radical evil, that they employ the theological content of their own religious

traditions less they deny to themselves the very resources needed to address the reality of evil,

and that in the face of surd evil, sympathetic silence can be more helpful than speculative

hypothesis - is important and salutary.aT But complete reticence to speak about God's

providence or activity in the face of evil seems to say too little even as speculative theodicy says

too much to the victims of evil. By refusing to address God's 'place' in relation to evil, we are

negligent of the religious concerns, nol to mention spiritual needs, of the victims of unjust

suffering. Neither the poles of absolute silence nor pure theoretical theodicy are, by

themselves, appropriate religious 'solutions' to evil ultimately.

Where Do Christians Go from Here?

What then can we say? What then must we do? How are we to mediate the human desire to

know and understand lhat which confronts it with a reality that by its very nature resists all

attempts lo subsume it under rational discourse? First and foremost, if we are lo say anything

about evil, it would seem that we have a responsibility to the victims of suffering. We must let

their stories be told, their anguish be felt, their cries not fall on deaf ears. Second, we must

respond to them with compassion and sympathy, solidarity and solace. We must establish a

'practical' theodicy, one that seeks to transform the suffering and evil in the world, rather than
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a purely speoulative theodicy that attempts to explain/justify their presence. And thirdly, as

Christian individuals facing a question of religious import, we must somehow address evil, both

its theological/philosophical as well as its political/social/spiritual implications, within a

Christological framework.

But how is this to be done? How are we to meet both theoretical and practical needs within

a theodical framework? I am not sure at this point in time and space, in a century that has

witnessed two world wars and an unprecedented amount of human suffering and debasement and

in a world that is currently struggling with environmental pollution, the threat of nuclear

annihilation, and lechnologically-induced destitulion and poverty, there is a 'way' to do theodicy

which will satisfy all the practical needs and speculative enquiries of people who wish to live

etsi deus daretur. Certainly, I cannot provide one. lnstead, what we may able to provide is the

outline of a theodicy, gleaned from the works of praxis-oriented theologians and philosophers of

religion, which not only provides the victims of unjust suffering the recourses to face their

pain with human integrity and dignity, but proffers us plausible justifications for renewed

belief in a good (or at least sympathetic) God in a world which continually subverts such belief.

Such a theodicy will attempt to mediale a lension-filled and tenuous position between two

putatively diametrically-opposed poles: the integrity of the sufferer in a God-made world and

the goodness of God in that world. ln so doing, this theodicy must accommodate space for the

individual and the universal, for the existential plight of the victim and for the all-pervading

presence of the deity, for the integrity of fhe person and the goodness of God. The speculative

theodicies we have critiqued speak too little to the former; and others (as we shall see)

renounce too easily the latler.

This approach, then, consists of praxis-engendering responses and religious-affirming

asseverations to evil. Consequently, il employs a two-prong functional theodicy: first and

foremost, it provides solidaric sympathy with the victims of unjust suffering; secondarily, it

proffers possible justification for belief in God's goodness. For purposes of this paper, any

approach to the problem of evil which focuses primarily on the second function, lhat is, an
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approach that attempts to articulate reasons and/or justifications for evil in the world, will be

termed as second order theodical discourse. Bul, as I have mentioned above, any such discourse

can come only after its first function has þeen satisfied. Approaches which essentially embody

this first function will be termed as first order theodical discourse.4s Th¡s discourse not only

encapsulates narralives of pain and suffering but visceral and praxis-generating responses to

those narratives. These responses encompass a sympathetic and solidaric stance (both in

language and praxis) with those who have encounlered radical evil. Not only does this discourse

enjoin that the stories of these victims be communicated, but it anticipates a praxis-oriented

response to these narratives. Such a response entails some form of outcry against the injustices

perpetrated and some slance of solidarity with the victims of these injustices.

Second order theodical discourse, consequently, will be informed by the painful hone5ty of

first order discourse. ln other words, any theological utterances of God's prevenient and

redemptive grace must be first chastened and purified by the victimizing narratives of and

praxis-generat¡ng responses to radical negation. Second order discourse, consequently,

encompasses both a sympathetic and praxis-oriented response in its attempt to understand evil

in a God-made world. Whatever positive affirmations it makes concerning the belief in a 'good'

Godwill behints...traces...sketches.,.brokenutterances. lnthefaceofradical negation

and surd evil, second order theodical discourse cannot provide an adequate rationale for evil, for

evil is ultimately a mystery unintelligible within the realm of discursive discourse. What it can

provide, however, is a possible way whereby we can once again hope and believe that God is 'on

our side,' despite the presence of the 'dark side' in our lives.

ln the next and last two chapters, we shall examine Christian theodicies which embody

these two kinds of theological discourse. Although there is implicit overlap, the theodicies we

shall critique focus almost explicitly on one type of discourse but not both. Those which

concentrale on the first form of discourse are what we shall call protesting theodicies. This

approach, advocated by John Roth and Mark Wallace, is geared toward a protest against the

injuslices of the world and a salutary response to the victims of that injustice. Those which
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essentially champion the second order discourse are what we shall call incarnation theodicies.

Kenneth Surin outlines this tireodicy, a theodicy which claims to proffer a morally justifiable

theological response to evil in the world, namely, God actively parlicipates in the suffering of

those who suffer. Lastly, from a synthesis of these two ordered discourses, I hope to sketch a

theodicy which may appeal to a few individuals in their quest to find meaning and goodness in a

world more-often-than-not devoid of both.
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Chapter Three

First Order Theodical Discourse:

The Rhetoric of Protest

'You don't want me to dance; too bad, I'll dance anyhow. You've taken away every reason for

singing, but I shall sing. I shall sing of the dcceit that walks by day and the truth that walks by

night, yes, and of the silence of dusk as well. You didn't expect my joy, but here it is; yes, my joy will

rise up; it will submerge you. (The Rebbe in Elie Wiesel's Thc Gates of the Forest¡l

. . . an adequate Christian rcsponse to thc theodicy problem must travel the long detour through

the Old Testament's wisdom-bascd undcrstanding of living with cvil before it can begin to live

and hope in the promiscd land of Christ's vict<>ry r>r,cr cvil . . . Iolnly a theodicy that does not try

intellectually to solve the riddlc of unjust suffuing, but offers a lived and practical way of being in

light of the probìem, can cnablc us to facc aclcquatcly the eruption of evil in our experience.

(Mark Wallace, The Second Naiaete: Barth, Ilicoeur, and the New YaIe Theologfl2

First Order Theodical Discourse

A first order theodical discourse, as we noted last chapter, is informed by the lived

narratives of pain and anguish of the victims of unjust suffering. Consequently, it seeks to

provide praxis-engendering responses to those narralives and promote solidarity with their

victims. ln theodical literature, John Rolh and Mark Wallace stand out as contemporary

advocates of this type of discourse. Both lislen to the suffering stories of innocent viclims and

incorporate these stories into their respective hermeneutics of surd evil and theodicies of

protesting praxis. Both consider the Holocausl the episteme upon which all theodical statements

are to be judged, and both have been influenced deeply by the writings of post-Holocaust Jewish

theologians, as well as the narratives, psalms, and proverbs of biblical discourse.

The main emphasis of both wrilers is to promulgate a praxis-oriented response 1o unjust

suffering in the world. Roth understands such a response to entail protest against a God who is

guilty of crealing a world which has produced such atrocilies as the Holocaust, a God who could
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have but refused lo inlervene on that occasion and numerous other occasions of radical negation.

The consequences of affirming a guilty God seriously undermines traditional religious belief and

is a deeply problematic assertion in its own righl, At the end of this chapter, we shall explore

some of the problems with this aspect of Roth's theodicy and suggest an alternative one,

suggested by Wallace and others, which may be more amenable to the healing powers of religious

f aith.

ln any event, Roth demands we protest against this God, and he looks to the records and

stories of Holocaust victims and survivors to provide the 'data' with which to inform the content,

of that protest. ln other words, Roth believes the narratives of those who have encountered surd

evil may contain clues as to viable cathartic and even therapeutic responses to seemingly

hopeless situations.

Wallace's theodicy also attempts lo offer practical responses to evil, responses which not

only protest against the structures and instilutions which foster such evil but provide purgative

and lived ways of coping in the 'syslem.' Wallace, more so than Roth, looks to biblical discourse,

especially as it is embedded ín wisdom literature, as an age-old repository of cathartic and

therapeutic ways-of-being in the face of radical negation. But unlike Rolh, Wallace suspends

judgment on God's guilt. While Roth avers God is responsible for the presence of evil in the

world and is accordingly guilty, Wallace does nol go as far in his assessment of God's

relationship to evil.

ln my discussions with the Swarlhmore religion professor, Wallace indicated a general

belief that God is present in all things, both divine and demonic, bul that presence does not

correspond to a commensurate guilt. While God participates in everything, Wallace noted that

this does not necessarily make God culpable for events such as the Holocaust. At the end of this

chapter and in the next, I shall attempt to outline and expand on the implications of Wallace's

comments; suffice to say, Wallace's 'protest' responses do not necessarily implicate God as

guilly. But for now, we return to a more in-depth look at Roth's 'solution' to the problem of

ev il.
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Protesting to and against God: The Theodicy of John Roth

John Roth is a liberal Presbyterian layperson who has been influenced deeply by the

¡iterature of contemporary Jewish theologians and sociologists, wrilers who concentrate on the

social, political, economic, but especially theological aspects of the Holocaust. Like many of his

lheological contemporaries, Roth considers the Holocaust a paradigmatic event, a watershed in

the history of humankind. A program designed primarily to eliminate the Jews, it is the epitome

of a modern mechanized society gone mad without the spiritual guidance and moral consciousness

of a God-fearing or people-loving ethic. lts ruthless slale-sponsored efficiency is even more

horrifying considering the scope of ils power and popularity - it received cooperation, either

explicit or implicit, from every sector of German society.3

Its implementation and permission indicts humanity at large, but, in a theistic

framework, it also indicts God as well. For Roth, God is the one who began history, who'set the

ball in motion' so to speak, and is therefore the One ultimately responsible for what happened at

Auschwitz. lt would seem, then, that the Holocaust seriously assails the theistic claims of both

Jews and Christians, not only in terms of their traditional understanding of God's omnipotence

and/or goodness but in their affirmation of God's very existence.a Roth atlests to the belief that

though previous human history could be inlerpreted as possessing enough senseless injustice

and suffering to demonstrate trust in God implausible to begin with, the Holocaust is of such a

unique nature that it "can shatter belief that had been able to endure more or less intact

everything else that went before."5 As one theologian has put it, "Auschwitz ... is radical

absurdity ... pure demonic evil."6

As a theologian and philosopher of religion, Roth wishes to conslruct a religiously credible

theology after Auschwitz. But in order to do this, he feels it necessary to, know and to understand

the religious and emotional 'data' of the death camps in order to have a propeily informed

theological conslruct. He therefore seeks to survey the literature of both deceased victims and

survivors to understand some of the religious and emotional responses to the Holocaust.
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Accordingly, he first presents an outline of the various experiences and feelings of those who

endured the Holocaust first-hand béfore he attempts to lay out what he considers a religiously

credible response to Auschwitz. Roth, therefore, does not attempt to'do'his theology in a

vacuum, but he very much informs and shapes it with the empir¡cal evidence of everyday

experience in the death camps.

Though Roth demands to know what is permissible to say and not to say about God and

humanity after the Holocaust, he realizes this is a hopeless task. Because of the irrationality and

utter alterity of the Tremendum, whatever can be known is only a sketch, an outline, a trace, of

what transpired in and continues to transpire from the flames and ashes of Auschwitz. lndeed,

there are "no metaphors or adequate analogies for the Holocaust."T Nevertheless, Roth still

thinks it is important to try to grasp the feelings and responses of those who endured the

Holocaust. These feelings and responses, left behind in stories and scaltered vignettes, evoke

images of pained lamentation, noþle resistance, bitter survival, cutting honesty, and

inflammatory protest. These are lhe first-ordered responses, the narrative and poetic

expressions of those who have encounlered radical negation face-to-face. Roth insists that we

must listen to these first before we can build or deconstruct an adequale theology that can

respond in meaningful and truthful ways to the realities encountered at Auschwitz and in

everyday life.

Roth begins his survey with the response of lamenlation. Ihe Song of the Murdered Jewish

People by Yitzhak Katzendson captures the frustration and despair of one man's witness to what

'eighty-million criminalsl have done to make Jewish childhood impossible. His lamentation is

one of unbroached pain and unforgettable memory that sings the song of a Godless death, the death

of every individual in whom "a Jeremiah wails, a tormented Job cries, and a disillusioned king

intones ecclesiastes."S

Katzendson's song invites us to direct our passions and thoughts to the sheer human loss

and depravity of the Holocaust. While Roth cautions us that mourning that loss will not rid us of

the conditions that led to nor the criminals that perpetrated such inhumanity, "failure to share
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in Katzendson's grief removes one critical obstacle in their pâth."9 lf we are not, at some deep

level, appalled at the waste and carnage, then a future free of such ignoble destruction seems

less and less likely. Who then indeed, asks Roth, will stand up for the victims?

Resistance, as embodied by Ernie Levy in Andre' Schwarz-Bart's novel The Last ol the

Jusf, is another cathartic response to the indignation and brutality of the Holocaust. Levy's

resistance to National Socialism's desrruction of European Jewry ends in his death in an

Auschwitz gas chamber. But his 'courage, dignity, grace and compassion' in the face of a

decidedly tragic situation remain unconquered.

But such noble character virtues, admonishes Roth, must never again have to be

demonstrated for such a cause, for the conditions which led to their manifestation must be wiped

out forever. Resistance against despair, therefore, is a viable response in times of trouble. But

so, too, is resistance against the 'institutions of despair,' Roth avers that the fight against

hopelessness in the face of hopeless situations begins in the struggle against the institutions

which create those hopeless situations in the first place.

The will to survive is another important affirmation of being in the face of radical

negation. But survival as a response and a way-of-being, as Charlotle Delbo's book Auschwitz et

a'pres makes clear, is commendable only if lhat survival means the survival of the spirit to live

as well. Delbo writes that "none of us should have returned if we lived so as not to die on a

slretcher."l0 Roth agrees, and he argues lhat a calhartic approach to surd evil is one that

imbues its victims with a sense of acceptance, dignily, and understanding. Survival in the

clutches of radical negation means not only preserving one's physical presence, but one's

spiritual and mental well-being as well.

Another purgative response to surd evil is honesty, honesty to face any encounter with

openness and integrity. An honest encounler wilh the Holocausl, avers Roth, inevitably means

the disillusionment in the belief of a good and just society. This honesty is confronted painfully

in lhis Way for the Gas, Ladies and Gentlemen, by Vorarbeiter Tadeusz. The author asserts that

one can no longer take seriously the notion that the world operates with a cost-effective
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economy designed to bring out the best in human beings, for "there is nothing in existence to

guarantee that cost-effective human domination will not reduce a person's life to horrorl"ll

Auschwilz inverts the old societal structure where dying necessarily presupposes living; in the

Holocaust, living depends on one's expropriatin$ a scarcity of power and privilege that

necessarily condemns others to death.

From this and otherr Holocausl literature, Roth sketches some credible and viable human

responses to evil. Radical evil, if il is to be faced, must be faced honestly and with one's whole

being. The goal is to survive the encounter, but even more so, to survive with a sense of dignity

and integrity. Cathartic responses, such as lamenlation and protest, are acceptable and even

encouraged responses to unjust suffering. At all levels, individuals must strive to sympathize

with victims and demonstrate solidarity with them in their efforts to bring meaning and

humanity out of meaningless and dehumanizing encounters.

This is what I understand Roth's praxis-oriented theodicy to entail. Human .beings must

cry out against and decry instances of radical negation. Roth, in a way similar to lvan

Karamazov, truly loves humanity and seeks to promote a theology that puts its well-being first

and foremost. And like lvan, Roth thinks God is, at best, morally negligent for allowing - if not

actually perpetrating - such heinous events as the Holocaust in the divine economy. As a result,

his theodicy, though it chastises humans in general for their lack of love towards one another,

places a large share of responsibility for evil on the shoulders of God. But let us now examine

how Roth develops this theodicy in greater detail.

ln an article entitled "A Theodicy of Protest," Roth echoes Surin's sentiment that evil and

suffering are absurd realities which cannot be 'explained' or 'justified' as either necessary

means-to-ends or realities which are concomitant with human freedom and finitude. Because he

underscores God's supreme sovereignty, Roth does not agree with those (e.g. Plantinga) who

limit God's power over evil because of the necessary limitalions of logic and/or free will. Any

attempts to proffer freedom and free will as acceptable defenses of God's permission of evil lose

force when met with Camus' dictum that "man is not entirely to blame; it was not he who started
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history.'10 ln other words, God has the ultimate responsibility as the one who defines and

delimits the parameters of human existence and experience.

And though God gives us the gift of freedom to ennoble us with a degree of self-autonomy to

be sure, Roth argues that the gift itself is worthless because it is not offered with the

commensurate amount of know-how, i.e. wisdom, lo use it. As a result, human freedom has

cultivated existential 'paralysis' and death for too many unwilling or unready to exercise their

God-given gift. Alternatively, the gift has been manipulated and exploited by some individuals

all-to-ready 1o exercise mastery over olhers.13 Freedom has created nefarious and totalitarian

institutions, such as Nazism, which have bound human lives and blinded human visions. lndeed,

if mass suffering and injustice is the price of precious freedom, Roth would prefer that humans

had never had it. Consequently, Roth altacks lhe free will defender for investing so much in so

little. There is "no good that [the free will defender] can envision, on earth or beyond, [which]

is worth the freedom - enfeebled and empowered - that wastes so much life."14

Roth also assails the 'soul-making' theodicy of Hick. Evidently, human beings are not

becoming, on the whole, 'sons and daughters' of God who will live forever in the Kingdom of

Heaven. lnslead, they are constantly struggling just to survive an onslaught of mass suffering

and evil found in lhe Kingdoms of Night. Any gains made in the human way-of-life, whether

individual or social, are "precarious, periodic, and problematic."l5 They are made at great

costs, both to the individual and society. Many such gains, indeed, are Pyrrhic in nature.

Roth would agree with P.T, Forsylh's assessment of the nalure of moral growth, that it

"does not come by gradual expansion, illuminafion and amelioration, but more by crisis, choice,

judgment, sifting, election, conversion and new departure by new creation age after âge."l6

Moral progress, claims Roth, does not come by way of steady advance but by the existential

events of crisis and disclosure. Moral progress arises from judgment, the decision between two

alternatives. Judgment has a cost in terms of moral evil, and while that evil "may be an occasion

where moral lessons are learned, such lessons never make the evil retrospeclively part of a

greater good. Even where good is drawn oul of evil, it retains it sheerly unredeemable
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guality."tz lndeed, if this is the case, then a major assumption of the soul-making theodicy

that there is no such thing has unredeemable evil - is cast inlo serious doubt.

As a result, Roth's protest theodicy ultimately despairs over Hick's sanguine optimism of a

future good "so great as to render acceptable, in retrospecl, the whole human experience, with

all its wickedness and suffering as well as all its sanctity and happiness."l8 So much has been

lost in terms of human dignity that iÌ seems inconceivable that God can produce a good in the end

that will be a morally satisfiable recompense for all the pain and suffering that has been

inflicted on humans. lt also seems that God's 'all-goodness' will not be justified, for to what

extent can we say God is a good being if God has the power to take away the suffering and evil in

the world but chooses not to do so?

The 'free will' valued so highly by Plantinga and Hick, Roth avers, can bring out the best,

but it can also bring out the worst in human beings. And when it brings out the worsl, God is

everlastingly guilty for failing to intervene and stop the nefarious consequences of abused

freedom. lndeed, the degrees of guill "run from gross negligence to murder."l9

But how are we to respond to God's guilt? Borrowing heavily from both traditional and

non-traditional Jewish thought, Roth posits that an appropriate response to evil is one that

protests to and against God for the unjustified pain and suffering in the world. The protest is fo

God because Roth believes God can stop unilaterally execrable evenls from happening; the

protest is against God because God, as omnipotent, is ultimately responsible for the nefarious

events that have happened and continue to happen. Roth's theodicy, therefore, is rooted in

protest and dissension against the capricious injustice of the Almighty. But because it is rooted

in opposition to God, Roth's stance is not an atheistic one; instead, it is an outcry, a plea, an

appeal to the Being who has the capacity 1o alter the present situation of existential despair and

unmitigated ¿¡s¡¡¡s.20 Such a protesting theodicy, accordingly, understands its defiance not only

as a purgative and cathartic response to the injustices wrought by the world, but as a crucial

step in lhe 'struggle against despair,' despair against God and the world.

Evil, in relation to God's sovereignty, is nol a separate entity in the world order, but a
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man¡festat¡on of God's power (or lack there of) which brings suffering and loss to those who are

the victims of its indiscriminate ascendancy.2l lts form varies in size and shape, but its content

always produces the same effect: the sanctity of individual persons is ignored and violated.22 And

because of evil's dehumanizing consequences, Roth, as we have seen, cannot concur with the

theodícies of Plantinga and Hick, theodicies whose eschalological hopes and visions resolve and

overcome the evil perpetrated in the world. Any such attempts at a totalitizing atonement,

forgiveness, and redemption, fail to take into account the integrity and dignity of the human

individual. lndeed, Roth avers too much has been lost already to be salvaged in any integrative or

holistic sense.23

To drive his point home, Roth cites the writings of Elie Wiesel, a survivor of the Holocaust

and one of its foremost 'conscience-raisers,' Wiesel does not ignore God or become an atheist

after the concentration camps, although it is true his understanding of the concept 'God' changes

radically. Wiesel puts God on trial and renders a 'guilty' verdict on the defendant. But even in

doing this, Wiesel does not abandon God as an object unworthy of human attention; ¡nstead, like

Moses, he acknowledges God's sovereignly "even as he argues against God for the sake of his

people."24 ln effect, he "is a contemporary Job demanding a hearing, a contemporary Jacob,

wrestling with God to understand, in the face of monstrous evil, lhe meaning of God's apparent

silence."25

Wiesel, then, avers that either denying or exonerating God in the face of radical evil is t00

extremist, for neither are adequate religious responses to the divine-human encounter. To deny

God is to abandon the faith, to admil defeat, to give anolher victory to Death; but to exonerate God

fails to take seriously the immense amount of suffering and pain in the history of the world. God

is culpable, at least in God's complicity with the evil perpetrated in the world.

Consequently, Wiesel struggles with and against God in his attempt to live with and write

about the abyss of chaos, the radical insecurity, and the madness which are the Void or Absence

created by God's commanding silence at Auschwilz. He fights to bring meaning to a fractured and

shattered world which has left him devoid of his childhood beliefs in a biblical covenant and
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redemption theology, for Wiesel's 'untested' failh ultimately proved ineffective in relating to

and preventing the "encroachment of anomie" he felt in his first nights at Auschwitz.26 The

theology/theodicy of Wiesel's ancestors could not help him cope with the existential dilemma

which confronted him in the death camps.

But Wiesel does not wish to leave humanity with a legacy of a divine scapegoat who

absolves individuals of any responsibility for their actions. Although God is guilty, humans too

are guilty, if they are indifferent to the absurdities of evil in tlris world. As the Rebbe in

Wiesel's Gates of the Forest exclaims to Gregor,

He's guilty; do you think I donlt know it? That I have no eyes to see, no

ears to hear? That my heart doesn't revolt? That I have no desire to
beat my head against the wall and shout like a madman, to give rein to
my sorrow and disappointment? Yes, he is guilty. He has become the
ally of evil, of dealh, of murder, bul the problem is still not solved. I

ask you a question and dare you answer: 'What is there left for us to
do?'27

Having been brought up within the framework of a traditional theodicy (a first naivete) and

having gone through the 'desert of criticism' of thal framework (where he almost obviates the

need for God in his literature),28 Wiesel comes to a more mature and deeper appreciation of

religious faith which entails that humans, as well as God, take co-responsibility for the world.

Roth agrees with Wiesel that God's guilt does not exonerate humans of their personal

responsibility. lndeed, Rolh believes that it is possible lhat in the end, God may bring about a

just world, filled with love, hope, and failh. But if this is to happen in the "fullest measure

possible," human repentance and transformation must be matched by God's.29 Human beings

cannot redeem the waste and carnage that has happened, Roth avers, but they have the

responsibility to try their best to minimize any fulure loss.

But what wasle and carnage there has been! Hegel appears to have been right when he

observed history is "the slaughter-bench at which the happiness of peoples, the wisdom of

states, and the virlue of individuals have been sacrificed." 30 History is God's indictment:31 God's
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'cost-effective' economy of salvation has brought about immense suffering and destruction,32 so

much that humans are left wondering just how 'cost-effective' lhe divine masterplan really is,

if indeed there is one. Even so, there have been moments in the divine-human encounter when

God has demonstrated providenlial love and concern for those who love God and one another. But

often times, God fails to show this care and love. God's unfulfilled promises and covenants,

therefore, demand protest on our part. But more than protesl, they demand human action to

ensure that we, at least, keep up our end of the bargain. Roth sees this sentiment echoed in both

biblical literature and in the writings of Wiesel,

Though he slay me, yet will ltrust in him. (Job 13:15)

Master of the Universe, I know what you want - I understand what You
are doing. You want despair lo overwhelm me. You want me to cease
believing in You, to cease praying to You, lo cease invoking Your name
to glorify and sanctify it. Well, ltell you; No, no - a thousand times
nol You shall not succeedl ln spite of me and in spite of You, I shall
shout the Kaddish, which is a song of faith, for You and agaínst You.
This song You shall not still, God of lsraell 33

God, then, is our final despair and ullimate hope; God is the ground of our being and the

'grounding' of our dreams. Job's and Wiesel's refusals to submit to a total abandonment of God

mean that they seek to bring order and human creativity lo a situation which deserves neither.

God has failed to keep the promises made with humans, yet it is human dignity and integrity that

will not allow either Job or Wiesel to despair of either God or themselves.

A protesting theodicy ultimately puts its trust in a God with whom it struggles and

grapples. lt both believes in and yearns for the Love of God, a Love which, iri its Presence, has

given human beings the precious gift of life and freedom; but, ín its Absence, has brought

calamitous suffering and cataclysmic catastrophe. Human beings, argues Roth, need to fill that

divine Absence with human presence - a presence of love and compassion for others and

themselves. God is guilty, Roth affirms, but we should not use this guilt as a way to exonerate

our responsibilities to one another and ourselves. Honesty with ourselves and with God is a
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beginning step to rid the world of the anomie of waste and imbue it with the order of love

An Anti-Theodicy

Roth posits that the traditional theodicies we have studied say both too little and too much

in their attempts lo 'solve' the problem of evil. Eilher they legitimate all evil and suffering as

'deserved' or 'permissible,' or they appeal to God's unfathomable wisdom and goodness in

formulating eschatological strategies which ensure happy endings for all. ln fact, Roth goes so

far as to say all attempts at theodicy ultimately fail to do justice to a total schematization of evil.

They fail because they cannot possibly supply sufficient provisions for the numerous needs of

diverse religious individuals. No single theodicy can synthesize and nourish all these needs.

Consequently, Roth argues that an acceptable theodicy will be, in part, an anti-theodicy in that

"[i]t will disclaim the full adequacy of its own outlook and that of every other as well."34

But on the periphery of such self-delimiling, apophatic responses are self-defining,

cataphatic utterances, utterances that provide not only a "sense that human affairs are iar

worse than any good reason can justify, or than our powers alone can aller" but a "yearning that

refuses to settle for despair that the first feeling generates."35 Roth argues that while we cannot

fully explicate or justify God's acquiescence to evil, we cannol yield to lhe response of despair;

though it is a justified response, it does nothing for human edification or advancement. An

acceptable and efficacious response, however, is one that embodies prolest, defiance, and hope,

one that "resists to the end the announcement that the darkness has forever extinguished the

ligh1."3 o

Roth avers that the lension - between the urge to despair and the need to hope, between an

unfulfilled promise and a fulfilling protest - is what makes Scripture an excellent reposifory of

"protesting faith as well."37 And a practice-oriented theodicy which embodies this 'protesting

failh' is a productive and authentic Christian response to evil in the world. Not only does this

theodicy accord with the protest porlrayed in Scripture (e.g. Job's dispute with God, Jesus' cry
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of dereliction), but it may be the only kind of response to evil today that will enable us lo

transform ourselves and our world.

Roth urges us to live with this 'protesting' tension:

Do not let the tension go. To let it go invites harmony that flirts with
indifference. So hear that God is Love, that He is light without
darkness, that with Him all things are possible, And then look again at

the world, at freedom, at all that.wastes us away. How does God's word
retain authority in such a world? One way includes quarreling with it.
Refuse to let its messages go unheard and unheeded, but also refuse to
let them be totally acceptable unless things change for the belter.38

Roth rightfully argues that although lhe promises of blessing and goodness foretold in Scriplure

have not been fulfilled, they need not be effaced from our memory or being. Rather, we need

them as the paradigm of the 'ought' that judges the reality of the 'is.' God is ultimately guilty in

the sense that the promises have gone unfulfilled, but we too hold a share of the blame for not

aiding in their fulfillment.

Roth holds out the hope that one day God will make amends for the evil and waste in the

world and redeem what is salvageable. Time does heal some wounds, and it is not out of the realm

of possibility that some sorl of reconciliation and transformation of individuals will come about

from God's saving grace. But such a soteriological hope should not obfuscate the fact that much,

too much has been lost on the 'slaughter bench' of history. Radical suffering, then, is "not a

lesson or an answer ['a la Hick] bul a question, a struggle, a battle to affirm something in the

face of rìothingness."39 Roth's theodicy of protest in the face of radical negation is what may

enable us to ask that question, to endure that struggle, to make that affirmation.

Wisdom Discourse

As we have seen, Roth's protest theodicy arises mainly from his theological reflection on
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such surd events as the Holocaust and from his dialogue with post-Holocaust Jewish theologians,

viz. Elie Wiesel. Though Roth mentions a protest theodicy developed in biblical discourse, he

only gives us hints of what that scriptural theodicy might encompass. His brief references to a

'biblical' protest adumbrates the work of those theologians and philosophers of religion who

stake a claim to the Bible's capacity to speak to the present situation of radical negation.

Mark Wallace is one such theologian and philosopher of religion whose grounding in

Neoorthodoxy Protestant revelation places him firmly in the tradition of those who believe the

Bible holds a unique claim on being. lnfluenced heavily by the literary criticism and textual

analysis of Paul Ricoeur, Wallace seeks to find an adequate approach to evil using the rhetoric of

biblical language. More specifically, he looks to wisdom discourse as the most appropriate

response in encountering and coping with pain and suffering.

ln an unpublished article entitled, "The Rheloric of Wisdom and the Failure of Theodicy,"

Wallace, like Roth, rejects the speculative claims of analytic philosophy as intellectually

unsatisfying and emotionally unfulfilling 'answers' lo the problem of evil. lnstead, he avers that

the aporia engendered by such a formal model "is relocaled on the plane of practical (rather

than theoretical) knowledge within biblical wisdom literature."40 ln employing biblical wisdom

discourse, then, Wallace does nol seek to provide a solution to evil but confront it with a praxis

that is conducive to healing. lt is a praxis grounded in a tradition which exhorts "irony, anger,

calharsis and rilual" as efficacious responses to evil.al Wallace understands this wisdom

discourse, and biblical discourse in general, to be embedded in the genre of rhetoric rather than

in the genre of philosophical analysis, Consequenlly, his critique of evil is from a rhetorical,

rather than analytical (arguing from, rather than to) mode-of-discourse which engenders a

more sympathetic response to the existential and timeless problem of unjust suffering.42

Wallace's "rhetorical analysis of the practical responses to radical negation within

biblical wisdom discourse"43 in some respects parallels Rolh's 'anti-theodicy.' Both approaches

are opposed 1o the speculative aporia of analytic philosophy, and both downplay the 'promise

motif' of biblical narrative44 as loo insensitive to the needs of the victims of unjust suffering.
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And both approaches claim to present a more intellectually and emotionally edifying response to

evil. But to see how closely the similarities and differences of these two approaches are, we

must present a fuller exposition of Wallace's theodicy.

Wallace avers that biblical wisdom discourse presenls an ironic and dialectic rhetoric4s

which belies the sanguine optimism of narrative genre, a narrative from which arises a

theology of election, providence, and covenanl. Narrative genre operates in story-like fashion to

reveal God as a loving and lrustworthy presence who imparts security and comfort to human

beings. But such genre refuses to allow ultimacy to "Îhe polyphony of theological times and

counter themes in Jewish and Christian scriptures that alternatively support and undermine

this covenenlal description of divine life."46

Building on Paul Ricoeur's seminal appropriation of sapiential discourse as a

heterodoxical response to theodicy within lhe biblical texl, Wallace exposes christological

narrative hermeneutics as an inappropriate and irrelevant response to evil in a world which

has lost faith in the ideas of biblical covenanl and election. Even if it is not the case that the

world has lost failh in lhese biblical lhemes, christological narrative hermeneutics fail in

another sense as well, They fail because the discordanl, the ambiguous, and the chaotic -

realities which seem to imbue our existence with their 'dark' presence - ultimately cannot be

taken seriously by a community of believers ,who have been reassured by the promising-motif

of narrative genre. ln fact, the idea of tragedy - irrevocable loss - holds no meaning for such a

community, because tragedy holds no place in the divine economy. As Wallace points out, "The

danger lies in the community's confidence that its future is secure because it has the occult

knowledge of the divine masterplan."4T

And so while narrative discourse, such as that presented in the gospels, does present space

for the faithful response of the listening communily, it does not exhaust the full range of genres

found in biblical discourse, genres which allpw for different ways-of-being in or relating to the

world. lt is the irony of sapiential discourse, for instance, which counteracts the claims of

narrative space and presenls a deslabilizing and subversive interpretive intrusion of that
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space.48

lndeed,

Sapiental irony reminds the reader that lhe Bible's narrated promises
are not inviolable safeguards against the terror and dealh that always
questions naive fidelity to the God of the covenant. . . . the Bible's
wisdom genre is an intentional violation of the reader's trust in the
promise-keeping God of Christian theology.ae

The crux here is that rhetorical analysis presents a different mode-of-interpretation, a

different way-of-being in a world that seems more consistent with an Absent God than a Present

Actant. lt is a genre which promotes a cathartic response to evil, to those times and situations

when God seems to have rescinded or neglected the covenant made with the 'chosen.' This

approach is tension-filled, purgative, and protesting, and is one that enjoins not only outcry

against the 'injustice' of God but action (both from God and from humans) to remedy such

injustice. Wallace, therefore, argues convincingly that wisdom discourse is an essential

biblical genre which individuals need to appropriate to heal a world community confronting the

precipice of global disaster and "the wake of unprecedented human suffering.'50

Following Jacques Derrida's maxim - "We must begin wherever we are ... Wherever we

are: in a text where we belíeve ourselves to be"42 - Wallace maintains that we must operate

within the contemporary socio-historical context and use the empirical data within that context

to inform any theological undertaking on the problem of evil, And the data points to the fact that

we can no longer foist the rational structure of philosophical analysis on evil and expect it to

serve as an emotionally or intelleclually edifying 'solution' to the problem. lnstead, the theodicy

most appropriate for our time of existential crisis is one with a less ep¡stemicispeculative

focus and one with a more practical/purgative orientation. lt is also one which subverts the

triumphalislic overtones of narrative theodicies and highlights the cathartic possibilities of

"tragic theater, elegiac opera, family strength, ritual warning, mystical process, and works of

charity and grace."52
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Wallace's theological reflection on radical negation, like Roth's, bears a close affinity with

post-Holocaust Jewish theologians. ln the tradition of Emil Fackenheim, Elie Wiesel, Richard

Rubenstein, Eliezer Berkovitz, and Arthur Cohen, Wallace is acutely aware of the fact that the

"tradifional theological lexicon" of speculative aporia and of narrative triumphalism does not

accord with this generation of truth-seekers.S3 The threat of nuclear annihilation and the

reality of the death camps highlight the divine alterity and Holy Otherness of God (Otto's

mysterium tremendum et fascinons), bul they do so at the expense of eclipsing God's

benevolence and charity. God's radical character is underscored, manifested in the negative

revelation at the Anti-Sinai (Auschwitz).5a Faith in God's goodness, even existence, is shattered

in the unholy commandments proscribed there.

But unlike Rubenstein, Wallace is not ready to announce the death of God and usher in the

era of atheology. The 'being' revealed in the biblical genre still speaks to him as a way of

struggling with and against a "God (who) may be guilty but not dead."55 Wallace sums up this

tension of tortured faith when he writes

It is premature . . . to abandon the struggle with and against Ìhe divine
. . . (but this) is not to say that the intellectual and practical task of
forging an alliance between the endearing God of the Bible and the
malign Power of the tremendum is an easy lask, or even a task that
can be accomplished at this time in history. lt is to say, rather, that it
is this difficulty we must live with and think about, and that the
difficulty cannot be resolved by resorting to Zarathustra's human,
all-too-human murder of God.s6

Wallace, like Roth, sees this tension played out in the inlertextual dynamics of biblical

discourse. But, because he is a philosopher with an interest in biblical hermeneutics, Wallace

spends considerably more time than Roth in drawing out this tens¡on in Scripture. For example,

he notes that the God of Ananias and Sapphria and lhe God of Job, a God who emerges "in the

cracks and along the faultlines of the regnant biblical accounts of God's faithful activity,"57 is

one of extreme violence and vengeance. Such a God cannol be suppressed by "the stra¡ght road of

narrative coherence and closure, lhe road lhat follows lhe supreme chrisfological plot line to its
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predetermined telos in the final triumph of God over all things anti-God and evil."S8 Wallace

keenly points out that such a road is cross sected and traversed by crooked paths of ambiguity

and liminality. These paths not only contradict God's prevenience and grace, but allow the

victims of radical evil the necessary literary space to voice their anger and despair against God,

as well as act out their struggle within a theological (con)text.s9

Wallace, accordingly, admonishes us not to truncate the polyphonic and multivalent

hermeneutics of biblical discourse in order to trump one homophonic reading which, though

effective in its capacity to convey trust and faith in the oulworkings of God's salvation, fails to

produce a sympathetic response to the outcries of the victims of suffering. These outcries go

unheeded within the orthodoxal, 'promise-motif' narralives; they do, however, find a home in

wisdom discourse. Wisdom discourse engenders a dissenting voice, wifhin a timetess framework

of existential situations and choices, to the triumphal voice of an historical unfolding of

christological salvation emplotted in the chronology of 'promise-motif' narratives. This

atemporal framework cannot be foisted onto or subsumed under the linear structure of

chronological narrative.

Sapiential discourse, then, is the foil of narrative genre, in the sense that it adduces limit

situations and questions which defy and conlravene the promises of covenantal stories. ln other

words, because of wisdom's universal and ahistorical character - the issues it raises are

timeless, everyday concerns - one is allowed to reconnect people "with basic human concerns

even as [one] challenges the religious community's security in the historical unfolding of a

special chronology that assures the people's preservation."60 The 'promise-motif' meets its

stiffest opposition in wisdom's timeless witness to and protest against specific instantiations and

ironic irruptions of iadical evil within the faithful community.

Wallace claims the Bible, with all its polyphonic play and intertextual dynamics, makes a

non-violent appeal to its readers to inhabit an imaginative text which reveals new

ways-of-being in the world through age-old resources. Accordingly, this new way-of-being

speaks of new ways of coping with the problem of evil, ways which are more conducive to
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'dissolving' the problem by means of practical and purgative responses rather than 'solving' it

through a framework of speculative aporia.6l

The chief spokesperson of this new way-of-being is the time-honored sage of Hebrew

Scripture who enjoins her listeners to the "praxis of mourning, the catharsis of complaint, lhe

jeremiad of anger, and the rhetoric of irony as authentic and sometimes therapeutic responses

to a distant God and an unfeeling universe."62 Pain, accordingly, is to be handled in the manner

of "the lamenters and sages not . . . the philosophers and theologians."63

He further argues thaf the paradox and irony arising from a 'full' reading of biblical texts

can lead to a theology which will be more sensitive to the victims of radical evil than either a

monological reading or a rational critique of those texts. lt will be more sensitive, because it

allows the victim to choose her own method of response to the suffering and pain in her life. The

victim of unjust suffering must be given as much literary space and play as possible to sound off

the various responses of fear, anger, irony, catharsis, and hope in her struggle with and against

God and her humanity.

A polyphonic reading of biblical discourse can also "nourish . . . a cathartic response to

those forms of suffering and incoherence that cannot be subsumed under any rational system,

theological or otherwise."64 lndeed, this cathartic response is the

praxis of prayer and liturgy while belief in God is held in abeyance; it
is the mad dance of the Hasidim who, in spite of God, and in order to
spite God. throw themselves into the liturgy of revolt and blasphemy .

. . [it] is not the carnal cynicism that announces the dealh of God after
the lremendum because the universe has now been desacrilized; it is,
rather, the chilly realization that our world is charged with an
alterity lhat makes us shudder and despair of identifying traces of a
healing other that can address the terror of ultimate evil.65

A Protest Theodicy: But What About God?

There are, as I pointed out in the beginning of this chapter, many points of contact between
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Roth's and Wallace's theodicies. Both invite us to participate in a tension'filled existence

between God's divine promise and (seemingly) diabolical perfidity. To help us cope with this

tension-filled existence, both engender a cathartic struggle with and against God contested in a

fractured world where the covenantal motif has been broken and the doctrines of election and

providence no longer have a hold on most people's imagination. Both see th¡s struggle played out

fully within the context of the Jewish lradition, whether embodied in Hebrew Scripture

(Wallace) or evocated in contemporary Jewish thought (Roth). Finally, both abandon rational

discourse as a means to explicate God's ways to humankind and, instead, aver "theodicy in the

mode of action can refigure and restore a fractured meaning to a world lhat is brute and

unfeeling, even Godless."66

But where the two theodicies diverge is on the notion of God's responsibility for the evil in

the world. Roth states emphatically lhat God is guilty, that there is a demonic side to the

Almighty. Wallace does nol go as far, and he suspends judgment on God's accountability. Wallace,

Ithink, is wise in placing God's guilt in abeyance, for he realizes the deeply problematic

position of someone, like Roth, who affirms an evil God. For one, an evil and malevolent God is

contrary to the needs of a viable and living religion. As Charles Hartshorne as noted in A Natural

Theology for Our lime, theistic religions understand God as the One who is worthy of worship,

that is, the One for whom we integrate "all [our] thoughts and purposes, all [our] valuations and

meanings, all [our] perceptions and conceplions , . . in a consciously unitary response to life."67

We worship God, we love God with the whole of our being, because God is supreme love. lt, in

fact, is impossible to worship with one's whole being that which is not all-loving. Hartshorne

proffers examples to demonstrate this:

For instance, if we cannot entirely avoid self-love (and we cannot),
then in loving the object of all our love must we not somehow be
loving ourselves? The same is true of love for our friend or neighbor.
But how can these loves be elements in our love for God? Only if the
inclusive referent of our concern Himself cherishes all creatures,
only if he loves all-inclusively, is the problem solved. Only supreme
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love can be supremely lovable.6s

ln this holistic analysis of theistic religions, it would seem that we cannot worship Roth's God.

ln what sense, then, can we say Roth has presented a coherent conception of a religiously

available deity? lf God is malevolent in some respects, how can we and why should we trust or

put faith in God?

Roth's God is a whimsical and capricious deity whose moral imperfection skews our own

notion of moral goodness. lf, as Surin asserts, il is "a central tenet of the Christian faith that

man is enabled to overcome evil only by lhe sovereign grace and power of God,"69 then what

chance do human beings have to be the morally good creatures if their God is an evil one? How,

in fact, can we trust the 'divine' revelation of Scripture? How do we know for sure what 'good'

is? By underscoring God's sovereignty and rescinding God's 'all-goodness,' Roth has created

serious problems for a constructive Christian theology/theodicy after the Holocaust. His God is

not worthy of worship, and if his God does exist, then I cannot see much hope for the

improvement of the human species as a whole, Dorothee Soelle states succinòtly the

consequences of a Rothian God when she wriles, "lf Christians ('masochistically') [believe in]

this all-powerful ('sadistic') God, who is necessarily the originator of evil and suffering, it

will be impossible for them to work for less dehumanized and dehumanizing social

formations."To

Roth's God, therefore, is not a religiously available one in general and a not a Christian one

in particular. Roth's theodicy has no trace of a christological or a Christ-oriented way-of-be¡ng

in the face of radical negation. But how can any Christian attempt to understand the mystery of

God and evil exclude the the event of ìne lncarnalion, the very essence of Christianity?

Christians believe God revealed Godself in the person of Jesus of Nazareth, and yet Roth's

theodicy, along with the speculative theodicies we have examined, does not give sufficient

consideration to this fundamental tenet of Christian belief.

Here, I am anlicipating the need for a more Christocentric 'theodicy,' particularly one
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articulated in a second order reponse to evil, that may shed light on the problem of evil in terms

of what God does in the face of evil. Minimally, it might say that God participates in our

struggles with evil and the pain and suffering concomitant with such struggås. A theology of the

cross, as emboddied in the God-person Jesus of Nazareth, may provide a somewhat necessary,

though not sufficient, Christian hermeneutic of the intelligibility of theism in the face of radical

negation, not to mention one that can provide a praxis-generating response to the problem of

evil in general.

The protest theodicies we have examined in this chapter have argued persuasively that

praxis-oriented approaches to evil can provide a full repository of viable, cathartic responses

to unjust suffering. ln the next and final chapler, I shall attempt to provide a framework by

which we can incorporale the praxis-engendering responses of a first order theodical discourse

with the theotigia crucis of a second order Christian response to evil. Nevertheless, I realize

such an attempt has limitations: all second order theodical disourse can, at best, point to a

deeper expression in a faith which grapples with that which is fundamentally a surd, a caesura

to rational thought. ln this respect, I follow Roth's maxim that any adequate theodicy (of a second

order nature) will necessarily be an ant¡-theodicy, one that realizes it cannot provide a

satisfactory 'solution' to evil for everyone (even for most) but seeks to understands ¡ts own

biases and assumptions in its attempt to speak theologically about a problem primarily of

practical purport.

ln setting out a second order response, I agree with James Welzel that such an undertaking

"express[es] an obscene hope if it moves facilely from the acknowledgement of real suffering to

the perspective of the big picture."71 Unredeemable loss seems part and parcel of the human

condition,T2 and a second order theodical discourse which too easily forgets this will quickly lose

its appeal, especially to the victims of radical sufering, as an adequate theological hermeneutic

to the problem of evil. Using lhese caveafs as our guiding concerns, we now turn to a second

order theodical discourse which attempts to speak to (from) the position of those victims.
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Chapter Four

Second Order Theodical Discourse:

Recovering the Cross

TheSshungtwoJewishmenandaboybeforetheassembledinhabitantsofthecamp.Themendied

quicklybutthedeathstruggleoftheboylastedhalfanhour'..WhereisGod?Whereishe?,.aman

behind me asked. As the boy, after a long time, was still in agony on the rope' I heard the man cry

again,,,WhereisGodnow?..Andlheardavoicewithinmeanswer,..Hereheis-heishanginghereon

this gallows." (Wiesel, NíghÐ1

Now from the sixth hour there was darkness or,er alì the land until the ninth hour, And about the ninth

hour Jesus cried with a loud voicc, 
,,Eli, Eli, la,ma sabach-tha'ni?.. that is, ''My God, my God, why has

thou forsaken me?" (Matthew 27:45-46)

God as Go-Sufferer

rn this rast secrion, r hope to outrine a coherent hermeneutic of a christocentric second

order theodicar discourse that is faithfur to the content of the christian tradition and

ameriorat¡ve to the the praxis_generaring responses of the first order theodicar discourse

sketched in the preceding chapter. But what does this discourse encompass? How can ¡t be

faithfur to the oftentimes triumpharist¡c overtones of chrislian theology (e'g' the belief that evil

has arready been defeated in the vicrory Jesus christ won for us on the cross) and at the same

time be respectful to the inregrity and dignity of suffering individuals?

perhaps the most promising approach wourd be one that praced the'guaranteed' redemption

of the fairhfur in the background and concentrated instead on the actuar practices and teachings of

the person who christians craim is the God rncarnate - Jesus chrisl. perhaps if we contemprated

the via crucisof the God_human, the passion and death of the son of God on a wooden cross' we

can come to some understanding as to how to balance the hopeful asseverations of christianity
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with the existential situations of suffering individuals.

ln a Christian praxis-oriented theodicy, embodied in the via crucis of the God-human,

Jesus Christ serves not only as a sustaining hope in the face of adversity, but as a model which

we should attempt to emulate in our struggles with ourselves and our humanity. A majority line

of traditional Christian thoughf has posited that God's love and compassion reach their apogee in

God's deliverance of the Son, Jesus Christ, to the world as a paradigm of perfected humanity.

Here, in the person of Jesus of Nazareth, God demonstrates to human beings a life of true human

dignity and integrity in the face of radical evil and suffering. Accordingly, Jesus is the shining

exemplar of a new way of being in the world, the God-human who employs age-old resources

(e.g. lamentation [John 11:35] and protest [Matthew 27:a6l to transform the evil and sin in

the world into the healing and mending which lies at the heart of Christian soteriological hope.

The Christian belief is that by transforming and conforming our lives to the pattern of the

God-human who walked with us in body so long ago and who participates eternally with us in

spirit, we shall realize salvation and the utter triumph over the forces of darkness. ln effect,

lransformation and conversion to Christ, for the Christian, are the means to overcome "human

bestiality and indifference",2 bestiality and indifference which lie at the heart of much of the

evil perpetrated in this world.

But how can we relate this hermeneutic of Jesus Christ with the sufferings of millions

who everyday bear lheir crosses seemingly wilhoul any consolation or succor from God? What,

in fact, does it mean when Christians profess belief in an lncarnate deity? How can we relate the

Christ crucified in Christian Scriptures with the young boy hung at Auschwitz, depicted in Elie

Wiesel's Nþhf(see the above excerpt).

Seemingly, there is no God, no glorified Son, in the Kingdoms of Night. Certainly, the man

who witnessed the hanging of the boy and cried out in despair in response to it did not feel the

presence of God in that momenl of meaninglessness and death. As Surin po¡nts out, the world to

the Jew who uttered this cry of dereliclion is a world etsi deus non daretur.3 lt is the cry of a

person who can only feel the cold and empty absence of a nonexistent or, at least, hidden God.
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The question to be asked now, in this time of religious and existential doubt, is whether a

person will be comforted by or satisfied by the intellectual anodynes (e.9., the 'vale of

soul-making' theodicy or 'free will' defense) speculative theodicies proffer to tortured spirits

in attempting to justify the ways of God to human beings? Can the speculative theodicies we

examined earlier provide sufficienl and sensitive justifications to explain why, for instance, a

child is being hung in a concentration camp?

I aver that the answer is 'no.' For example, knowing that humans are "free being[s] . . .

finite and fallible creaturels] disposed to subject [other] fellow creatures to the most

excruciating of deaths"4 is nol an appropriate religious response to those who encounter radical

evil. The only acceptable religious response al moments like these is one that professes a God

who participates in the suffering of the tormenled, a God who gives of Godself to those who need a

source of succor in their hour of suffering and pain. A theodical response of this kind

exemplifies an lncarnation theology, championed by theologians such as Jurgen Moltmann and

Dorothee Soelle. These thinkers posit that God is morally justified in creating a world with so

much pain and suffering only if God participates actively with its pain and suffering. That is,

God suffers with us when we suffer, God hurts when we hurt, and God feels sorrow when we feel

sorrow. ln the words of A.N. Whitehead, God is "the great companion - the fellow sufferer, who

understands."5

However, to posit 'God as co-sufferer' as a morally justifiable theological statement

requires that one posits also that God is not a masochist who, in some sense, enjoys suffering

with us. Suffering must be at least be as taxing and terrible to God as it to us if we are to take

seriously the ramifications and implications of this second order theodical discourse.

Accordingly, if we are not lo presume a masochistic deity, God is a 'legitimate' co-sufferer with

humanity, indwelling Godself in the suffering realities of creation but not justifying or in

anyway consent¡ng to the evil and hardship in the world. God freely chooses to partake of our

struggles out of love and compassion for human beings by grounding Godself in the being and

lives of humanity.6
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By averring that God is a loving and benevolent deity who shares in our anguish and pain

and participates in our struggtes and tribulations, lncarnation theologies affirm God is, in a

fundamental sense, a good Be.ing. God empathizes with the starving man, the grieving widow, and

the homeless child. But not only does God empathize with humanity, God directly participates on

an experiential level with human beings themselves. Accordingly, God takes it upon Godself to

feel and be affected by human anguish and suffering - perhaps as much as humans themselves

are - in accordance with the belief that God is the Ground of Being and the Being of our existence.

A theodical discourse of this nature allows us ìo connect the terms 'goodness' and 'God;'7

consequently, it allows us to hope again in the belief that God is truly for us in our stfuggles to

realize our 'humanness' and in our battles against the evil which threatens to break our

humanity. This hope, that God is ultimately for us, may even allow us to place trust once aga¡n

in the promise-motif of biblical lilerature.

However, the triumphant message of soteriological assurance and redemptive

transformation needs to be tempered with the recognition that there are irruptions of seemingly

surd and gratuitous evil that plague humankind with lheir'holy terribleness'and'radical

otherness.' These intrusions do not seem to 'fit' into the pattern of human redemption, but they

indeed seem to undermine the whole notion of a salvific presence in the lives of human beings.

Accordingly, any theological utterances that suggest an eschatological salvation should take a

secondary, not a primary, position of importance in determining the proper response or

responses which may heal the fractures wrought by radical suffering and evil. As Surin notes,

"[t]heological assertions (e.g. soteriological stalements), even when they happen to motivate

and sustain prayer and confession, are nonetheless significant only insofar as they guide and

inspire action designed to overcome pain and misery'"8

Soteriological hopes, indeed, can be part and parcel of an efficacious healing process in a

fractured world. Hope provides a reason to struggle, to live, to 'fight another day.' But harping

on the promises of a future redemption, when 'everything will be alright,' does not always speak

compassionalely or even truthfully to the present existential plight of the victim of radical
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suffering. Here, the age-old resources of wisdom discourse, in their capacity to suggest

purgative and even therapeutic responses to age-old limit situations, serve a more salubrious

function than do the sanguine statements of salvific theologies. The resources of wisdom

literature, indicative of a praxis-oriented approach to evil, allow human beings to plumb the

depfhs of hatred, despair, and alienation. But not only this, fhey allow us to live out a full-range

of salutary responses within those depths to mend the fractures of our being, fractures arising

from the descent into the abyss of radical negation'

And yet, within the murky and fathomless depths of utter human malevolence and malice

lies a wickedness and alienation which cannot be transformed "by even the most noble and heroic

deeds of human solidarily"9 or by even the most purgative and cathartic practíces known to

human experience. At the deepest level of our souls, we encounter the Holy (Wholly) Other in

all its terrible power and vulnerability. ln the ground of our being, indeed, we encounter our

'true' selves - the Same who is yet strangely distinct - and we meet God - the Other who is yet

strangely familiar. lt is at this moment of encounter wilh the Same and the Other, but

paradoxically with that which we are connected to (the Other) and that which we are distantiated

from (the Same), that we are called, no, commanded to make the exislential decision that shall

either transform us into a new life or render us hopeless in the old one.

And the decision demands that we lose our old selves and put on our lrue selves; indeed, it

demands we relinquish our old selves to God, who is the Ground of our being and the Be¡ng of our

grounding. By emptying our old selves to the Ground of our being, we take the risk of

encountering the wholly other - our 'true' selves, grounded in God - and we allow for the

possibility of God's grace to imbue our live with strength and courage in the face of radical

suffering. This Kierkegaardian 'leap of faith' hopes-against-hope that God will respond

affirmatively to our initiative and provides us the means to transform ourselves in spite of the

forces of the 'dark side' that lhreaten our lives and souls.

ln the struggle to overcome evil, then, Christians ultimately place their faith and trust in

God. The conquest of evil, therefore, is inevitably and ineluctably tied up not only with our own
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purgative and cathartic responses to suffering, but the soteriological and prevenient grace of

transformation within the ground of our being. lf humans are to ultimately overcome evil, they

must receive lhe grace of God. God, therefore, is needed to transform humans into creatures of

light. Accordingly, the first order theological question - 'What do humans do to overcome evil?'

- becomes inextricably intertwined wilh the question - 'What does God do to overcome evil?'

in a Christian hermeneutic of second order theodical discourse.

Jesus Christ - The Presence of Spirit

What I have suggested above is that a Christian hermeneutic of the struggle with evil

entails, on some deep experiential level, that God lives our struggle lo realize our full humanity

and potentiality. But to speak of God and evil, to employ Christian lheological discourse as a

medium to 'understand' what the ontological reality and theological significance of evil is

without reference to the founding event and experience of the life, death, and resurrection of the

God-human, Jesus Christ, is to fundamentally ignore a basic tenet of Christian faith. ln other

words, we must understand lhe medium of God's participation in our being and in our lives as

the Presence of God - Jesus Christ. Not only is this Presence embodied in the person of Jesus of

Nazareth, but the Presence eternally partakes of our suffering and pain. To quote from the

evangelist John, who uses the term 'Word' instead of 'Presence,'

ln the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the

Word was God. He was in the beginning with God; all things were made

through him, and wilhout him was not made anything that was made. ln

him was life, and the life was the light of men, The light shines in the

darkness, and the darkness has not overcome it' (John 1 :1-5)

The Christian belief is that Jesus Christ is our intercessor in times of trouble, our light

in a world of darkness, our hope when hope has 'run out.' Jesus .is the eternal Presence who

becomes a human person in order to save humanity, the God-human who "re-unite[s]d the
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whole human race with God through the mystery of His death and resurreclion, and reconcile[s]

all things among themselves.'lO God, for the Christian, always has and always will participate

in our suffering through the mediation of Jesus christ. The evangelist Matthew illustrates this

point in his gospel.

Then the King will say to those at his right hand, 'come, o blessed of

my Father, inherit thé Kingdom prepared for you from the foundation

of the world; for I was hungry and you gave me food, I was thirsty and

you gave me drink, I was a siranger and you welcomed me, I was naked

äno lou clothed me, I was sick and you visited me, I was in prison and

you came to me. . . . Truly, I say to you, as you did it to one of the least.of 
these my brethren, yolJ d¡d ¡t to me' (Matthew 25:. 34 . 40;

emphasis mine)

It is the christian belief rhat christ as Presence continually participates in the affairs of

human beings. yet, God so loved the world that God sent the Presence out from within humanity

(the ground of our being) into the world of humans. There the Presence, in the person of Jesus

of Nazareth, suffered the scars of torture and death, scars which remain with the Presence,

Jesus Christ, even after rhe Resurrection.(John 20:27) The participat¡on of the Presence as a

person who lives out a noble life of service and dies the ignoble death of crucifixion bespeaks a

willingness of God to share in the common humanity of all who are oppressed, afflicted, and

persecuted.l l

But God does not merely participate in the sufferings of humanity. ln accept¡ng the cross,

Christ's death is transformed into a resurrection of salvation. Yet, the cross of Christ does not

justify suffering as a means of attaining a salvific state. lt is in spite of suffering, in spite of

enduring human desolation and anguish, that Christ is able to transform death forever into

eternal life.

A theodicy of the cross, then, is at heart a theological exposition of the life, death, and

resurrection of Jesus of Nazareth.20 lt signifies the mystery of the lncarnation whereby God and

human beings became and become one. Consequently, it affirms that the life story of humanity

is, in some sense, the history of divinity. God participates with us in our struggles and suffers
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w¡thusinoursufferingthroughparticipatinginthesufferinganddeathofJesusChristonthe

crossofHumanity.Themysteryofthelncarnation'inseparablefromthemysteryofthe

Trinity, bespeaks God's participation as Presence in the history of humanity'

consequently,becauseGodisinJesusandJesusisinchrist(cf'John10:30)'atheodicy

of the cross avers that God suffered in the suffering of Jesus, and that God, in some mysterious

way,diedonthecrosswithchrist'Butitsaysmorethanthis'sincechristisaconstant

mediatorandparticipantinourlives,thecrosseachoneofustakesupinourlivesissharedby

God. God not only participates in the suffering of the son but' consequently' God shares in our

ownsufferings,inthetimeswehunger,thirsl,feelalienated,sick,oronthepointofdeath

death

ButtheChristianbelievesrhatGoddoesnotonlytakeupthenon.beingofherlife-the

sufferings she endures - in Godserf but incorporates and transforms them into the true being of

selfhood in the fathomless ground of God's Being. The christian places hope, therefore' not only

in a participat¡ng deity but in a saving one as weil. This is the hope which may herp her in her

struggle to face life with human dignity and courage'

lmplications for a Christological Discourse on Evil

A theodicy of the cross, as we have seen, embodies a sensitive yet piercing imitatio

christi,a theology which sympathizes and sides with the poor and afflicted' the destitute and

deprived, the unheard of and uncared for' lt bespeaks a solidarity with the outcast' the

disenfranchised, and the oppressed, a soridarity that accords with the practices and teachings of

the God_human who walked among us so long ago. But it also speaks of the eternally returning

presence who 
'ves 

with us even now, participating and even sharing in our joys and sorrows'

out triumphs and sufferings. Even now, Christ serVeS as this mediating Presence in a Godless

worrd, a mediator who is both ,,God,s representative before us and our representative before

God."13
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Againandagain,GodinChristdrainsthebittercupofsofrowanddesolationwiththe

sufferer, thereby partaking of the pain and hurt and participaring in the anguish and protest of

the unjustry victimized. rn so doing, the presence does not answer the speculative or theoretical

concerns of the questioning community of berievers and non-berievers (e.g., why evil?) but

engenders a praxis-oriented response to the suffering and evil itself' christ' along with the

victimized individual, srruggles with and protests against the injustice of the world which

revers in the absence of a hidden God. Jesus' cry of dereriction signifies a victim-solidarity

against evil and injustice in the world'

ButwhatisinterestinghereisthatthecryofJesusChristonthecrossmustalsosignal

theprotestofthePresenceagainstthehiddenGod,theGodwhoseeminglyabandonsusintimesof

troubre. rndeed, it seems that God seemingry abandons and betrays Jesus (us) in his (our)hour

of need on the cross

Jesus,cry,inthefaceofradicalnegation,affirmsthecatharticandpurgativeresponsesof

thefirstordertheodicaldiscourseweoutlinedinthelastchapter'Butitalsopointsto

something deeper. lf christians take the mystery of the Trinity (the mystery of three persons

(natures)inoneGod)seriously,lhenitwoutdseemthatinthecryofDerelictionwehavea

paradoxicat mystery of God, in the person of Jesus Christ, protesting against God, the Father.

Atonelevel,then,thePresenceofGodprotestsagainstthehiddenGodheadforseemingly

abandoningJesusatamostcriticartime,i.e,,onrhecrossatcarvary.Jesus'protest'

accordingly,isanauthenticandpurgativeresponselotheimpendingsenseofdreadandanomie

he feels. But on a deeper level, perhaps the cry' rather than a response of antagonism'

symbo'zes the most subrime union of the presence within the Godhead. Jesus' cry recalls the

first rine of the twenty-second psarm, a prayer for deriverance from death. At the end of the

psarm is the hope that God wiil not abandon rhe sufferer in her hour of need but be a source of

succor and aid as God has been to her in the past. Likewise, Jesus, though he cries in protest to

God, urtimatery praces trust in the saving grace of God by uttering the first rine of this hopeful

petition,aswellaSconsentingtodrinkthebittercupofdealhforthesakeoftheworld(Luke
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22:421.

But this hope, however, is only adumbrated in the final stanzas of the psalm: these words

are left unspoken by Jesus on the cross. Jesus, consequently, does not articulate the hopeful

discourse of salvation indicative of the latter part of the song. The Presence, though it does not

lose faith in its grounding (God), questions and protests against the Godhead's absence in the

hour of reckoning.

What we may be able to appropriate from Jesus' actions on the cross, from the paradox of

God protesting against God, is the proposition that there are times when radical suffering simply

cannot be subsumed under any rationalistic discourse. lndeed, there are times when the

suffering endured is so radicat and otherly that no theological or soteriological vocabulary can

serve as a source of comfort and compassion for or adequately 'fit' the mind-set of the sufferer.

There may be times, consequenÌly, when the language of a second order theodical discourse - one

that speaks of the benevolence of a participating God, for inslance - cannot speak to the radical

suffering and pain of the sufferer. At these moments, no words, olher than those expressed in

the voices of silence and the cries of protest and lamentation, are appropriate sympathetic and

solidaric responses to the sufferer in her moment of crisis.

To some extent, this captures the essence of a sensitive and humanitarian theodicy which I

have been attempting lo formulate throughout this paper. Such a theodicy must be compassionate

and concerned, first and foremost, with the existential plight of the sufferer. lt will engender

praxis-oriented responses - lamentation, profesl, irony - that áre conducive to coping with and

confronting radical suffering in a way that does not dehumanize or depersonalize the individual

sufferer. Consequently, it will nol attempt to provide solely speculative answers to the problem

of evil, but it will seek lo 'dissolve' the problem through cathartic and even therapeutic

responses lo suffering.

Any second order discourse that can speak affirmatively and hopefully to the condition of

the sufferer can do so only if it first takes seriously the suffering humanity of the individual.
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Accordingly, any theological discourse concerning evil needs to be sympathetic to those who have

been afflicted or oppressed, forlorn or broken on the wrack of extreme suffering. To speak

affirmatively about the reality of evil - that is, to say someth¡ng that points toward a resolution

of the problem with¡n a fheological context - implies that the cataphatic utterances of the

'comforter' ate experienced by the listener in felicitous communion with the perceived

onto-metaphysical slructures of reality. ln other words, these helpful and soothing words or

utterances are understood by the suffering listener to connecl the goodness of creation, and thus

the goodness of the creator, with the existential situation of suffering and anguish. A theologia

crucis, which I have outlined above, is a Christian attempt to provide a way of speaking about

the benevolence of God in spite of the presence of radical evil in the world. And yet, this theodicy

is limited lo professing the goodness of God; it say nothing about the relation of divine

omnipotence and omniscience to the reality of evil. Perhaps an analysis of this relationship will

enable us to understand even more about God and evil.

Whatever the approach to theodicy, however, each person who takes belief in a personal

and loving God seriously must grapple to find a theodical discourse which appeals to her

perception of reality and her own sensibilities. Regardless of the type of articulated discourse,

however, there may be times when no spoken language, theological or otherwise, has the

capacity to provide succor to the sufferer in her hour of need. Accordingly, there are times

when commiserative silence, shared lamenlation, or sympathetic protest - sometimes the most

melodious of all languages - may be the appropriate solidaric responses to the existential plight

of the sufferer. As Surin has so succinctly phrased it, "to (listen) in silence is to acknowledge

that someone's hurt can be so great that it betokens the very absence of the experience of

healing."l+ At the moment or moments when our crosses become too heavy to bear, is it not more

than enough to experience the Void, the Emptiness, for what it surely seems to be - the absence

of the deity in humanity - without discoursing on the onto-metaphysical precepts which seek to

fill the empty space of divinity with meaningless verbiage and unintended insensilivity? At

these times and in these situations, a compassionate and sympathetic silence may be the only
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morally and theologically appropriate response to radical and gratuitous suffering.
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